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ABSTRACT
Shape Analysis of the Human Brain
Matthew Joseph Nitzken
April 20, 2015
Autism is a complex developmental disability that has dramatically increased in preva-
lence, having a decisive impact on the health and behavior of children. Methods used to de-
tect and recommend therapies have been much debated in the medical community because
of the subjective nature of diagnosing autism. In order to provide an alternative method for
understanding autism, the current work has developed a 3-dimensional state-of-the-art shape
based analysis of the human brain to aid in creating more accurate diagnostic assessments
and guided risk analyses for individuals with neurological conditions, such as autism.
Methods: The aim of this work was to assess whether the shape of the human brain
can be used as a reliable source of information for determining whether an individual will be
diagnosed with autism. The study was conducted using multi-center databases of magnetic
resonance images of the human brain. The subjects in the databases were analyzed using a
series of algorithms consisting of bias correction, skull stripping, multi-label brain segmenta-
tion, 3-dimensional mesh construction, spherical harmonic decomposition, registration, and
classification. The software algorithms were developed as an original contribution of this dis-
sertation in collaboration with the BioImaging Laboratory at the University of Louisville Speed
School of Engineering. The classification of each subject was used to construct diagnoses
v
and therapeutic risk assessments for each patient.
Results: A reliable metric for making neurological diagnoses and constructing therapeutic
risk assessment for individuals has been identified. The metric was explored in populations of
individuals having autism spectrum disorders, dyslexia, Alzheimers disease, and lung cancer.
Conclusion: Currently, the clinical applicability and benefits of the proposed software
approach are being discussed by the broader community of doctors, therapists, and parents
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1.1 The Human Brain
The human brain has 100 billion neurons, each neuron connected to ten thou-
sand other neurons. Sitting on your shoulders is the most complicated object in
the known universe.
- Michio Kaku
The human brain is one of the most complicated anatomical structures in the human
body. Carpenters Human Anatomy defines the brain as weighing, on average, about 3lbs. or
1.5kg and having an average volume of 1130 cubic centimeters in females, and 1260 cubic
centimeters in men [1]. In all humans, there is substantial variation amongst individuals, and
the brain has many variations and changes even among the same species. Analyzing such
a variable structure poses a significant challenge [2]. Figure 3.1 illustrates the complexity of
the human brain when represented in a mesh format.
In research, computer-aided medical diagnostics call for the quantitative analysis of many
structural parts of the brain, such as the cortex, ventricles, corpus callosum, hippocampus,
brain stem, and gyrifications [1]. The brain has long been a topic of research, but modern day
1
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shape analysis of the brain has only been possible due to the assistance of computers [3].
Figure 1.1: The human brain.
While the human brain has the same general structure as the brains of all other mam-
mals, it has a distinctly more developed cortex [4, 5]. In terms of volume, large animals such
as whales and elephants have brains that are larger in absolute size. However, when mea-
surements are taken using the encephalization quotient, which compensates for the size of
the body, the human brain is more than twice as large as the brain of a bottlenose dolphin,
and over three times as large as the brain of a chimpanzee. Much of this complexity stems
directly from the cerebral cortex, which is the most well known part of the brain. The anterior
of the brain contains the frontal lobes, which are associated with executive functions, such as
self-control, planning, reasoning, and abstract thought. The posterior of the brain, which is
the portion of the cerebral cortex devoted to vision, is also greatly enlarged in humans [5].
The human cerebral cortex is a thick layer of neural tissue that covers most of the brain [1,
4, 5]. This layer is folded to increase the surface so that it can fit into the volume available.
The pattern of folds is similar across individuals, although there are many small variations.
The cortex is divided into four lobes, referred to as the frontal lobe, parietal lobe, temporal
2
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Figure 1.2: Anatomy of the human brain. Courtesy Biological Psychology 6th Ed.
lobe, and occipital lobe. (Some classification systems also include a limbic lobe and treat
the insular cortex as a lobe.) Within each lobe are numerous cortical areas, each associated
with a particular function such as vision, motor control, language, etc. The left and right sides
of the cortex are broadly similar in shape, and most cortical areas are replicated on both
sides. Some areas show strong lateralization, particularly areas involved in the processes of
speech and language. In most people, the left hemisphere is the dominant hemisphere for
language, with the right hemisphere playing a much lesser role. There are other functions,
such as spatiotemporal reasoning, for which the right hemisphere is usually dominant. These
differences play to the common notion that humans are left- or right-brained, although in
reality this is regarded as myth.
Despite being protected by the thick bones of the skull, suspended in cerebrospinal fluid,
and isolated from the bloodstream by the blood-brain barrier, the human brain is susceptible to
damage and disease [1, 4, 5]. The most common forms of physical damage are from closed
3
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Figure 1.3: Artistic representation of the left and right brain hemispheres. Courtesy
Mercedes-Benz.
head injuries such as a blow to the head, a stroke, or poisoning by a variety of chemicals that
can act as neurotoxins. Infection of the brain, though serious, is rare due to the biological
barriers which protect it. The human brain is also susceptible to degenerative disorders,
such as Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, and Alzheimer’s disease. Several psychiatric
conditions, such as schizophrenia and depression, are thought to be associated with brain
dysfunctions, although the nature of such brain anomalies is not well understood.
Scientifically, the techniques used to study the human brain differ in important ways from
those that are used to study the brains of other mammals. Invasive techniques, such as
inserting electrodes into the brain, or disabling parts of the brain to examine the effect on
behavior, are used with non-human species, but for ethical reasons, are not performed with
humans. Humans are the only subjects who can respond to complex verbal instructions.
It is often possible to use non-invasive techniques, such as functional neuroimaging or EEG
4
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recording, more productively with humans than with non-humans. Some of the most important
topics, such as language, can hardly be studied at all except in humans. Often, human and
non-human studies form essential complements to each other. Individual brain cells (except
where tissue samples are taken for biopsy for suspected brain tumors) can only be studied
in non-humans; complex cognitive tasks can only be studied in humans. Combining the two
sources of information to yield a complete functional understanding of the human brain is an
ongoing challenge for researchers in neuroscience.
1.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (commonly referred to as MR Imaging or MRI) was first
conceived in 1952, when Herman Carr, a graduate student at Harvard, proposed a one-
dimensional MRI [6, 7, 8]. The usage of MRI in medicine did not really get started until Paul
Lauterbur expanded the technique developed by Carr [9]. Lauterbur also had the added chal-
lenge of determining how to make a visual image from the MR signals. In 1974, Lauterbur
published his first images, which showed the cross-section image of a living mouse. After this
initial discovery, research resumed and techniques for both applying MRI to the human body
and developing a greater understanding of k-space were patented. Lauterbur would go on to
receive the Nobel Prize in 2003 for his contributions in the field of medicine.
In the 1980s, this work continued until the first full body MRI scanner was introduced
at St. Bartholomews Hostpital in London [8, 10]. GE Research in Schenectady, NY was
the first company to take the technology to market and expand it to use high field-strength
magnets which improved both the speed and resolution of the scanning. Today, MRI is used
for many disorders because it is a significantly safer technique for the human body than using
Computed-Tomography (CT) imaging. MRI is safer because it is based on magnetism instead
of traditional X-Rays. Safety has become a primary reason that work in this area of research
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Figure 1.4: Magnetic Resonance Imaging Scanner.
has opted to use MRI technology as the preferred scanning technology for the human brain.
Figure 1.5: Example MR images of the human brain.
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Constructing MR images involves much mathematical calculation and research. Exten-
sive literature has been published explaining this process, however, an overview will be pro-
vided [8, 11, 12]. An MRI scanner operates by generating a strong magnetic field that sur-
rounds the object being imaged. In MR imaging, radio frequency (RF) signals are emitted to
excite hydrogen atoms located in water-containing tissue of the body. The oscillating mag-
netic field creates a resonance in these particles. After being excited, the atoms in the body
gradually relax back to their original state. It is this state of decay over time that is measured
and used to create the image. The difference in water content between tissues produces
different levels of contrast in the body. This decay and tissue contrast may be altered by using
contrast agents, or by adjusting the parameters of the scanner, which are primarily the T1 and
T2 weights. There are alternate methods used to create custom MRI scans.
The images acquired by an MRI are generated using specific pulse sequences [11, 12].
The MR pulse signals that make up these pulse sequences are electromotive forces that are
induced in a coil by a rotating magnetic moment of nuclear spins. To create a clinically useable
image, this pulse signal must be well above noise levels. These sequences are constructed
to optimize the signal in a variety of different noise environments. This optimization is enabled
by emitting different RF signal pulses at different time points. The combination of RF pulses
places atoms inside of tissue into specific spins. Through the emission of multiple signals in
a row, dramatically different images may be obtained.
The most common acquisitions are T1 and T2 weighted images. A T1-weighted image
is a spin-lattice configuration and measures the tissue signal based on the repetition time of
the originating signals (TR). This method produces optimal images within fatty tissue and is
useful for acquiring images of the cerebral cortex and other similar organs. A T2-weighted
image is referred to as a spin-spin acquisition and is based on the echo time (TE). The TE
follows the TR in a pulse sequence, and occurs after an RF pulse has been emitted. The
spin of the atoms decays faster in the second pulse of a T2-weighted image when compared
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to a T1-weighted acquisition. T2-weighted imaging is useful in examining areas of the body
with a high water content, such as the prostate, white matter of the brain, and edema, among
others.
Figure 1.6: Example MRI Pulse sequences depicting where different signals are enabled and
disabled.
MRI acquisition is not without flaw [8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The presence of movement in the
subject or tissue being acquired, along with non-optimally selected acquisition parameters,
can lead to data corruption and noise. The two primary sources of noise are: (i) noise that
occurs during signal processing in the MR hardware; and (ii) noise originating from the patient
or object being imaged. Noise occurring from hardware is a simpler problem to solve [17].
In the MR hardware receiver chain, noise may be generated from the preamplifier hard-
ware and connections between the preamplifier and the RF receiver coil [15, 13]. The RF
coil is a conductor, and therefore thermal noise is produced by the stochastic motion of the
free electrons present in this coil. The stochastic motion of the RF coil causes ohmic based
losses. This is amplified by the presence of the patient, which creates eddy current losses.
Due to the close proximity of the hardware to the patient, patient originated eddy currents
are inductively coupled to the RF coil. This problem can be easily solved by increasing the
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conductivity of the receiver coils and the magnetic strength of the scanning hardware.
Patient based noise is a more difficult problem [15, 13, 14]. The conduction that is naturally
present in the patient creates a large amount of noise. The human body naturally has a very
large amount of resistance, and when placed into a circuit generates eddy currents (also
referred to as patient loading). A large mass in the scanner creates both more loading and
more noise. This noise is referred to as artifacts that appear in the MR images. Artifacts
take several different forms, but the most common are inhomogeneities in neighboring voxels,
bias, and ghosting.
Inhomogeneities occur in local areas of acquired images. Inhomogeneous voxels in the
same tissue will have a narrow, but randomly distributed, range of values. Difficulties occur
when tissues have similar distributions that overlap. An example is where voxel in the gray
matter have intensity values between the limits of 90 and 120. A similar tissue, cerebro-spinal
fluid may have values between 70 and 100. This can make delineation of the two different
tissue types difficult.
Figure 1.7: Examples of MR imaging noise. (a) Noise-free image, (b) inhomogeneity noise,
(c) bias noise, (d) ghosting noise.
Bias and banding are errors where bands of dark or light voxels stretch throughout the
image [15, 18]. A common example is where one hemisphere of the brain has correctly
acquired values, while the other hemisphere gradually proceeds to darken as voxels move
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toward the acquisition boundary. This creates a similar problem to inhomogeneous voxels.
Tissues may have a wide range of values that heavily overlap one another.
Ghosting is a phenomenon that occurs from the magnetic nature of MR acquisitions.
Ghosting is when an image is partially duplicated in the acquisition. These artifacts occur
most commonly from patient movement combined with phase encoding. Phase encoding is
the method in which MR signals are read and converted to images by sequentially scanning
the patient. All errors that occur in MR imaging can be corrected using high-powered, properly
configured scanners and carefully observing patients for movement. Errors can be accounted
for using image processing algorithms, as discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.4.2.
MRI scanning is a safe method and important for imaging work done on the brain, provid-
ing high resolution results for acquiring images of the brain. In Chapter 3, a detailed survey of
brain analysis methods is presented. In nearly every approach MR imaging is the preferred






But, I ask, what if autism isn’t a processing error. What if it’s a totally different
operating system? What if I told you there was an app for that - and that app is
our collective understanding?
- Marc Sirkin
Autism is a complex developmental disability that typically appears during the first three
years of life. The condition results from a neurological disorder that affects the normal func-
tioning of the brain, impacting development in the areas of social interaction and communi-
cation skills. Difficulties can be identified in both children and adults who have autism. The
symptoms are identifiable in verbal and non-verbal communication, social interactions, and
leisure or play activities. The classic form of autism involves a triad of impairments typically
observed in the behaviors of social interaction, communication and language processes, and
the existence of limited imagination. These behaviors are reflected in restricted, repetitive,
and stereotyped patterns of behavior and activities [19].
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Figure 2.1: A visual representation of degrees of severity on the autism spectrum.
2.2 History of Autism Spectrum Disorders
In 1943, Leo Kanner, a psychiatrist at Johns Hopkins University, developed the diagnosis of
autism. Leo Kanner was an Austrian psychiatrist and physician known for his work related to
the field of autism. Kanner’s work was the foundation of child and adolescent psychiatry in the
U.S. and worldwide. His first textbook, Child Psychiatry, written in 1953, was the first English
language textbook to focus on the psychiatric problems in children [20]. His seminal 1943 pa-
per, ”Autistic Disturbances of Affective Contact”, with the work of Hans Asperger, established
the modern study of autism [21]. By definition, autism spectrum disorder symptoms are man-
ifested by 36 months of age. The symptoms are characterized by delayed and disordered
language, impaired social interaction, abnormal responses to sensory stimuli, events, and
objects, poor eye contact, an insistence on sameness, an unusual capacity for rote memory,
repetitive and stereotypical behavior and a normal physical appearance.
Relatively few neuropathological studies have been performed on the brains of autistic
subjects. Of those reported, abnormalities have been described in the cerebral cortex, the
brainstem, the limbic system, and the cerebellum. Although, those individuals who have the
disorder present with a specific set of core characteristics, each individual patient somewhat
differs from another. It should not be surprising that the brains of these subjects should
show a wide range of abnormalities. Understanding the central neurobiological profile of
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this disorder requires delineation of the anatomic features, which are common to all cases,
regardless of age, sex, and IQ. The results of systematic studies indicate that the anatomic
features, consistently abnormal in all cases, include a reduced number of Purkinje cells in the
cerebellum, small tightly packed neurons in the frontal cortex, and the medially placed nuclei
of the amygdala [22, 23].
It is understood that the limbic system of the brain is important for learning and memory,
and that the amygdala plays a role in emotion and behavior [24, 25, 26]. Research on the
cerebellum indicates this structure is important as a modulator of a variety of brain functions
having an impact on language processing, anticipatory and motor planning, mental imagery
and timed sequencing. Defining the differences and similarities in brain anatomy in patients
with autism, and correlating these observations with detailed clinical descriptions of the indi-
vidual, may allow greater insight into the underlying neurobiology of this disorder.
The many patterns of abnormal behavior that cause diagnostic confusion include a pattern
originally described by the Austrian psychiatrist, Hans Asperger [27]. The name he chose for
this pattern was ”autistic psychopathy”, using the latter word in the technical sense of an
abnormality of personality. This has led to a misunderstanding because of the tendency
to equate psychopathy with sociopathic behavior. Asperger emphasized the stability of the
clinical picture throughout childhood, adolescence, and at least into early adult life, apart from
the increase in difficulty brought about by maturation. The primary characteristics of autism
appear to be impervious to the effects of environment and education. Asperger considered
the social prognosis to be good, meaning that most patients developed well enough to use
their specialized skills to obtain employment. He also observed that some individuals had
especially high levels of ability in special areas of interests and followed careers entering the
fields of science and mathematics.
Autism emerged as a much more mainstream psychiatric condition with the release of
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) [28]. The
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Figure 2.2: The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition is the
current gold standard for diagnoses, and made large changes to how autism is diagnosed.
DSM-IV called for a specific set of criteria to be met and attempted to categorize autism into
cases. With the continued rise in autism prevalence, and heavy scrutiny on the practices
of diagnosis established by the DSM-IV, the DSM-V was released in 2013, replacing the
categorization of autism with the term autism spectrum [29]. The condition of Asperger’s
Syndrome was also removed from autism spectrum disorder diagnosis.
2.3 Neuropathology of Autism Spectrum Disor-
ders
Neuropathology is an important area of study for the purpose of learning how to create a
diagnosis for autism spectrum disorders. The role of single-stranded micro deletions and
epigenetic influences on brain development has dramatically altered our understanding of the
etiology of autism spectrum disorders. Recent research has focused on the role of synapse
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structure and its function as central to the development of autism and suggests possible
targets for interventions. Brain connectivity has been one of the most popular areas of focus in
medical imaging studies. Brain connectivity has served as the framework for conceptualizing
autism spectrum disorders. Despite an increased awareness of autism, medical professionals
and researchers have been quick to point out that autism is not at an epidemic level [30]. As
of publication, there is no single or reliable group of causes that point toward the occurrence
of autism. Studies have made efforts to tie the occurrence of autism spectrum disorders to
a variety of variables including gastrointestinal issues [31, 32], environmental issues [33, 34,
35], and immunological issues [36]. However, no modern studies have been able to reliably
reproduce results and concretely tie autism to any specific variable.
One of the most common myths in autism is that occurrence is directly tied to vaccina-
tions, such as the MMR vaccination. A paper published by Andrew Wakefield in The Lancet, a
renowned medical journal, made this claim in 1998 [37]. Researchers would go on to both dis-
prove Wakefield’s findings [38], and also prove that data presented in the work of Wakefield
was fraudulent and artificially designed to push a personal agenda forward. Unfortunately,
Wakefield’s brash actions have created an ongoing debate surrounding autism spectrum dis-
orders and vaccines that is still prevalent in the public’s mind to this day [38]. It is important
to realize that, to date, no valid studies have ever confirmed a link between any vaccine and
autism spectrum disorders.
Studies into the structure of the brains of individuals with autism spectrum disorders have
provided information that can help researchers better understand autism [39]. Studies, such
as the infant sibling studies, are helping to identify the early markers of autism by defining the
broader autism phenotype [40].
There are three sections of the human brain that are commonly implicated in autism spec-
trum disorders: the Grey Matter (GM), the White Matter (WM), and the Corpus Callosum (CC).
Examination of these individual brain regions has demonstrated that a number of differences
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exist between the neuropathology of individuals diagnosed with autism spectrum disorders
and individuals diagnosed as neuro-typical. These examinations of the individual brain re-
gions further indicate that there is a difference in connectivity resulting in a higher level of
complexity in brain connections for individuals diagnosed with autism spectrum disorders [41].
The GM is found within the brain cortex. The GM contains nerve cells responsible for
routing sensory and motor stimuli to inter-neurons located in the central nervous system. In
individuals diagnosed with autism spectrum disorders, Abel et al. [42] identified a decrease
in the quantity of GM in the brain cortex for individuals diagnosed with autism relative to a
group of control individuals. Locations where this decrease is most prevalent include the right
paracingulate sulcus and the left inferior frontal gyrus. Conversely, an increase in the quantity
of GM was observed in the amygdala, periamygdaloid cortex, middle temporal gyrus, inferior
temporal gyrus, and parts of the cerebellum.
Boddaert et al. found significant decreases in the concentration of GM in the superior
temporal sulcus when comparing children having autism spectrum disorder to those with-
out [43]. Children who fell within the autism spectrum also demonstrated a decrease in the
concentration of white matter concentration in locations such as the right temporal pole and
the cerebellum. Herbert et al. applied a similar voxel-based-morphometry (VBM) approach
to a group of male individuals between the ages of 7 and 11 years [44]. The study by Her-
bert, demonstrated a substantially larger volume of white matter in the brains of individuals
who fell within the autism spectrum. Herbert noted that the increase in overall volume was
accompanied by a decrease in the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala.
Other research has shown both different and contradicting findings. Egaas et al. [45],
Schumann et al. [46], and Elnakib et al. [47] all implicated the corpus callosum in the devel-
opment of autism. The corpus callosum is the largest single fiber bundle in the brain, being
responsible for connecting the two hemispheres of the brain. When measured using different
techniques, these studies all agreed in findings of a reduced size of the corpus callosum. A
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Figure 2.3: The amygdala of the brain is a small area located near the front interior of the
brain. It can be seen in this 3D model highlighted in red.
study by Schumann et al. contradicted the work of Herbert et al. by finding an increase in the
size of the amygdala. While the findings of each of these studies is not wrong, and no articles
have been redacted, the substantial contradiction between the findings of studies is indica-
tive of the broad variability of patients who fall within the autism spectrum. The classification
holds so many diverse types of patients, that there is great variability in the neuropathology
of autism.
The cerebellum plays a role in the coordination of attention and motor control. Therefore,
the cerebellum has also been proposed to play a role in autism spectrum disorders. Cere-
bellum mal-development has been a consistent finding in children who are unable to adjust
their mental focus of attention to follow rapidly changing verbal, gestural, postural, tactile, and
facial cues [48]. These cues signal the need for mental changes necessary when people are
around groups of humans allowing them to process streams of social information. These cues
allow an individual to alter their ”spotlight of attention” from one source of information (e.g.,
auditory) to another (e.g., visual) in a fluid manner. This process of moving a source of atten-
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tion involves disengaging ones attention from one source and then subsequently moving and
reengaging it on another. Medically, this is the process of cognitively applying an inhibition to
one source, and an making an enhancement to the new source. When a human selectively
chooses to adjust the focus of their attention, the nervous system must quickly and accurately
alter the pattern of neural responsiveness to sensory signals. This allows an individual to
enhance the neural response to certain stimuli (e.g., vocalizations and gestures), and inhibit
neural response to other stimuli [49, 50].
2.4 Prevalence of Autism
Since its discovery in 1975, the reported incidence of autism spectrum disorders has in-
creased dramatically. Initially, it was believed that only one in 5000 individuals fell within the
autism spectrum. As of 2014, this number has skyrocketed to include one out of every 68
children in the United States [51]. The Centers for Disease Control have identified that one
in 42 boys and one in 189 girls are listed in the official autism prevalence reports by gen-
der. Federal agencies and researchers have begun working on methods to acquire improved
prevalence rates for autism spectrum disorders [52]. While the actual causes of autism spec-
trum disorders are unknown at this time, the rise in prevalence is most strongly believed to
come from an increase in public awareness in the general population [53].
Initially, there were three classification of autism including autism spectrum disorders
(ASD), Asperger’s syndrome (AS) and pervasive developmental disorder (PDD). This clas-
sification has been simplified to the term autism spectrum. Asperger’s syndrome is no longer
classified as an autism spectrum disorder, however its removal does not contribute to a de-
crease in the overall prevalence of autism [54, 55]. This compression of a wide range of dis-
orders into a single spectrum has contributed to difficulties in identifying and defining autism.
The changing definition of autism has led to difficulties in accurately estimating the preva-
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Figure 2.4: In 2014, 1 in 68 children are diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder.
lence.
Figure 2.5: The prevalence of autism has unfortunately risen greatly since 1975.
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2.5 Importance of Early Detection
Treatment for autism spectrum disorders is most effective when intervention is begun before
the age of three years old [56]. Early intervention is over 400% more effective than interven-
tion that begins at a later stage in life. Having the appropriate interventions can allow a child
to integrate more easily with neurotypical children (sometimes referred to as mainstreaming)
and achieve their maximum potential.
Early intervention is only possible when paired with early detection. At present, early de-
tection of autism is difficult to achieve. Early detection is a key aspect of minimizing negative
effects of autism on an individual. The primary reasons that it is difficult to detect autism at an
early stage include: a wide variation in patient symptoms; slow identification and appearance
of social and language deficits and delays; and the need for observable peer interactions,
which often do not occur regularly before preschool. Parents often do not realize that their
child has autism if there is not frequent opportunity to socialize with peers. It is equally un-
likely that parents will notice the early signs of autism if the child is capable of meeting motor
milestones, even if they exhibit language and developmental difficulties.
There is concrete evidence that points to large gaps of precious treatment time between
the age of the child at the parents’ first concern, the age of the first evaluation, and the age
of a definitive diagnosis [57]. Parents typically become concerned between the ages of 15
and 22 months (earlier for children who also have intellectual disabilities). Children are often
not seen by a specialist until 20 to 27 months at the earliest [41]. There is often further delay
between the first visit to a specialist and the patient receiving a definitive diagnosis. Research
confirms that this delay in diagnosis causes additional distress to parents and wastes valuable
intervention time. This occurrence can be routinely observed in clinical visits with doctors and
therapists in diagnostic and treatment facilities. The existence of this extreme delay has
been confirmed by meeting with parents in specialized schools and support groups. The
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importance of early detection and the difficulty in making treatment decisions indicates that
the field of autism spectrum disorders need state-of-the-art technology for detection of autism
in young children.
2.6 Existing Methods for Detecting Autism
The current gold standards of screening children include procedures that are difficult to vali-
date and are subjective in nature. Pediatric evaluations rarely identify autism before the age
of three [58]. The most common screening exams are the DSM-V [29], Autism Diagnostic
Observations Schedule (ADOS) [59], and Autism Diagnostic Interview Revised (ADI-R) [60].
These exams can only be administered to children two years of age and older. While there
has been progress in developing infant rating scales, these scales are not commonly used in
clinical practice [61]. Most of these screening exams are accompanied by an IQ exam of the
child, such as the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) [62]. A diagnosis involves
individual examinations from child psychiatrists, behavioral and occupational therapists, and
speech language pathologists. The child may also be given an evaluation by a neurologist.
A diagnostic session will generally last for one to two hours. During this time the child will
undergo a battery of evaluations. All of the above mentioned exams, and other tests used but
unlisted, provide subjective evaluations.
Current diagnostic exams are not capable of taking into consideration the disposition of
the child on the day of the exam, or the impact of the length of the exam may have on
the outcome. Parents have confirmed that they often leave the testing sites in a state of
frustration and anxiety that their child may have not performed optimally during the evaluation.
Discussions with professionals in the field have established there is a great deal of stress and
difficulty with the current diagnostic methods. Due to the high prevalence of autism and the
long wait times to receive a clinical evaluation for autism, it is not possible for parents to repeat
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tests in order to wait for a ”better day” for their child.
Figure 2.6: The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) is one of many tested ad-
ministered to children. Assessments are made by determining, on a scale, how well the test
administrator feels the child performed.
Another method of early detection is the Modified Checklist for Autism in Toddlers (M-
CHAT) [41]. The M-CHAT is another subjective screening tool that is much more simple to
administer than the gold standard examinations. This test is used to help refer a child for
early intervention services. The M-CHAT is ideally administered during the ages of 18 to 24
months. In this exam, parents complete the items listed on the checklist independently or
by a scheduled interview. Meeting the criteria of the M-CHAT suggests the risk of ASD and
indicates a potentially positive diagnosis for autism. M-CHAT administrators can request a
follow up parent interview after the screening process. Unlike gold standard methods, the
M-CHAT is an advisory screening tool, and cannot be used to make a formal diagnosis.
Researchers at Yale University have studied groups of two year old individuals diagnosed
with autism [63, 64]. Researchers compared findings between children diagnosed with autism
and children with developmental disabilities other than autism. The Yale program of research
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focuses on mechanisms of socialization and their disruption in autism spectrum disorders.
This work includes a close collaboration with Warren Jones in the development of novel tech-
niques to quantify social processes using eye-tracking technologies [65]. The goal of us-
ing eye tracking is to visualize and measure the ontogeny of social engagement. New data
analysis strategies have been used with children, adolescents, and adults who have autism
spectrum disorders. These strategies reveal abnormalities of visual scanning behaviors when
viewing naturalistic social approaches and situations. In the trials, a child would observe an
actor alternating between the activities of talking and performing a pat-a-cake activity in a
video. In this study, only children with autism showed a preference for the audio-visual syn-
chronicity activities. Typically developing children were interested in the actor’s engagement
with the audience, regardless of the activity. Additional efforts have also focused on the use
of eye tracking to distinguish early signs of autism [66, 67, 68]. This work has focused on
how eye-tracking studies may help to distinguish early markers of autism through displaying
social and video excerpts. Additional comparisons have been made between the usage of
real footage versus cartoon animations.
Figure 2.7: Results comparing neurotypical and autism spectrum eye tracking results.
While there are many testing possibilities for detecting autism in children, the existing
methods are not effective. When considering the DSM-V, ADOS, and ADI-R it is evident that
a much quicker method needs to be developed to assist physicians, clinicians, and parents
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in detecting autism in their children. Medical imaging, discussed in Chapter 3, shows great
promise in providing quicker methods to make an accurate diagnosis.
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CHAPTER 3
SURVEY OF SHAPE ANALYSIS METHODS
3.1 Introduction
Everything we do, every thought we’ve ever had, is produced by the human brain.
But exactly how it operates remains one of the biggest unsolved mysteries, and
it seems the more we probe its secrets, the more surprises we find.
- Neil deGrasse Tyson
The history of shape analysis techniques requires an inclusive survey of the applications
prior methods that have been used. Methods of shape analysis for the human brain in-
clude techniques such as medial axis and skeletal analysis, geodesic distances, Procrustes
analysis, deformable models, SPHARM, deformation-based morphometry, symmetry-based
analysis, Laplace-Beltrami operators, and homologous modeling, among other techniques.
In 1979, Lande [70] proposed to analyze the shape of the brain by measuring the brain
volume. While the volumetric analysis of brain scans, arguably, does not yield sound discrim-
inatory features, it was a key starting point for shape analysis related to the brain. Later,
Desimone et al. [71] and Martin et al. [72] proposed two more elaborate shape analysis
frameworks. The first framework examined color, shape, and texture of the cortex on 2D
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Figure 3.1: 3D mesh brain representation (the expanded section details its complexity and
variability due to multiple different structures and gyrifications. Courtesy of Barras et al [69]
scans of the brain. The second framework performed a more advanced analysis, by exam-
ining pre-generated mesh models of the brain ventricles. To more accurately represent the
brain, the meshes were decomposed using eigen-vectors, that were obtained in a way similar
to conventional Principal Component Analysis (PCA). These early frameworks for examining
the shapes of brain constructs did not produce reliable descriptors of brain-related health or
behavioral disorders, such as e.g. autism and Alzheimer’s disorder. However, these frame-
works inspired extensive subsequent research that helped to push the current field of brain
shape analysis into the forefront of research and development for computer-assisted medical
diagnostics.
Shape analysis applies to digital geometric models of surfaces and volumes of objects-of-
interest to detect similarities or differences between the objects [73]. Typically, shape analysis
is fully automated and is closely paired with some kind of object segmentation. Segmented
objects are represented in a variety of digital formats including volumes, point clouds, and
meshes. Most typically, the outer boundary (or surface) of an object, or a manifold repre-
senting this object, is examined. Henri Poincare [74] defines a manifold as the level set
of a continuously differentiable function between Euclidean spaces that satisfies the non-
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degeneracy hypothesis of the implicit function theorem. In a simplified version, the manifold
can be thought of as an object with no holes or discontinuities.
Surface analysis, formally called surface interrogation, and computer-aided design sys-
tems explicitly examine intrinsic and extrinsic geometric properties of the surfaces found on
objects and manifolds, including visual pleasantness, technical smoothness, and geometric
constraints [75]. Surface analysis is used to detect surface imperfections, analyze shapes, or
visualize different forms.
Shape analysis techniques can be primarily classified into first- and second-order types,
each of the types contains large numbers of congruency-based, intrinsic, and graph based
shape descriptors [75]. The first-order methods typically rely on surface normal vectors, in-
flections, and other intrinsic descriptors, obtained by the Laplace-Beltrami analysis. This
method is considered the more popular geodesic path. Some congruency methods fall into
this category, such as the shape distribution and symmetry analysis.
Figure 3.2: 1st-order shape analysis using reflections: examples of characteristics as seen
in [75].
Second-order analysis is based on the surface curvature and second derivatives. Typical
descriptors are produced by moment analysis, spherical harmonics, and Procrustes analysis
being invariant with respect to congruency and medial axis, skeletal, and Reeb graph analysis.
These techniques heavily rely on the curvature. Importantly, many second-order analysis
methods incorporate first-order techniques.
Both categories of shape analysis depend critically on shape interrogation, or the extrac-
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Figure 3.3: Gaussian curvatures in the second-order shape analysis: from left to right, the
convex, concave, saddle-shaped, parabolic point, and parabolic point region Gaussian curves
as seen in [75].
tion of structural characteristics of a shape from its geometric model [75], and re-meshing, i.e.
repartitioning of primitive components to fit best the original shape. Most commonly, vertex-
vertex or face-vertex methods are used to construct the meshes. The vertex-vertex method
deals with a point cloud, where the points relate to critical junctures in an object, while the
face-vertex method exploits faces that interconnect vertices in a specific and controlled man-
ner [76]. A widely known example of the latter is Delaunay triangulation, in which every face
is a triangle and the final mesh comprises a large number of interconnected triangular faces.
While re-meshing helps to preserve the original shape of the object, it can also enhance some
features of the shape. A primitive (such as e.g. a triangle that minimally characterizes the
shape) can be applied repeatedly in a local region to fit any such feature.
Some of the most popular shape analysis techniques for application to the human brain
are detailed and compared below. These include (i) the medial axis and skeletal analysis,
which is commonly used for surface (2D) and volume (3D) reconstruction in complex models;
(ii) geodesic distances to compare different brains by using intrinsic and graph based analy-
sis; (iii) Procrustes analysis to provide accurate and quick statistical evaluation of shapes in
rigid objects; (iv) deformable models evolving to fit boundaries of complex objects; (v) more
recent 3D surface approximation with spherical harmonics to analyze the brain shape; (vi)
morphometry based techniques to accurately analyze the volume of objects; (vii) and alter-
native and lesser used techniques.
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3.2 Medial Axis and Skeletal Analysis
Medial axes of complex 2D/3D graphical models are widely used for surface reconstruction
and dimensionality reduction. A medial axis, or a skeleton of an object, is defined as the
set of internal points with over one closest point on the object’s surface (see Figure 3.4).
It is represented by a polygon or a similar simple construction of concatenated arcs and
parabolas that follow the would-be determined centerline of the object. The medial axis and
skeletal graphs facilitate indexing, matching, segmenting, or associating objects with one
another. Medial axis analysis has a wide range of uses, that can be used in many anatomical
applications outside of the brain, such as e.g. virtual colonoscopies.
Figure 3.4: Medial axis of a 2D object: the outer black line shows the boundary of the object
and the central dark line connecting the points T1 and T2. Inner isolines indicate the same
distances from the boundary [77].
The notion of a skeleton of a 2D or 3D shape was first introduced by Blum et al [78, 79]. A
skeleton begins by placing a primitive shape inside an object, such as a ball. The primitive is
then inflated until reaching the object’s surface, and this process is repeated until the object is
filled with the maximum-size primitives. Connected centers of the primitives form the skeleton
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that represents geometric properties of the object’s interior, such as bends and elongations,
and reveals the geometric structure, or constituent parts of the object, providing information
about the object’s position, orientation, and size.
Table 3.1: Automated (A) or semi-automated (SA) medial axis analysis: ground truth (GT)
from clinician (C) or non-clinician (N) experts; dimensionality (Dim) and sizes (#) of experi-
mental image databases.
Publication Year Mode Dim # GT
Naf et al [80] 1996 A 3D n/a N
Golland et al [81] 1999 A 2D 66 C
Pizer et al [82] 1999 SA 2D 20 C
Golland et al [83] 2001 A 3D 30 C
Styner et al [84] 2001 A 3D 20 C
Gorczowski et al [85] 2007 A 3D 70 C
Elnakib et al [47] 2011 A 3D 34 C
Paniagua et al [86] 2013 A 3D 90 C
Table 3.1 indexes applications of skeletons for human brain analysis, starting with the
novel proposal by Naf et al [80]. Naf classified various organs, including the brain, after char-
acterizing their structure in 3D images with Voronoi diagrams and skeletons. Excepting [82],
all the methods in Table 3.1 were used for the purposes of medical diagnostics or classifica-
tion.
Golland et al [81] analyzed skeletons of the corpus callosum in 2D images to classify
cases of schizophrenia. The initial skeletons were refined using snakes, or active contours,
which evolved from different randomly chosen starting points. Then the curvature angles and
the width of the skeleton were assigned discriminatory features. The angles were calculated
between each set of adjacent points along the sampled medial axis, and the width was defined
as the radial distance from the medial axis point to the surface boundary. Sampling more
points of the skeleton provided finer details, but also increased the length of analysis time. The
approach was tested on clinical datasets for normal and schizophrenic patients. A relatively
high accuracy (70% in the best case) was obtained for identifying schizophrenia in patients
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by the use of statistical shape analysis of the corpus callosum and hippocampus [83] (the
accuracy of employing a linear classifier in determining schizophrenic patients on the training
data proved consistently higher than the one using cross validation).
As noted in [81, 83], the main advantages and drawbacks of skeletons relates to their
compact and intuitive shape representation that can be used for segmentation, tracking, and
object recognition, including their high sensitivity to noise in the object’s boundary, respec-
tively. The complex and spatially variant structure of the brain leads to a large amount of
noise along the typical shape boundary. To overcome this challenge, Golland proposed us-
ing general prior knowledge shapes, segmented training samples, and fixed topology skele-
tons [81, 83]. The significant benefit of such skeletons is they can be adjusted to each current
object of similar shape and optimized for accuracy.
Pizer et al [82] proposed another method of quantifying object shapes in 2D images that
were used in a variety of applications, including different brain structures. The skeletons
were used to register brain shapes and compare the brain ventricles and brain stem. These
structures could then be quantitatively described using a combination of medial axes and
distance analysis.
Golland’s works [81, 83] dealt primarily with the corpus callosum of the shape that typically
featured no extending appendages. Contrastingly, Pizer’s medial axis analysis was focused
on the brain ventricles, the shapes of which (and their skeletons) often have one or more ap-
pendages. The skeletal appendages extend outward to include additional information about
the more complex shapes. In Pizer’s case, the medial axis analysis was modified to incorpo-
rate intersection points where multiple skeletons could be fused together, as e.g. in Figure 3.5.
The resulting more complex skeletons proved to be useful for solving various problems, in-
cluding segmentation and image registration [82]. Both Pizer’s and Goland’s approaches can
be easily extended from 2D to 3D objects, at the expense of increased computational time
due to the calculation of 3D distances.
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Figure 3.5: Shown is a visual representation of Pizer’s [82] medial axis approach. Due to the
complexity of the shape, it is initialized with three skeletons (a). These are then individually
examined (b) to create a composite skeleton of the parent figure (c).
Styner and Gerig [84] expanded Pizer’s concepts and analyzed the brain ventricles in 3D
images using Voronoi skeletons and PCA to obtain discriminatory features of shape changes
and locality. Spherical harmonics were used to analyze similarities between the skeletons
and compare twin ventricles. Similar to Pizer’s implementation, Styner and Gerig’s skeletons
contain many detailed branches and intersections to represented the shape of the object. To
reduce the effect of the noise in the outer object’s boundary of the shape, the shape was
smoothed by using PCA to include only dominant characteristics of shapes. After this initial
simplification, the Voronoi skeleton was constructed using standard medial axis computation.
Then PCA was used once again to “prune” smaller and less important branches of the skele-
ton.
Gorczowski et al [85] used skeletons to analyze the shapes and poses of five brain struc-
tures in order to classify autism. The mean classification accuracy using poses, shapes, and
a combination of poses and shapes was 56%, 60%, and 64%, respectively, for an image
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Figure 3.6: The Voronoi skeleton pruning scheme designed by Styner and Gerig [84] and
applied to lateral ventricles of the brain: the original boundary (a); the Voronoi skeleton before
pruning (b); the reconstructed boundary (c) after the pruning, and the Voronoi skeleton after
the pruning (d).
database of 46 autistic and 24 control subjects. Although the combined features provided
better results, the overall classification rate was rather low.
Figure 3.7: Elnakib et al [47] skeleton extraction method showing the centerline extraction
method on the left and the final extracted centerline on the right.
Elnakib et al [47] obtained notably better classification accuracy, using a method shown
in Figure 3.7, for autistic and control subjects by analyzing the corpus callosum centerline:
the study correctly classified 94% autistic and 88% control subjects at the 85% confidence
level, 94% autistic and 82% control subjects at the 90% confidence level, and 82% autistic
and 76.5% control subjects at the 95% confidence level for the database of 17 autistic and
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17 normal subjects. Elnakib et al. further extended their centerline extraction implementa-
tions [87, 88, 89, 90] to examine more aspects of the corpus callosum and its 3D centerline
as applied to autism and dyslexia. This work was also explored by Casanova et al. [91, 92]
and El-Baz et al [93].
Paniagua et al [86] used Spherical Harmonics (SPHARM) to calculate the mean latitude
axis of ventricles in neonates. While this is not a full medial axis computation, it can be
computed in a straightforward manner when using SPHARM. Paniagua introduced a fusion
of the medial axis technique with SPHARM analysis to achieve a diagnostic classification in
neonatal subjects. This method is consistent with the modern trend of combining techniques
for better accuracy.
In total, medial axis and skeletal analysis are important shape analysis techniques for ex-
amining basic locations and shapes of structural parts of the brain. The main advantage of
this method is that it creates simple representations of objects along with similarity measures
and accurate descriptions for very complex shapes. These are useful in applications such as
object classification and matching in medical diagnostics, providing clearer understanding of
object structure and construction. The limited use of the object’s surface is the major draw-
back of the skeletal analysis that significantly decreases the usefulness of the medial axes
and skeletons in applications dealing with the surface characteristics and/or small variations
in shapes.
3.3 Geodesic Distances
Of primary interest in the analysis of the brain is the ability to make detailed comparisons
of different brains. This process often requires some form of non-rigid registration of the
two surfaces of interest, or surface matching. A popular approach to shape analysis is the
use of geodesic distances. Geodesic distances can serve as an important geometric mea-
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surement of the brain and can help to provide a means of understanding complex shapes.
Geodesic distances can serve to deliver a wealth of information about the surface geometry
of a shape [75]. One of the first uses of geodesic distances, as applied to the brain, was by
Griffin [94] in 1994. Griffin proposed the use of geodesic distance to characterize the cortical
shape of the brain. This was later expanded by Khaneja [95] who used geodesic distance to
examine the curvature of sulci in the brain.
Geodesic distance is a combination of intrinsic and graph-based analysis. Geodesic dis-
tance is defined as the length of the graph of a geodesic between two vertices within an
object [96]. The distance is the shortest path between two points that can be found in a
curved space (such as the surface of a sphere) and has a wide array of practical uses. If
you have ever boarded a plane to travel between continents there is a strong likelihood that
you have traveled on a geodesic path, because these are the shortest distances between two
points. In the sulci of the brain, geodesic paths that connect two points in a single sulcus will
often follow the curvature of the sulcus [97]. The detection of geodesic paths is a technique
that is heavily utilized with surface meshes for common graphics operations such as mesh
segmentation, watermarking, editing, and smoothing [75].
Table 3.2: Automated (A) or semi-automated (SA) geodesic distance analysis: ground truth
(GT) from clinician (C) or non-clinician (N) experts; dimensionality (Dim) and sizes (#) of
experimental image databases.
Publication Year Mode Dim # GT
Wang et al [97] 2003 A 3D n/a N
Pastore et al [98] 2005 SA 2D 200 N
Huang et al [99] 2006 A 3D 36 C
Mio et al [100] 2007 A 3D 14 C
Butman et al [101] 2008 SA 3D 12 C
Hua et al [102] 2008 A 3D 20 N
Liang et al [103] 2008 A 3D 34 C
Joshi et al [104] 2012 A 3D 12 N
Table 3.2 lists applications of geodesic distance to the human brain analysis. Early ap-
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plication methods by Wang et al [97] analyze the individual sulci of the brain. No methods
that are primarily based on geodesic distance analysis have been used solely for medical
diagnostics or classification.
Figure 3.8: A visual representation of a simple geodesic distance. The two points on the
curve (shown as red circles) are connected by Euclidean (red straight line) and geodesic
(green curved line) distances. Note: the geodesic distance follows the arc of the curve.
Geodesic distance can be defined in a number of ways, however, the most common cal-
culations are for the Gaussian curvature and the mean surface curvature of an object. These
metrics allow features of the brain, such as the gyrus and sulcus, to be easily calculated
by examining each point. Information about the convex and concave areas of the sulci can
be determined by examining the sign of the Gaussian curvature to determine if the value is
greater than or less than the mean surface curvature.
Once points of interest have been determined, the geodesic distance can be computed
using a number of different methods [105, 106, 107]. One of the most popular, is the Fast
Marching Method proposed by Kimmel and Sethian [107]. This method has gained wide
acceptance due to the speed of the calculations, and its easy applicability to a vast array of
applications, including two- and three-dimensional structures. An example of the result of the
Fast Marching Method is illustrated on a synthetic surface in Figure 3.9.
Wang et al [97] proposed the use of geodesic distance analysis to analyze the sulci and
gyral fissures of the brain for matching brains. Locations were classified and compared be-
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Figure 3.9: Illustration showing the calculated geodesic distance between two points on a
synthetic surface. (a) The original synthetic surface. (b) The synthetic surface overlayed
with geodesic distances between four example points, calculated using the Fast Marching
Method [107, 97]
tween subjects. Areas where the sulci and gyri were similar could then be detected in the
brain. Their results showed that surface correspondences could be found between brains,
and that the fissures could be consistently identified across brains. Pastore et al [98] used
geodesic distances to improve the segmentation accuracy (Figure 3.10) of the sulci and gyri
in the brain. They found that geodesic distances proved to be a precise, efficient, and versa-
tile method for segmenting the external boundary of the brain because the gyrifications of the
brain have large curvatures and this feature is carried over into the MRI images.
Huang et al [99] proposed a brain extraction method for comparison of contours using
geodesic distances. Results from this method showed that geodesic distances could aid in
making extractions consistent across data sets, and the proposed method achieved a tight
brain mask around the brain cortex. Mio et al [100] used geodesic distances to compare
brains by comparing the decomposed geodesic curvature of each brain. Their work illustrated
how geodesic distance could be successfully used to quantify morphological similarity and
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Figure 3.10: Example of a geodesic distance calculation between two points (p and q) on
the boundary of a 2D MRI scan [98]. The area has been zoomed and binarized so that the
curvature can be clearly seen.
differences, and to identify particular regions where shape similarity and divergence were the
most pronounced.
Butman et al [101] identified the brain ventricles and computed the volume of hydro-
cephalus in subjects using geodesic distance. Similar to the results of Huang, Butman
showed that segmentation results were robust throughout data sets and were able to classify
the hydrocephalus.
Hua et al [102] combined geodesic distances with vector image diffusion, a method of
examining intrinsic geometric characteristics (e.g. mean curvatures) using a multi-scale dif-
fusion and scale space, to match brains of different subjects. This method was shown to
be superior to anisotropic diffusion and SIFT curvature matching algorithms for finding stable
keypoints. Liang et al [103] approximated the curved cingulum bundle using Diffusion Tensor
Imaging (DTI) tractography and geodesic distances. Although there were many limitations,
a significant reduction in fractional anisotropy values, within specific anatomical regions, was
detected when using geodesic distances.
Joshi et al [104] analyzed the sulcal curvature in the cortex of the human brain using
geodesic curvature. They concluded that geodesic curvature showed promising prospects
for analyzing the sulcal curvature in case of small temporal lobe lesions. In literature and
application, geodesic distances are most often used to examine the curvatures of locations of
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the brain and to locate key points that can be identified due to their curved nature. Geodesic
distances have proven to be a useful shape analysis tool in segmentation, registration, and
analysis. Geodesic distances are unique in that they incorporate aspects of first- and second-
order analysis.
Geodesic distances have a large number of applications, but the primary advantages
are applications in segmentation and the identification of locations in the shapes of brains.
This method provides an excellent metric for examining curvature and localized areas of ob-
jects, and can provide many discriminatory metrics for classification. The major drawbacks
of geodesic distances are a generally localized nature, and the difficulty of examining large
and complex objects that have numerous inflections in their curvature. Three-dimensional
analysis of shapes, such as the cortex and white matter of the brain, prove more challenging
for geodesic analysis.
3.4 Procrustes Analysis
Procrustes analysis is a statistical form of congruent shape analysis that primarily focuses
on the distributions of sets of shapes. It is interesting to note, that Procrustes was a rogue
and bandit who was the son of Poseidon in ancient Greek mythology [108]. He was known
for either stretching people or cutting off their limbs to force them to fit within a statically
sized iron bed. The process of Procrustes analysis, thereby, refers to shape analysis in
which properties such as translation, rotation and scaling are removed so that the shape
can be fit into a common reference frame. The process is inherently congruent. Procrustes
analysis is most commonly performed by superimposing shapes on top of one another, and
then applying uniform properties so that geometric transformation of the objects are removed
and the shapes can be compared. Procrustes analysis has also served an important role in
shape warping, especially as applied to the brain [109].
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Table 3.3: Automated (A) or semi-automated (SA) Procrustes analysis: ground truth (GT) from
clinician (C) or non-clinician (N) experts; dimensionality (Dim) and sizes (#) of experimental
image databases.
Publication Year Mode Dim # GT
Duta et al [110] 1999 A 2D 28 C
Penin et al [111] 2002 SA 3D N/A N
Bienvenu et al [112] 2011 A 3D 144 N
Table 3.3 exemplifies applications of Procrustes analysis to brain analysis. This method
begins with the early application by Duta et al [110], which analyzes the properties of skull
structure. Bienvenu et al [112] used Procrustes analysis primarily for medical diagnostics or
classification.
Nicolae Duta et al [110] proposed a method for the basis of Procrustes analysis in 2D
shape models for use in medical image analysis. Duta defines the main reasons for the use
of Procrustes analysis as a convenient way to compute the difference in a prototype (average
shape) from a set of simultaneously aligned shapes. Once the point correspondences are
found, there exists an analytical or exact solution to calculate the alignment problem.
Mathematically, Procrustes analysis seeks a solution to the following problem: Assume





that is represented by a set
of landmarks or boundary points. This set is partitioned into a set of clusters, and for each
shape cluster a mean shape, or prototype, must be computed. The set of prototypes can
then be used for segmentation or the calculation of other metrics. One such metric is a
Procrustes residual, which is defined as a deviation in landmarks on a specific object from
the consensus of a group, or the prototypes. Duta illustrated the usage of Procrustes analysis
for the segmentation of objects and registration of different objects following segmentation.
Duta also introduced algorithms for global and local similarity measures using Procrustes
analysis.
Penin et al [111] proposed a method for the study of the skull of humans and brains as
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Figure 3.11: Example of Procrustes prototypes by Penin et al [111] for different brain struc-
tures. The dark points are the landmarks in each prototype. The landmark points are con-
nected for clarity. The small dots surrounding each main landmark point are the different
landmark locations of the shapes used to construct the final prototype.
compared to other primates through the use of tri-dimensional Procrustes analysis. In this
study, twenty-nine key features were identified as common landmarks between the different
skulls. The shapes of the features were defined as Procrustes residuals. A Procrustes resid-
ual is a deviation in a landmark from the consensus of a group. One downside, noted by
Penin, was that in Procrustes analysis the size and shape are calculated as independent vec-
tors when using using traditional shape theory, meaning that normalization of objects is often
required during pre-processing.
Bienvenu et al [112] proposed a similar method for examining endocranial variations. Bi-
envenu found that Procrustes analysis was more favorable for examining the skull, because it
has less variability than the cortical surface itself, and is therefore less subjective to the noise
introduced by the large differences found in the cortex. Similar to Penin, Bienvenu selected
specific landmarks commonly found on the enocranial surface and generated a prototype.
This prototype was then used to examine the differences between the males and females of
different species. It was found that Procrustes analysis was capable of determining not only
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the gender, but also the species due to the large variation in the landmarks of the prototypes.
In a follow up to his previous work, Duta examined the automated construction of shape
models using Procrustes analysis [113]. This study determined that the major advantage
of Procrustes analysis, as applied to the brain, was that Procrustes analysis provided a re-
liable method of classifying and segmenting anatomical structures in relatively rigid objects
including the ventricles and corpus callosum of the brain (Figure 3.12).
Procrustes analysis struggles with more complex structures of the brain, specifically the
gray and white matter. Procrustes analysis therefore provides an accurate and fast method
of analysis for objects that do not have significant variation. This limits applicability to only
specific cases. However it is a useful measure for examining the shape of the brain and its
more rigid structures.
One of the more direct problems related to Procrustes analysis, is the method of selecting
landmarks on the brain. Due to the variability in sulci and notable landmarks of the brain,
there may be an impact on the resulting analysis. Furthermore, the selection of landmarks
could introduce a bias into the analysis. If landmarks are not appropriately located, areas
may either be over or under-compensated, adding an additional degree of complication to
this form of analysis. It is likely one of the driving reasons that this methodology has only
seen a moderate amount of modern adoption.
Procrustes analysis, while useful, does not provide as in-depth an analysis of complex
objects as some other methods. Discussion of deformable models and spherical harmonics
will illustrate examples of the more popular techniques for identifying mathematical differences
between three-dimensional shapes that the human eye is unlikely to be able to classify.
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Figure 3.12: Magnetic resonance image (a) of the human brain. Neuroanatomic structures of
the brain are highlights by a neuroanatomist (b). Structures shown in yellow are accurately
classified by Procrustes analysis. Image courtesy of Duta et al [113].
3.5 Deformable Models
Deformable models, known as active surfaces, are a model-based technique that combines
geometry, physics, and approximation theories in order to offer a unique and powerful ap-
proach to image analysis [114]. Deformable models have proven useful in a variety of brain
applications, including segmentation, shape representation, matching, and motion tracking.
Unlike more rigid methods of analysis, deformable models are capable of accommodating
for significant variability in shapes (Figure 3.13), like those found in the brain, over time and
a variety of different individuals. While deformable models were originally used in the field
of computer vision, their application to the analysis of complex medical objects, such as the
brain, was quickly realized by the scientific community. In their two-dimensional (2D) forms,
deformable models are often referred to as active contours or snakes [115, 116].
Deformable models have mathematical foundations found in geometry, physics, and
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Figure 3.13: Illustration of a 3D deformable model as it contracts on a star-like object [116].
Three frames of progression are shown starting at the left with the original spherical model.
The model gradually deforms around the object until it has converged on the star in the center.
shape approximation theory [114, 115, 116]. Geometry is used to represent an object’s
shape, and deformable models commonly make use of complex geometric representations,
such as splines, that offer flexibility and many degrees of freedom. The use of physics is
applied to impose constraints, controlling how that shape can vary, with respect to properties
such as space and time. The name ”deformable models” is closely associated with the in-
corporation of this elasticity theory, albeit at a physical level. Therefore, deformable models
are most commonly constructed inside a Lagrangian dynamics setting able to respond nat-
urally to constraints and applied forces. As a model deforms in the Lagrangian setting, the
deformation energy will give rise to internal elastic forces. Potential energy functions for the
external model are defined so that the model deforms to fit the data. Through the combination
of these two energies, deformable models can be used for many situations. Some of the most
common shape analysis applications of deformable models are in the areas of segmentation
and volume analysis, along with shape matching and registration.
Table 3.4 exemplifies applications of deformable model to human brain analysis. It in-
cludes methods starting with the early application by Davatzikos et al [117] which was used
to identify the central sulci and interhemispheric fissures in the brain. No methods that are pri-
marily based on deformable model analysis have been used primarily for medical diagnostics
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Table 3.4: Automated (A) or semi-automated (SA) deformable model analysis: ground truth
(GT) from clinician (C) or non-clinician (N) experts; dimensionality (Dim) and sizes (#) of
experimental image databases.
Publication Year Mode Dim # GT
Davatzikos et al [117] 1996 SA 3D 6 N
Dale et al [118] 1999 A 3D 100 C
Smith [119] 2002 A 3D 45 C
Zhuang et al [120] 2006 A 3D 49 C
Joshi et al [121] 2007 A 3D 6 N
Tu et al [122] 2007 A 3D 28 C
Huang et al [123] 2009 A 3D 36 C
Liu et al [124] 2009 A 3D 38 N
Li et al [125] 2011 A 3D 5 N
Hashioka et al [126] 2012 SA 3D 14 C
or classification.
Davatzikos et al [117] proposed one of the earliest methods for analyzing the cortical
surface of the brain using deformable models. They used deformable models to identify
similar landmarks for alignment on different brains. Their results showed that deformable
models could be used to to register two different brains with one another, in order to select
cortical and subcortical landmarks on the brain cortex.
Figure 3.14: Segmentation results of the brain showing the gray matter and white matter
are shown here. The goal illustrated in this figure is to analyze the volume, the deformable
model proves useful in isolating the voxels that belong to the brain. After identifying the
desired portion of the brain with a deformable model, calculating the volume becomes a trivial
task [118].
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Dale et al [118] used a simplified deformable model to segment the cortex of the brain
(similar to Figure 3.14). The algorithm proved to be a robust method of identifying the cortex
of the brain with an average accuracy of 96% across a wide variety of subjects. In 2002,
Stephen Smith [119] introduced the Brain Extraction Tool (BET). An intensity model was used
to initialize the surface model, which was later refined to extract the brain. It was shown to be
a fast and accurate method of extraction, having a mean percentage error of about 7% over
45 data sets. Zhuang et al [120] used a model-based level set to perform skull stripping on
pediatric and youth brains. The approach showed good accuracy using the DICE metrics with
noteable improvements over the BET proposed several years before by Smith [119].
Joshi et al [121] used deformable models to register sulci along with a coregistration of
brain volume data. Results showed a statistical improvement over the AIR [127, 128] and
HAMMER [129, 130] methods. Tu et al [122] used deformable models to aid in segment-
ing specific locations found in the brain. The discriminative model they developed played a
major role in obtaining clear segmentations. Additionally, the segmentation could be further
improved by adjusting the smoothness of the model and constraining the shape with a global
shape model.
Huang et al [123] proposed the use of deformable models to segment the cortex, gray
matter, and CSF of the human brain. They showed promising results when the data was
analyzed using the DICE metric. They concluded that deformable models led to improved
segmentation accuracy and robustness when applied using a hybrid approach against, as
opposed to using only geometric or statistical features. On real clinical MRI data sets, the
hybrid approach demonstrated an improved accuracy over other state-of-the-art approaches.
Liu et al [124] suggested a deformable model that was driven by radial basis functions
to be used for automated extraction of the brain. This model proved to be an accurate and
fast technique, having a similar accuracy to the BET proposed by Smith [119]. Li et al [125]
proposed an alternative method for the automated extraction of the brain using a deformable
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model. Their method was an extension of the human brain extraction tool and was found to
more reliably extract brains through the inclusion of a deformable model. Hashioka et al [126]
proposed a method that utilized Active Contour Modeling (ACM), also commonly referred to as
“snakes”, for the extraction of the cortex in neonatal children. The results showed a Sensitivity
of 98.5% with a false positive ratio of 13.8%. While their results were largely successful when
an optimal head contour was present, they noted that a non-optimal contour performed less
robustly.
Figure 3.15: Qualitative segmentation performance of a deformable model for labeling tissues
in the brain in T1- and T2-weighted MRI images. Looking at the phantom and final labeled
data, the high level of accuracy that deformable models possess for labeling locations in the
brain can be seen [123].
While deformable models may not be in the forefront of diagnosis classifications, they
have become an integral element of shape analysis. These models excel in the area of shape
segmentation. Deformable models are also very adaptable at isolating complex regions of
shapes for further analysis. Deformable models provide useful and accurate ways to identify
and segment locations in the brain which is a critical step in analyzing its shape. The major
drawback of using deformable model analysis is that it does not often provide many metrics
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for directly examining the brain for the purpose of classifying or matching.
3.6 Spherical Harmonics
Dealing with the orientation of the brain and aligning two brain objects with one another to
compare differences in shape can prove challenging and time consuming. Spherical Har-
monics (SPHARM), a popular method of shape analysis, can be used to improve alignment
accuracy and speed. Spherical harmonic analysis [131, 132] considers 3D surface data as
a linear combination of specific basis functions. Additionally, SPHARM provides a rotation
invariant common coordinate system in which shapes can be analyzed. The main goal of
SPHARM is to decompose a 3D object into concentric, or unit, spheres. This process dis-
cards the orientation information that primarily accompanies a 3D shape representation of an
object. The result is a shape descriptor that is descriptive and invariant to orientation.
One of the major advantages of using spherical harmonics analysis of the entire brain is
the ability to identify differences in the shape of different structures. The volume changes in
the brain include intuitive features that can be used to describe illness, disorders, and atrophy.
The area that SPHARM seeks to address is the structural changes inherent to the surface of
the brain. The use of SPHARM applied to brain analysis was first proposed by Gerig et al [131]
for the analysis of the lateral ventricles of the brain. SPHARM was originally developed as
a technique for model-based segmentation and data storage, however its applications have
grown in recent years. One important factor of SPHARM analysis, is that it relies primarily on
the surface of a shape and manifold properties. Therefore, only manifold shapes (e.g. shapes
without volumetric holes or disconnects in their surfaces) can be accurately analyzed.
SPHARM is a global-based shape analysis technique that is hierarchical in nature. Any
shape can be parameterized by a set of basis functions, and these basis functions are the
referred to as spherical harmonics. Spherical Harmonics was first discovered by Simon de
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Laplace in 1782, although it would take several centuries before they were applied to the
shape analysis of the brain. SPHARM is based on Laplace’s equation, and it involves a
mathematical solution regarding the angular components of the equation.
Spherical harmonic basis functions Yml , −l ≤ m ≤ l of degree l and m are defined on
θ ∈ [0;pi]×φ ∈ [0;2pi] by the following definitions [131]:








Y−ml (θ ,φ) = (−1)mYm∗l (θ ,φ)
(3.1)













The surface is decomposed from Cartesian coordinate functions and is represented as
v(θ ,φ) = (x(θ ,φ),y(θ ,φ),z(θ ,φ))T . To express a surface using spherical harmonics the










l (θ ,φ) (3.3)
where the coefficients cml are three-dimensional vectors that are typically obtained through
solving a least-squares problem for the points. These basis functions allow for a hierarchical
description of the surface of a shape. The more coefficients used in the reconstruction, the
more detail is present in the final constructed shape.
Table 3.4 lists applications of SPHARM to human brain analysis. The table includes meth-
ods starting with the early application by Keleman [133], along with notable applications, e.g.
Gerig et al [131], which have shown SPHARM as a potential method for classifying neurolog-
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Table 3.5: Automated (A) or semi-automated (SA) spherical harmonic analysis: ground truth
(GT) from clinician (C) or non-clinician (N) experts; dimensionality (Dim) and sizes (#) of
experimental image databases.
Publication Year Mode Dim # GT
Keleman et al [133] 1999 A 3D 21 N
Gerig et al [131] 2001 A 3D 20 C
Chung et al [132] 2007 A 3D 28 C
Uthama et al [134] 2007 A 3D 40 C
Abdallah et al [135] 2008 A 3D 18 C
Chung et al [136] 2008 A 3D 28 C
Uthama et al [137] 2008 A 3D 20 C
Esmaeil-Zadeh et al [138] 2010 A 3D 95 N
Nitzken et al [139] 2011 A 3D 45 C
Nitzken et al [140] 2011 A 3D 30 C
Geng et al [141] 2011 A 3D 5 N
Kim et al [142] 2011 A 3D n/a C
Paniagua et al [86] 2013 A 3D 90 C
Hosseinbor et al [143] 2013 A 3D 69 C
ical disorders. SPHARM has been widely applied as a method for potential diagnosis.
Brechbhler et al [144] demonstrated the usage of SPHARM as a method for parameteriz-
ing closed surfaces of 3-dimensional objects. In 1999 Keleman [133] demonstrated an ability
of SPHARM to analyze shape deformations in neuro-radiological data. Keleman used training
data to compute SPHARM representations of the brain which were then simplified using PCA
and applied to the process of segment a cortex. Their results showed that SPHARM was a
promising technique for improving standard brain segmentations because of the included 3D
forces offered by SPHARM.
Gerig et al [131] proposed one of the most significant applications of SPHARM. It was
used to analyze the volume similarity between twin brains and demonstrated that SPHARM
shape measures reveal new information in addition to size measurements. They proposed
that this information might become relevant for an improved understanding of the structural
differences, not only in normal populations, but also in comparisons between healthy controls
and autistic patients. An example of the deformation of an object is shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Decomposition of an object, as described by Gerig et al [131]. In the upper
section of the image the spherical harmonics are plotted overlayed on top of a unit sphere,
and below the polar plot of the unit spheres are images shown to provide more detailed
understanding of the actual information contained within each sphere.
Styner and Gerig [145] later proposed a framework package based on SPHARM analysis
entitled SPHARM-PDM, which could be used for analysis in a multitude of brain structures.
This SPHARM-PDM package has been used for examining various brain structures, including
work by Kim et al [142] on the hippocampus, and by Paniagua et al [86] (previously mentioned)
on the lateral ventricles in neonates.
Chung et al [132] proposed a method to analyze the computed SPHARM coefficients to
identify autism in subjects. While the SPHARM coefficients did not generate reliable results,
their work showed the ability to accurately and efficiently encode neurological information us-
ing a weighted-SPHARM. Chung et al [136] continued their application to explore statistically
significant differences between autistic and control subjects using the coefficients. While their
work showed some areas of statistical difference, the detected locations were largely random.
This work did show that weighted-SPHARM provides better smoothing in cortical applications
than other comparative methods.
Uthama et al [134] proposed the analysis of the ventricle geometry using SPHARM be-
tween Parkinson’s Disease (PD) and control patients. They showed that a statistically signifi-
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Figure 3.17: Keleman’s use of SPHARM to segment two different hippocampus shapes [133].
On the left side the two-dimensional segmentation is shown, while the corresponding three-
dimensional SPHARM segmentation is shown at right for the hippocampi a and b.
Figure 3.18: Chung’s [132] use of the SPHARM distance correspondence to establish a map-
ping from the left hemisphere to the right hemisphere using a least-squares method.
cant comparison (p< 0.05) of controls and PD subjects could be performed using SPHARM.
Uthama was able to detect subtle changes in synthetic and clinical brain ventricle data. Ad-
ditionally, Uthama et al [137] proposed the use of SPHARM to perform fMRI spatial analysis.
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This work demonstrated differences in the way PD patients and healthy controls respond to
an increased task demand. The analysis illustrated that the inability to respond to a task
demand was reflected in the failure of PD subjects to increase basal ganglia output, and a
reliance on cerebellar and cortical activity to enable successful performance.
Abdallah et al [135] applied a parameterization to 3D meshes, and then used SPHARM
application to improve shape detection of the ventricles. Results showed that a parameteri-
zation of a shape followed by SPHARM analysis can lead to improve comparisons and better
shape descriptors.
Esmaeil-Zadeh et al [138] used SPHARM to analyze the hippocampus to classify subjects
as either normal or epileptic. Their results showed that in an optimum case, a 90.32% rate of
classification of left and right anterior temporal lobes could be achieved when validated using
the leave-one-out method.
Figure 3.19: Method proposed by Nitzken [139] for the approximation of the 3D brain cortex
shape for autistic (A) and normal subjects (C).
Nitzken et al [139, 146] proposed an alternative use of SPHARM by using the reconstruc-
tion error to classify autism (Figure 3.19). Using this error, classification accuracies, within
a test population, of 100% could be achieved and illustrates a potentially effective way of
classifying autism in subjects. Nitzken et al [140, 147] later expanded this theory to the clas-
sification of dyslexia. A variation was further used to examine changes related to aging in the
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human brain [148].
Geng et al [141] demonstrated the use of SPHARM coefficients to perform nonrigid reg-
istration of brain white matter and fiber tracts. This method performed better than standard
second order registration methods, although this could also be attributed to the use of higher
order method inherent to SPHARM. Overall, it was found that SPHARM provided a notable
improvement. In 2013, Hosseinbor et al [143] proposed a further expansion of SPHARM to
a 4-dimensional representation of subcortical structures. This new 4D SPHARM is entitled
HyperSPHARM and is intended to serve as a method of tracking changes over time. This
allows SPHARM to directly compete with applications typically reserved for methods such as
Voxel- and Deformation-Based Morphometry.
SPHARM is one of the most beneficial methods of shape analysis for providing mean-
ingful global analyses of objects. SPHARM excels in brain analysis areas that involve large
surfaces, such as the cortex and white matter. The major drawbacks to SPHARM analysis
are that it can be difficult to localize the SPHARM analysis to understand select locations. It
also struggles with applications such as segmentation and automated identification of objects
in two-dimensional images. SPHARM’s greatest strength comes in its ability to distinguish
between shapes and its applications such as clinical diagnosis classification.
3.7 Voxel- and Deformation-Based Morphometry
Voxel based morphometry (VBM) is another technique for examining the entire brain [149,
150]. Table 3.6 lists applications of Morphometry-based techniques as applied to human
brain analysis. VBM is a technique wherein brains between subjects are generally warped,
aligned, and normalized in order to remove large differences between the brains. Volume
is then compared across each brain on a voxel by voxel basis. In VBM, smoothed values
of the voxels or an averaging of a voxel and its neighbors are typically used. The primary
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usage for VBM, is the detection of differences and similarities for images between two popu-
lations or shapes [151]. Deformation-based morphometry (DBM) is a similar form of statistical
analysis to VBM. However, instead of measuring the changes between voxels, the process
uses changes on the deformation fields. The most common variant of DBM in brain shape
analysis is Tensor-based morphometry (TBM), which is based on the Jacobian determinants.
While DBM, and more specifically TBM, are able to detect more subtle changes between
brains, the morphometries introduce a significantly higher degree of computational complex-
ity when compared to VBM. In these incidences, the warping often involves highly non-linear
algorithms. Both VBM and TBM are commonly used for calculating cortical thickness mea-
surements as well.
Table 3.6: Automated (A) or semi-automated (SA) voxel- and deformation-based morphome-
try analysis: ground truth (GT) from clinician (C) or non-clinician (N) experts; dimensionality
(Dim) and sizes (#) of experimental image databases.
Publication Year Mode Dim # GT
Chung et al [152] 2002 A 3D 28 C
Leow et al [153] 2006 A 3D 17 C
Lepore et al [154] 2007 A 3D 30 C
Afzali et al [151] 2010 A 3D 31 C
Wang et al [155] 2012 A 3D 2 C
Yang et al [156] 2012 A 3D 60 C
Fletcher et al [157] 2013 A 3D 285 C
Shi et al [158] 2013 A 3D 35 C
In 2001, Ashburner et al [159] made a case for VBM in response to criticism posed in
Dr. Bookstein’s article “Voxel-Based Morphometry Should Not Be Used with Imperfectly Reg-
istered Images” [149]. He explained that VBM was a method originally intended to explore
cortical thickness that benefits from not being affected by volume changes, the major weak-
ness of volumetric analysis. While acknowledging the partial volume effect as a potential
issue, Ashburner detailed how modern normalization techniques allow for high-resolution im-
age alignments and warping. He discussed that the use of VBM is not subject to the issues
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of landmark selection as found in other analysis methods like Procrustes analysis. In sum-
mary, VBM is a useful and reliable method for examining the volume of the brain and its
sub-components, while avoiding the traditional pitfalls associated with volumetric measure-
ments.
Figure 3.20: Voxel based morphometry used to analyze size differences in localized regions
of the brain.
Afzali et al [151] explored the differences between using VBM and the tractography of
diffusion tensor MRIs for patients who have epilepsy. Compared to the tractography methods,
VBM showed a consistently accurate performance in analyzing the volume of the hippocam-
pus and frontal lobe of the brain. Afzali discussed the downside of partial volume effects
and increased statistical analysis complexity for VBM. However, he noted that with modern
computing power the second fact becomes increasingly less significant. It is also important
to understand, modern techniques have greatly reduced partial volume effects.
Chung et al [152] introduced a Tensor-based model for analyzing the brain surface in
2002. Chung applied a diffusion smoothing operator based on a standard Laplace-Beltrami
operator to the tensors of the cortex and brain stem to determine local differences. The
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approach demonstrated that TBM could detect localized regions of difference on the brain
shapes of two clinical groups. Wang et al [155] applied a multivariate TBM to the lateral vents
and the hippocampus. Wang demonstrated a straightforward framework for performing TBM
operations on sub-components of the brain to be used by other researchers.
Lepore at al [154] applied a generalized TBM method to individuals with HIV/AIDs to
examine differences between the corpus callosum and brain surfaces. Lepore also explored
the use of multivariate tensors, and discussed how increasing the number of parameters for
these tensors could improve the multivariate statistics. Lepore commented how TBM is useful
in both registration and statistical analysis, illustrating the multiple use cases for many brain
analysis applications.
Leow et al [153] proposed using TBM to identify changes in the brains of aging subjects.
Leow’s results showed that in Alzheimer’s patients, there were reliable brain shape changes
in the tensors relative to baseline controls over time. Leow also illustrated several methods for
correcting distortion in TBM techniques. Fletcher et al [157] combined TBM and boundary-
based methods to track longitudinal brain changes in subjects. This method was compared to
those that do not involve boundary detection, and demonstrated how the inclusion of bound-
ary parameters helped to correct for noise at the tissue boundaries. It also helped remove
bias-correction, which may occur from warping algorithms, and added only minimal perfor-
mance degradation. Fletcher, like Leow, also explored the proposition of using TBM to detect
Alzheimer’s in patients. Yang et al [156] also used VBM for the application of Alzheimer’s.
Yang studied the changes of VBM measurements in patients over a three year period. The
study showed that atrophy clusters in the brain could be detected in patients who had been
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s.
Shi et al [158] used TBM to examine the effects of prematurity in the brains of newborns.
Different from other methods, Shi registered the surface fluid of the brain instead of the cortex,
and applied a TBM approach to this surface fluid. The statistical analysis showed common
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clusters of significant difference between the brains of subjects. Shi also showed that the
TBM approach was sensitive enough to measure the primarily smooth surface of the surface
fluid and discern small but meaningful differences.
3.8 Additional Methods of Shape Analysis
Table 3.7: Automated (A) or semi-automated (SA) additional methods of shape analysis:
ground truth (GT) from clinician (C) or non-clinician (N) experts; dimensionality (Dim) and
sizes (#) of experimental image databases.
Method Publication Year Mode Dim # GT
Distance Mapping He et al [160] 2007 SA 2D 10 N
Distance Mapping El-Baz et al [161] 2007 A 3D 30 C
Entropy-based Particles Cates et al [162] 2009 A 3D 56 C
Graph Matching Geraud et al [163] 1995 SA 2D n/a N
Graph Matching Yang et al [164] 2007 A 3D 120 N
Graph Matching Long et al [165] 2012 SA 2D 60 C
Homologous Model Yamaguchi et al [166] 2009 A 3D 4 N
Homologous Model Yamaguchi et al [167] 2010 A 3D 11 N
Laplace-Beltrami Angenent et al [168] 1999 A 3D 1 C
Laplace-Beltrami Lai et al [169] 2011 A 2D 32 N
Laplace-Beltrami Shishegar et al [170] 2011 A 3D 78 C
Laplace-Beltrami Germanaud et al [171] 2012 A 3D 151 N
Reeb Analysis Makram et al [172] 2008 A 3D 12 C
Reeb Analysis Shi et al [173] 2011 A 3D 200 C
Spectral Matching Lombaert et al [174] 2011 A 3D 36 N
Spectral Matching Lombaert et al [175] 2013 A 3D 12 N
Symmetry-based Prima et al [176] 2002 A 3D 250 C
Symmetry-based Gefen et al [177] 2004 A 2D 232 N
Symmetry-based Liu et al [178] 2007 A 2D 3 N
Symmetry-based Feng et al [179] 2008 A 2D 1 N
Symmetry-based Fournier et al [180] 2011 A 3D 37 N
Volume Analysis Herman et al [181] 1988 A 3D n/a N
Volume Analysis Wagenknecht et al [182] 2008 A 3D n/a N
Table 3.7 details additional applications of shape analysis. The table includes additional
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methods such as graph-matching, symmetry-based analysis, Laplace-Beltrami analysis, and
volumetric analysis. Many different methods have been applied as potential methods for
diagnosis or classification.
3.8.1 Distance Mapping
Figure 3.21: Method proposed by He et al [160] using distance mapping to examine areas of
significant difference along the outer edge of the corpus callosum.
Distance mapping is a technique that has similarities to geodesic distance and medial
axis analysis. It differs, in that more generalized distance metrics and locations are often
computed and examined. He et al [160] proposed a method of brain analysis using distance
mapping (Figure 3.21). They examined the statistical differences in distances at the border
of a segmented corpus callosum in autistic patients. They hypothesized that a statistical
mean difference between segmented images could be discovered, however the conclusion
was that no meaningful statistical difference in shape between subjects could be found using
the proposed method.
El-Baz et al. [161] proposed an alterative distance mapping technique based on the Fast
Marching Method. They used this technique to approximate the thickness of the white mat-
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ter in autistic patients. They expanded their work to improve the accuracy and explore the
technique for different brain abnormalities [183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189].
3.8.2 Entropy-based Particle Systems
Cates et al [162] introduced a novel approach to brain shape analysis using an entropy-based
system. Points are modeled on the surface of the brain as particles. These particles are then
optimized and negative energy is measured to create a distribution of each unique shape. The
technique is useful in both two- and three-dimensional analysis. The computational efficiency
of the approach is based on the number of particles used. Cates applied the approach to the
examination of the hippocampus. The advantages to the technique showed results consistent
with many other techniques, while requiring a minimum amount of parameter tuning. Due to
this fact it could be easily adapted to brain curvature.
3.8.3 Graph Matching
Figure 3.22: Method proposed by Long et al [165]. Showing areas that have been discrimi-
nated using a graph matching technique in two subjects.
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Graph matching techniques involve converting more complex information into a more sim-
plified graph-based representation. Similarities in the graphs are then used to identify, seg-
ment, and analyze the more complex information. Geraud et al [163] proposed a method
of graph matching analysis. They utilized a Markovian relaxation on a watershed based ad-
jacency graph to improve segmentation of neighboring structures of the brain. The results
showed a good initial approach to the application of graph matching in the area of segmenta-
tion and identification.
Yang et al [164] proposed that two graph matching techniques could be used to constrain
a search neighborhood and genetic algorithms can be used to optimize sulci labeling. They
were able to achieve satisfactory identification rates for finding sulci using the proposed graph
matching strategy.
Long et al [165] suggested that the brain shape could be decomposed to a graph by
subdividing the images into a tree structure containing various properties of the specific brain.
By manually selecting important locations for placing the subdivision structures, the brain
could be successfully classified for cognitive impairment due to Alzheimer’s disease.
3.8.4 Homologous Modeling
Homologous modeling is a mesh based technique, in which items having the same number of
analysis points in the same locations on two different models can be examined. The technique
has been applied to many different applications, but due to implementation complexity is rarely
applied to the the whole brain. However, it may also be appropriate for the analysis of other
discrete brain structures (e.g. corpus callosum, amygdala, or hippocampus).
Yamaguchi et al [166] demonstrated a method based on a homologous model to calculate
a sulcal-distribution index for brains to identify brain fissures (Figure 3.23). Yamaguchi found
a mean displacement of 1.3± 0.7mm in the brain fissures. Their results suggested that a
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Figure 3.23: Method proposed by Yamaguchi et al [166] illustrating the concept of homologous
modeling on two brains.
homologous model could be used to correspond the sulci and gyri effectively among the
evaluated brains. Yamaguchi et al [167] proposed a later method to statistically quantify the
brain shape using a homologous model. The work examined changes in the frontal and
occipital lobes between male and female subjects. A significant difference (p < 0.05) was
detected in the sample population.
3.8.5 Laplace-Beltrami
Laplace-Beltrami methods comprise any methods that rely heavily on the Laplace-Beltrami
operator. The Laplace-Beltrami operator of a smooth function f on a Riemannian manifold
M and is defined as4 f = div(grad f ), where div and grad are the divergence and gradient
operators of the manifold M [170]. This technique is most commonly used in smoothing
applications or curvature analysis.
Angenent et al [168] was the first researcher to propose brain analysis using a Laplace-
Beltrami model. Angenent hypothesized that a brain could be flattened by using a Laplace-
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Beltrami operator on the brain surface. The technique was shown to be an efficient method
of flattening the brain.
Lai et al [169] used Laplace-Beltrami nodal curves and geodesic curve evolutions to seg-
ment to the corpus callosum. In small data tests, the method appeared to show robust positive
results.
Shishegar et al [170] analyzed the first 20 eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami spectrum
to classify epilepsy. In the best testing results, Shishegar acheived a 91.9% true positive rate
and a 33.3% false positive rate using out of normal range classifiers and cross-validation,
illustrating that while there were difficulties, it was a promising method.
Germanaud et al [171] computed the eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator to
decompose meshes for left and right handed subjects. Germanaud was able to detect shallow
folds and rare deep folds in the brain, which lead to the quantification and classification of
brains using the Spangy method.
3.8.6 Reeb Graph
Figure 3.24: Illustration of a Reeb graph of a cranium by Makram et al [172].
A Reeb graph describes the connectivity of the level sets of an object [190]. Visually, a
constructed Reeb graph looks similar to a medial axis skeleton. Makram et al [172] suggested
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a method of using Reeb graph analysis to drive an elastic registration model for the detection
of maxilla malformations. The results of detection were deemed satisfactory to a clinician, but
actual values were not reported. The method illustrated the potential for Reeb graph analysis
as a registration framework.
Shi et al [173] used reeb graph analysis to isolate, extract, and reconstruct enhanced brain
surfaces. The system was able to process cortical surfaces with the accuracy of freesurfer,
but at a lower computational cost.
3.8.7 Spectral Matching
Spectral correspondence as a way to examine the shapes of objects was first pioneered by
Reuter [191, 192] in 2005, and was later expanded by Rustamov [193]. Spectral correspon-
dence was combined with Laplace-Beltrami operators by Rustamov. In 2011, Lombaert et
al [174] proposed a method of spectral correspondence that was applied to brain shapes.
They used an eigendecomposition to match brain surfaces between subjects. Initially, the
spectra are computed for each brain. These spectra are then sorted and aligned. The result
allows point locations between two brains to be quickly matched. The method is primarily
applicable to brain registration. Lombaert et al [175] proposed an extension of this work for
corresponding features on the surface of the brain, entitled FOCUSR. Surface features of
each brain were used to drive the alignment. The primary advantage of FOCUSR over com-
peting techniques is the speed required to match the brains to one another. The spectral
matching technique required only 208 seconds to achieve the same accuracy as FreeSurfer,
a commercial brain analysis tool, which required several hours.
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3.8.8 Symmetry Analysis
Figure 3.25: As shown by Fournier et al [180], the human brain has a slight asymmetry if test
subjects are right or left-handed.
Symmetry based techniques exploit the fact that the human brain is largely symmetric
along the sagittal plane, and use this information to make observations. Prima et al [176]
proposed an early method of symmetry-based brain analysis. Prima analyzed brain symmetry
to automatically compute the mid-saggital plane and obtain sub-voxel accuracy in computing,
reorienting, and re-centering 3D images in an efficient manner.
Gefen et al [177] aligned individual brain images along symmetry lines to create more
accurate 3D models. Gefen concluded that some regions yielded better restoration in 3D
models than other regions, but overall the alignment results were accurate and consistent.
Liu et al [178] examined the topic of multi-modality brain registration by aligning the sym-
metry planes of objects using affine transformations. Liu surmised that the test objects were
successfully matched and the symmetry planes were accurately computed.
Feng et al [179] used the symmetry properties of the brain to improve brain segmentation
algorithms. Feng’s algorithm, while effective at determining bilateral symmetry, was limited by
only being applicable to 2D images.
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Fournier et al [180] examined the asymmetries in brains of humans and chimpanzees
and compared left and right handed individuals to search for a difference (Figure 3.25).
Fournier was able to recover typical global asymmetry patterns, and hypothesized that fu-
ture symmetry-based analysis could provide an automated way of comparing individuals.
3.8.9 Volumetric Analysis
Volumetric techniques measure the volume of an object. Herman et al [181] proposed a
method based on volumetric analysis to use gradient-based boundary tracking to examine
the volume between control and Alzheimer’s patients. Herman concluded that the gradient-
based methods are superior to standard thresholding methods, but did not provide a detailed
summary of the diagnostic results.
Wagenknecht et al [182] used a 3D Live-wire approach to extract volumes of interest from
a brain for comparison or identification. An average miscalculation rate of less than 0.0039
was reported, and the proposed method demonstrated robust accuracy for extracting volumes
of interest and calculating various properties for them.
3.9 Discussion
3.9.1 Research Challenges
The brain has long been a topic of research, but utilizing shape analysis with the help of
computers enables researchers to examine its shape and texture. There are several major
challenges facing shape analysis methods relating to the brain or other complex medical
structures. The brain is a complex and very diverse organ. Unlike more rigid and well defined
objects, that may be easily represented by geometric shapes, the brain suffers from large
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irregular variabilities. The lack of overall consistency in the brain requires specific techniques
that analyze it to be flexible, and must be adaptable to changes in contrast, shape, varying
degrees of noise, and abnormality. This illustrates why techniques that rely on pre-determined
templates or shape models may suffer in relevance to brain applications. This problem of
consistency and complexity in the structure is the primary issue that leads to many of the
challenges. These challenges can be summarized as follows:
• Due to the size and complexity of the brain and other medical objects, mesh based
approaches often require a significantly large number of nodes or points of reference
to perform an accurate surface or shape analysis. Even with modern computing, the
complexity of the brain still poses a computational efficiency challenge.
• Medial axis and other skeleton-based analysis may require a large amount of branches
and complex paths to accurately represent all of the distinct locations in the human
brain.
• The known shape analysis and diagnostic techniques for the brain largely rely on the
accuracy of brain segmentation and ability to properly determine structures in the brain.
Even with the combination and fusion of modern techniques (e.g. active contours, de-
formable models, SPHARM, and geodesic distances), identification and segmentation
accuracies still suffer significant errors when applied to large sets of data.
• Computer aided diagnostic systems have difficulty in accurately classifying neurological
diseases based on shape metrics over the past decades. This is largely due to the lack
of consistency found across different subjects, but is also due to the difficulty in properly
registering and aligning brains so that like areas can be examined.
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3.9.2 Comparisons and Trends
While there is a high degree of merit in all applications of shape analysis to the brain, some
techniques are more suited to specific applications than others. There are four general-
ized applications of shape analysis techniques with the brain: examination of individual sulci
and their curvatures on the brain, examination of the entire human brain and white mat-
ter as a whole, registration of brain shapes amongst subjects, and examination of the sub-
components of the brain (e.g. corpus callosum, ventricles, hippocampus). Due to the wide
variety of shapes and curvatures in the human brain, many techniques can be used with an
array of different brain applications. However, it should be noted that most of the techniques
are more commonly used in one or two areas.
Geodesic distances, medial axis, skeletal analysis, and Laplace-Beltrami methods are
the most common methods used for examination of the individual sulci and brain curvature,
with geodesic distances between the most prevalent of the modern applications. SPHARM,
voxel- and tensor-based morphometry, volume analysis, symmetry-based modeling and de-
formable models are the most common applications for analysis of the brain and white mat-
ter. However, SPHARM is generally reserved for mesh-based applications, and deformable
models are often preferred for registration and segmentation applications. While having some
uses in whole brain shape analysis, Procrustes analysis, homologous modeling, graph match-
ing, and symmetry-based modeling are most commonly used for brain registration and seg-
mentation applications. Voxel- and Tensor-based morphometry, medial axis, skeletal anal-
ysis, SPHARM, and distance mapping are the most preferable methods for examination of
sub-components of the brain, and while typically not always used exclusively, geodesic dis-
tances are often combined with these methods. Voxel- and Tensor-based morphometry and
SPHARM also have significant applications in brain shape registration. It should be specifi-
cally noted, that deformable models have a high degree of applicability to all of the mentioned
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analysis methods, and are often combined with or frequently used in many forms of brain
shape analysis.
Longitudinal studies and those examining comparisons between populations tend to most
commonly use SPHARM or morphometry based approaches, because these approaches
often take factors of data alignment into account. Geodesic distances can also contribute
to longitudinal studies. Deformable models, medial axis, and geodesic distance analysis
are good methodologies for examining subcortical structures or legions in the brain along
with intricate details about specific anatomy. Cortical thickness studies are most suited for
morphometry or distance-based techniques, because these provide the most straightforward
approaches for measurement studies. In summary, some methods are more suited to specific
applications, however, unique studies may need to explore a combination of techniques and
approaches due to the abnormality of the brain shape.
To address the aforementioned challenges, recent trends in shape analysis of the brain
involve the following aspects:
• Many of the methods discussed were initially applicable to 2-dimensional analysis, but
in recent years nearly all methods have evolved for use with 3-dimensional applications.
• In the past five years, deformable model methods [123, 124, 125] have seen an in-
crease in usage and have taken the place of many segmentation processes, leading to
an improved accuracy in brain segmentation. These advances will, undoubtedly, help
to push forward new and improved shape analysis techniques.
• More complex techniques such as SPHARM, started by Gerig et al [131], have been
further developed by others [135, 138, 136, 139, 140] in recent years. These methods
have shown great promise by advancing the field of analysis on the cortex and white
matter, including analysis of sub-components of the brain. These methods have illus-
trated the potential for parameter invariant applications that solve many of the difficult
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alignment and registration errors that are often associated with the brain.
• In modern methods, automation has become increasingly important and semi-
automated and manual methods has decreased. The reduction of human interaction
has resulted in an increase in the accuracy of newer techniques.
• Methods such as medial axis analysis [47] and geodesic distances [104] are more fre-
quently combined with other techniques, leading to more accurate segmentation, regis-
tration and classification of the human brain and its various subcomponents, including,
the ventricles and corpus callosum.
3.10 Summary of Shape Analysis Methods
This survey details the numerous methods for solving the complex problem of brain shape
analysis. Early techniques, which suffered from lower accuracies, slow computation times,
and significant user input, have given rise to complicated modern techniques that offer greater
degrees of automation and improved accuracy. Going forward, methods such as SPHARM,
deformation-based morphometry, and deformable models will likely become the dominant
modes for use in brain shape analysis. Geodesic distances, medial axis, and Laplace-
Beltrami operations, among others, will be methods used to support and enhance these
improved modes of analyzing brain shape. An amalgamation of techniques opens new oppor-
tunities for researchers and engineers to develop more advanced analysis methods. Excit-
ing new opportunities, such as HyperSPHARM and 4-dimensional analysis techniques, offer
a look into future understanding of where modern techniques and amalgamations may be
headed. In conclusion, the future of the field of shape analysis for the brain is evolving rapidly,




If you’re trying to achieve, there will be roadblocks. I’ve had them; everybody has
had them. But obstacles don’t have to stop you. If you run into a wall, don’t turn
around and give up. Figure out how to climb it, go through it, or work around it.
- Michael Jordan
The culmination of the work of this dissertation, initiated in 2008, is a software package
entitled the Sight framework. This dissertation is designed to provide an informative and
detailed explanation of this software. Sight is a diagnostic software that can provide insight
and deeper understanding of the unique structure of brain matter and its functions. Sight is a
software engine fully capable of analyzing the shape of the human brain, and has been used
with a variety of other organs to detect medical anomalies.
4.1 Introduction
The first incarnation of the framework began in 2008, at Speed School of Engineering at the
University of Louisville. This early stage program, based on the analysis of a single brain,
required a lengthy 24 hours to process. The implementation was low resolution, and the
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accuracy only showed moderate promise. The software would evolve over the next seven
years until it became the Sight framework, and was capable of providing a high-definition
neurological classification and risk analysis in only minutes.
An important aspect of Sight, is the reuse of code in a multitude of locations within the
program. The reuse of code, specifically the registration algorithms, helps to make the pro-
gram more efficient, faster, and simpler to maintain. To make the software description under-
standable, the general methodology will be described, then followed by an explanation of the
registration algorithms. The registration algorithms are utilized throughout the other stages of
processing.
The methodology is structured in the following format:
1. Skull stripping and bias correction
2. Segmentation and atlas generation
3. Mesh Generation, pre-processing, and mesh manipulation
4. Spherical Harmonics (SPHARM) processing and SPHARM derived metrics
5. Volumetric and SPHARM Registration
6. Classification, Brodmann area analysis and delineation, metric computations and met-
ric reductions
The principle contributions of this dissertation in the field of medical imaging include the fol-
lowing, among others:
• Development and implementation of a complete, functioning framework for diagnosing
conditions.
• Constructing of a new pipeline for quickly creating brain atlases for segmentation ap-
proaches.
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• Algorithms for constructing volumetric manifolds, volume and mesh registration, mesh
deformations, and polar mesh-based ray-casting, among others.
• Development of a new classifier for neurological disorders.
• Proposing and implementing the use of brain regions, and using these local regions as
important shape characteristics for classification and understanding of the brain.
• Creating new shape metrics for examining the brain.
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4.2 Skull Stripping
The first step of the Sight framework is the removal of the skull from the MRI scans. A hybrid
skull stripping approach is used to remove the skull prior to segmentation. The technique is
a modified version of an approach constructed by colleagues Al Ansary et al. The approach
is used to accurately extract brain tissue from infant MR brain images. The framework inte-
grates both stochastic and geometric approaches and comprises four basic steps: (i) bias
correction, (ii) skull stripping, (iii) iso-surfaces generation, and (iv) final brain extraction using
visual appearance features of the MR brain images. Details of the proposed approach are
outlined in the following sections.
4.2.1 Bias Correction
Bias field noise, also referred to as illumination non-uniformity, is a form of noise found in brain
that severely limits the accuracy of many existing brain extraction approaches. To accurately
extract a brain from a set of MRI scans, it is necessary to account for this inhomogeneity in
an image. A 3-dimensional Generalized Gauss-Markov random field (GGMRF) model [194]
is applied, after brain intensity normalization, using a nonparametric approach proposed in
work by Tustion et al [195]. This GGMRF model reduces noise effects and removes inconsis-
tencies, by accounting for the 3D spatially homogeneous pair-wise interactions between the
gray levels of the MRI data. The gray level values q ∈Q= {0, . . . ,Q−1} are considered as
samples from a 3D GGMRF model [194] of measurements using a voxel 26-neighborhood.
The continuity of q values of each brain MR scan is amplified by using their maximum A pos-
teriori (MAP) estimates [194] and voxel-wise stochastic relaxation (iterative conditional mode
(ICM) [196]):
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where qs and q˜s are the original gray level values and their expected estimates, respectively, at
the observed 3D location, s= (x,y,z); νs is the 26-neighborhood system; ηs,r is the GGMRF
potential, and ρ and λ are scaling factors. The parameter β ∈ [1.01,2.0] controls the level of
smoothing (e.g., β = 2 for smooth vs. β = 1.01 for relatively abrupt edges). The parameter
α ∈ {1,2} determines the Gaussian, α = 2, or Laplace, α = 1, prior distribution of the
estimator.
Figure 4.1: A sample MRI scan (a) before and (b) after bias correction.
4.2.2 BET Skull Stripping
The second step of the skull stripping framework removes voxels that are not part of the brain
from the MR images. The Brain Extration Tool (BET) algorithm [197, 198, 199], a deformable
model-based approach, removes these voxels from brain MRIs. BET functions best when
set run using a low BET factor of below 0.45. While BET extraction of the brain provides a
solid first step, it often fails to remove all voxels that are not a part of the brain. For clinical
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applications, such as cortical thickness measurement and techniques which examine the
surface of the brain, inaccurate skull stripping results in an over- or under-estimation of the
quantity of tissue.
Figure 4.2: Results of applying the BET algorithm to a bias corrected MRI scan.
4.2.3 Visual Appearance-Guided Iso-Surfaces
To obtain more accurate brain extraction results, an additional processing step, based on the
geometric features of the brain, accounts for the skull stripping errors not corrected by BET.
Since non-brain tissues are brighter than brain tissue, this step exploits the visual appearance
features of the MR brain data. An evolving iso-surface-based approach removes the voxels
that do not contain brain information that remain after being processed with BET. This iso-
surface approach is guided by the visual appearance features of the MR data. First, a set
of nested, tangent surfaces (i.e., iso-surfaces) are generated by the fast marching level set
(FMLS) approach [200], using the extracted brain from the BET step. In order to accurately
classify MRI voxels as brain or non-brain, it is important to accurately model MR data visual
appearance. To achieve this goal, a joint Markov-Gibbs random field (MGRF) model is used
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and described below.
Figure 4.3: Representation of computed iso surfaces overlayed on an MRI scan after the
application of the BET algorithm.
Let Q= {0, . . . ,Q−1} and L= {“brain”,“non-brain”} denote sets of gray levels q and
region labels L, respectively. LetR denote a 3D arithmetic lattice supporting a given grayscale
image g : R→Q to be segmented and its goal region map m : R→ L. The 3D T1-weighted
MR images, g, and its map, m, are described with the following joint probability model:
P(g,m) = P(g|m)P(m) (4.2)
where P(m) is an unconditional probability distribution of maps, and P(g|m) is a conditional
distribution of the images given the map. The ultimate goal is to accurately estimate P(g|m)
and P(m), which are described next.
4.2.4 First-Order Visual Appearance (P(g|m))
To accurately approximate the marginal probability distributions of the voxel that do not belong
to the brain, the empirical gray level distribution of the brain data is precisely approximated
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with a linear combination of discrete Gaussians (LCDG) containing positive and negative
components [201]. The LCDG restores brain and non-brain transitions more accurately than
a conventional mixture of only positive Gaussians. The LCDG yields a better initial map, m,
formed by voxel-wise classification of the grayscale image values. Next the LCDG is explained




Figure 4.4: Typical set of MR brain images (a); and estimated density (b) using only two
dominant Gaussian components (c), deviation between empirical and estimated densities
(d), estimated density of absolute deviation (e), LCDG components (f), final estimated density
(g), and the final estimated marginal density for each class (h).
Let Ψθ = (ψ(q|θ) : q ∈ Q) define a discrete Gaussian (DG). A Discrete Gaussian (DG)
(Ψθ = (ψ(q|θ) : q∈Q) with θ = (µ,σ2) is defined as ψ(q|θ) =Φθ (q+0.5)−Φθ (q−0.5)
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for q = 1, . . . ,Q− 2, ψ(0|θ) = Φθ (0.5), and ψ(Q− 1|θ) = 1−Φθ (Q− 1.5) where Φθ (q)
is the cumulative Gaussian function with the mean µ and the variance σ2). Integrating θ =
(µ,σ) over a continuous 1D Gaussian density with mean µ and variance σ2 over successive
gray level intervals [201].
The LCDG with two dominant positive DGs and Mp ≥ 2 positive and Mn ≥ 0 negative









wn: jψ(q|θn: j) (4.3)
where all the weights w = [wp:i,wn: j] are non-negative and meet an obvious constraint
∑
Mp
i=1wp:i−∑Mnj=1wn: j = 1. All the LCDG parameters, including the numbers of DGs, are es-
timated from the mixed empirical distribution to be modeled, using the modified expectation-
maximization (EM)-based algorithm introduced in [202].
4.2.5 Second-Order Visual Appearance (P(m))
To overcome the effects of noise and to ensure segmentation homogeneity, the spatial inter-
actions between the region labels of a brain map, m, are examined using the Potts MGRF
model. This model is constructed using the 26-neighbors nearest to the target voxel (as
shown in Figure(4.5(a))and analytical bi-valued Gibbs potentials (as shown in Figure( 4.5(b))
Only the coincidence of the labels is considered. The MGRF model is defined by El-Baz et
al [203] in Eq. 4.4 as:
P(m) ∝ exp∑(x,y,z)∈R∑(ξ ,ζ ,κ)∈νsV(mx,y,z,mx+ξ ,y+ζ ,z+κ) (4.4)
where V is the bi-value Gibbs potential, that depends on whether the nearest pair of labels
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are equal or not:
V =
 V (λ ,λ
′) =Veq if λ = λ ′
V (λ ,λ ′) =Vne if λ 6= λ ′
(4.5)
Figure 4.5: A graphical illustration for the 3D neighborhood system (a) and a sample of the
different pair-wise cliques for the 2nd-order MGRF (b).
Let fa,eq(m) denote the relative frequency of the equal label pairs in the equivalent voxel
pairs {((x,y,z),(x+ξ ,y+ζ ,z+κ)) : (x,y,z),(x+ξ ,y+ζ ,z+κ) ∈ R;(ξ ,ζ ,κ) ∈ νs}. The
initial m results in approximate analytical maximum likelihood potential estimates [203]:
Veq =−Vne ≈ 2 feq(m)−1 (4.6)
that allow for computing the voxel-wise probabilities px,y,z(mx,y,z = λ ) of each label λ ∈ L. In
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total, Algorithm 1 summarizes the basic steps of the proposed brain extraction framework.




MRI Volume with Skull Removed
while Bias Correction of MR brain data is needed do
Brain intensity normalization [195].
GGMRF edge preservation [194].
end while
1. Strip the skull using the Open Source BET Platform [197, 198, 199].
2. Estimate the LCDG models for brain and non-brain tissues.
3. Form an initial m by voxel-wise classification using LCDG models.
4. Estimate analytically the Gibbs potentials for the pair-wise MGRF model of m to identify
the MGRF probability.
5. Calculate the distance map inside the binary mask obtained from BET using FMLS [200].
6. Generate a set of N iso-surfaces using the distance map.
while j ≤ N do
a. Select the jth iso-surface and classify its voxels using a Bayes classifier.







7. Apply connected component analysis to obtain the final results.
4.2.6 Skull Stripping Results
The application of the skull stripping framework successfully removes the skull and scalp
tissue from a set of MR brain images. The bias is removed so that the images are suitable for
segmentation. Results of the framework can be seen in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Skull stripping results for two different subjects showing a reliable brain extraction
using the proposed framework.
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4.3 Segmentation
Segmentation of the brain is the accurate delineation of brain tissue into a select number
of classes. For shape analysis of the brain, it is necessary to understand where the gray
matter (GM), white matter (WM), and cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) are located in the brain. The
following modified segmentation approach was developed to meet this need. Segmentation
follows skull stripping in the Sight framework.
The proposed segmentation framework is broken into five distinct steps: (i) atlas-guided
shape probability classification; (ii) shape-seeded intensity classification; (iii) intensity and
shape fusion; (iv) spatial refinement; (v) post-processing.
Figure 4.7: The three primary models used in brain segmentation are the atlas-guided shape
probability classification, shape-seeded intensity classification, and spatial refinement.
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4.3.1 Atlas Construction
Before explaining the segmentation approach, it is necessary to understand how an atlas
is constructed. Atlases are used to guide the shape probability classification. The Sight
Foundry platform was designed to quickly and easily construct a set of atlases with a minimal
amount of user interaction. This process, combines elements of FSL [197, 198, 199] and
BrainSuite [204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209] platforms.
The skull is stripped from a new atlas subect using the FSL BET algorithm [197, 198,
199]. The subject is then processed through the FSL SUSAN algorithm [197, 198, 199].
SUSAN is a noise reduction algorithm that uses nonlinear filtering to reduce noise in an
image. SUSAN also preserves the underlying structure of the image by averaging a voxel
with local voxels which have similar intensities. This creates a uniform version of the brain
MRI scan. The brain that has been processed using BET and SUSAN is passed through
the FSL FAST algorithm [197, 198, 199]. FAST (FMRIBs Automated Segmentation Tool)
is a software algorithm that segments a 3D image of the brain into different tissue types
(Grey Matter, White Matter, and CSF). FAST corrects for spatial intensity variations (also
known as bias field or RF inhomogeneities). The underlying method of FAST, is based on a
hidden Markov random field model and an associated Expectation-Maximization algorithm.
The whole process is fully automated, robust, and reliable, compared to most finite mixture
model-based methods, which are sensitive to noise. The FSL processing steps are done
inside a Linux Virtual Machine running Linux Mint, using FSL v5.0. There is no user input
required in any of the FSL procedures.
The new atlas subect is simultaneously analyzed using the BrainSuite package. The
subject is processed using the standard BrainSuite pipeline to construct a cerebrum label.
The BrainSuite skull stripping (BSE) algorithm is used to remove the skull from the MRI
scans [204, 206, 207]. This procedure removes voxels containing skull and scalp information
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.8: Results of applying the FSL application to a MR brain scan. Shown is an example
of the (a) original MR image, (b) SUSAN processed MR image, (c) BET skull stripped MR
image, and (d) FAST segmented MR image.
from the MRI scans by utilizing a combination of anisotropic diffusion filtering, Marr-Hildredth
edge detection, and a sequence of morphology operators. A non-uniformity correction is ap-
plied to the volume following the process of skull stripping. The non-uniformity correction
adjusts for shading artifacts and bias field inconsistencies. The tissue is classified in the ex-
tracted brain using a partial volume measurement model. This model combines a spatial prior
that models the largely contiguous nature of major brain tissue types. A cerebrum labeling
mask is constructed by computing an AIR nonlinear registration that aligns a multi-subject
atlas average brain volume to the new atlas subject brain volume [204, 208, 209]. The labels
are transferred for the different brain regions from the atlas space to the individual subject
space. The BrainSuite software runs on the Microsoft Windows operating system. No user
input is required to operate the BrainSuite pipeline.
A fusion of the information produced from these two approaches is used to create a new
brain atlas. The three atlases created by the FSL software (raw skull stripped volume, SUSAN
skull stripped volume, and tissue labeled volume) and the cerbrum labeling mask created
using the BrainSuite software are loaded in to the Sight Foundry platform. Negative values
in these four image volumes, resulting from scanner acquisition errors, are removed. The
remaining image volume values are normalized between the integers of 0 and 255. The
volumes are then scaled, based on scanner acquisition parameters, so that the voxels in
each volume are of size 1mm× 1mm× 1mm. A mask of the T1-weighted MR information is
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Results of applying the BrainSuite application to a MR brain scan. Shown is an
example of the (a) original MR image and the (b) cerebral cortex mask of the MR image.
created from the skull stripped mask. The background (area that contains no useful data) is
given a value of 0. The cerebral mask is used to identify the location of the brain stem and
the cerebellum in the new atlas brain. These locations are assigned a label of 1. Finally the
CSF, GM, and WM, are each given labels of 2-4, respectively using the labels determined by
FAST.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: Two example MR atlas images. In (a) the four labels, including the brain stem
label, are visible. In (b) labels in the cortex of the brain atlas are visible.
Each new atlas is saved containing two pieces of information. The atlas contains the
original bias-corrected and normalized grayscale information. The atlas also contains the
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corresponding labeled atlas mask. The atlases are then aligned using a non-linear registration
to an atlas designated as the master atlas. The entire Sight Foundry approach is detailed in
Algorithm 2.
When constructing a new set of segmentation atlases, seven to thirteen brains are used.
Each of these atlases is constructed using the above described approach. These brains are
used to establish the probabilistic shape prior that guides the shape probability classification.
Algorithm 2 Sight Foundry
INPUTS:
bet← FSL BET(volume)












for all volumes do
volume← LOGICAL(hemi) .∗ volume
end for
tm← VOLUMEREGISTER(atlas,hemi)
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4.3.2 Shape Probability Classification
The segmentation process begins by using a guided shape probability classification. This
means shape segmentation is guided by a set of previously aligned atlases that incorporate
the local intensity data of each Atlas. Following skull stripping, a nonlinear registration be-
tween the target subject and the master Atlas is computed and stored. The original target
subject with this transformation matrix and the corresponding data is loaded into the memory
of the computer. The shape probability classification helps to improve the overall segmen-
tation accuracy, because the expected shapes of each brain label are constrained with a
probabilistic shape prior. The shape prior is a spatially variant independent random field of




psp:x,y,z(l) is the voxel-wise empirical probabilities of the co-aligned atlases constructed in the
previous step. Ten co-aligned atlases are used to create the probabilistic shape prior.
To perform the shape probability segmentation, each voxel in the target data space (the
image volume being segmented) is transposed using the nonlinear registration to the Atlas
space. In the atlas space, a small window is taken around the location of the transposed
voxel. Within this window, intensities and labels of the corresponding probabilistic shape prior
values are collected.
A location that contains a tissue label will always be a nonzero value. A check is per-
formed to determine if nonzero labels are located within this window. If there are no labels
with nonzero values found, the window is enlarged by a small marginal value. When the win-
dow has enlarged to the a degree that nonzero labels are detected, the absolute difference
between the target voxel value and the nonzero labels are computed. This difference is com-
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of brain and non-brain shape probability maps. The registered shape
probability maps are used to construct the shape probability classification.
puted between the grayscale intensity of the target voxel and the grayscale intensity values
for nonzero labels. The difference is computed for all nonzero labels. Labels that have differ-
ences within a specified threshold are accepted as matches to the target voxel. If no labels
are detected within the specified threshold then the threshold is increased.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: Visual representation of the shape probability classification for the gray matter of
the brain at two locations in an MR brain scan.
Once the window contains more than one nonzero label that is within the difference thresh-
old, the algorithm will classify the target voxel. The number of occurrences of each label within
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the window with an acceptable difference threshold is determined. This creates a histogram
of the number of occurrences of each label related to the target voxel. The label that occurs
most frequently is selected. The lower label is selected in the case of two occurrences having
an equivalent value in the histogram. Voxels with lower labels are considered of lesser impor-
tance than higher labels because voxels are assigned classes of: (i) brain stem; (ii) CSF; (iii)
GM; and (iv) WM. In later steps of the Sight framework, only the gray matter and white matter
are considered. It is preferable to assign an incorrect voxel a value that will later eliminate it
from processing rather than to include it as a erroneous part of the brain volume. Each voxel
in the target volume is iterated through the use of this procedure.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.13: Segmentation result using the shape probability classification depicted at three
different locations in an MR brain scan. The final result of the shape probability contains
smooth labels.
The shape classification is limited by a maximum number of steps. The window size and
threshold can each increase a maximum of three times. If acceptable values are not found
within this limited search space then the target voxel is marked as a zero value and is removed
from further classification.
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4.3.3 Intensity Classification
While shape probability segmentation provides a good starting point, the end result is often
too smooth and blurry to be useful as a stand alone segmentation model. It is necessary to
implement a complementary intensity model into the segmentation platform. This intensity
model is seeded with the shape probability model to increase initial accuracy and improve
refinement speed.
To accurately approximate the marginal probability distributions of the brain and non-brain
tissue, the empirical gray level distribution of brain data is precisely approximated with a linear
combination of discrete Gaussians (LCDG) having both positive and negative components
[201]. The LCDG restores brain and non-brain transitions more accurately than a conventional
mixture of only positive Gaussians. This process yields a better initial map, m, formed by
voxel-wise classification of the image gray values.
Figure 4.14: Intensity classification histograms for the CSF, GM, and WM of the brain.
The marginal intensity distribution of the MR images has three dominant modes that are
seeded using the shape model: one mode for non-brain tissues (CSF), one for the grey
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matter (GM), and one mode for the white matter (WM). The fourth class, the brain stem, is
not included in the intensity model because the brain stem is formed from CSF, GM, and WM
tissue. Because the brain stem includes all types of brain tissue, its inclusion introduces a
large amount of noise in the intensity model as the dominant modes of the brain stem overlap
with the modes of the brain proper.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.15: Visual representation of the intensity classification for the gray matter of the brain
at two locations in an MR brain scan.
The basic steps of building the LCDG model are as follows. First, the marginal empiri-
cal probability distribution of the input grey level images for each class as determined by the
shape model is collected. The shape data is used to create initial masks of tissue that falls
under each dominant mode. The average starting value of each mode is determined by the
collection of intensities found within each of these masks. Establishing the starting values
using this process ensures that regions remain appropriately separated and are centered
within their respective intensity ranges. The obtained empirical distribution is approximated
with a mixture of three positive DGs relating to each dominant mode. The deviations be-
tween the empirical and the estimated distributions are approximated with alternating ”subor-
dinate” components of the LCDG. The obtained positive and negative subordinate mixtures
are added to the dominant mixture to yield the final mixed LCDG model. This LCDG model is
partitioned into three LCDG-submodels (one per class) by associating the subordinate DGs
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with the dominant terms. This association is made so that the misclassification rate is mini-
mized [201].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.16: Segmentation result using the intensity classification depicted at three different
locations in an MR brain scan. The final result of the intensity classification contains sharp
labels.
Using the final LCDG refined histogram for each label, the target volume is segmented
using the intensity. For each grayscale voxel in the target volume, the class with the highest
probability of occurrence, based on intensity, is determined. By seeding the intensity model
with the shape probability classification, the accuracy of the intensity model is greatly im-
proved. This results in a more accurate segmentation of the brain tissue than using traditional
seeding methods which start each dominant mode at evenly distributed random values.
4.3.4 Fusion of Shape and Intensity Classification
The shape probability classification is combined with the intensity model classification. For
each label the probabilities of both shape and intensity are added together to form a single
probability of each label occurring at a given voxel. The shape and intensity probabilities pro-
vide an equal contribution in determining the single probability. The voxels being segmented
are then iterated through the algorithm. At each voxel, the label with the highest probability is
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selected. There is an exception made when a voxel has a probability of belonging to the brain
stem. Voxels only have a probability of belonging to the brain stem in the shape probability
classification model. If the probability that a voxel belongs to the brain stem is greater than
50% the voxel is designated as belonging to the brain stem.
4.3.5 Spatial Refinement
Spatial refinement is performed on the volume after it has been segmented using the shape
and intensity models. Spatial refinement is used to improve the shape and intensity seg-
mentation. MGRFs are Markov random fields that occur on rectangular lattices with Gibbs
probability distributions. MGRFs have been widely used in image modeling since the 1980s
[210, 211, 212, 213, 214]. Most MGRF models assume that conditional signal dependencies
are translation-invariant, and a lesser number of models assume a form of limited rotational
invariance. Commonly, rotational invariance assumes that the same conditional dependen-
cies occur between voxel pairs located at the angular rotation steps of 45◦ or 90◦. To ac-
count for sizable local geometric deviations between relevant areas of an image volume, the
spatial refinement used in the Sight framework uses a set of MR images of the brain, g.
The framework models these images using a generalized translation- and rotation-invariant
second-order MGRF. This descriptive MGRF model assumes a certain number, N, of embed-
ded characteristic central-symmetric neighborhoods nν ; ν = 1, . . . ,N), in (R) of each voxel
r = (x,y, t) within the volume. The neighborhood (nν) of the voxel r consists of the voxels
r′, located at distances d(r,r′) from an indexed semi-open interval [dν :min,dν :max), such that
dν−1:max = dν :min for ν = 2, . . . ,N. The distances are measured by the L2 norms of the
coordinate offsets o= r′− r.
The purpose of using an MGRF is to construct a smoothing algorithm that intelligently
preserves the raw information. The MGRF functions by minimizing the energy in a specific
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location so optimally the grayscale value at any location is selected. One primary difference of
the MGRF proposed in this work is the implementation of a dynamically resizable window. The
window is based on grayscale labels, as opposed to binary labels. This allows the approach
to navigate difficult grayscale data applications in the brain.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.17: Segmentation result after fusing the shape probability and intensity classifica-
tions and applying spatial refinement. Results are depicted at three different locations in an
MR brain scan. Inhomogeneities are corrected by applying the spatial processing.
The brain is a 3-dimensional structure and is composed of a stack of images. This MGRF
implementation treats the data as a 3D entity. Typically MGRF approaches have used 2D
slices. This adjustment allows information from neighboring slices to be taken into con-
sideration. Each index, ν , in this model, specifies a family of the neighboring voxel pairs,
Cν = {cν = (r,r′) : r′− r ∈ nν ; r,r′ ∈ R}. These families are considered as second-order
cliques of the neighborhood graph. The nodes of the cliques contain the nearby voxels. The
result is the construction of a nested spherical neighborhood system for the MGRF model.
Cliques from each familyCν support their own real-valued Gibbs potentialVν (g(r),g(r′)),
which quantifies this particular pairwise voxel interaction. To account for possible local bright-
ness changes, affecting signal offsets, the potential depends on the absolute intra-clique
signal difference: ∆ = |q− q′| ∈ D = {0,1, . . . ,Q− 1} where q = g(r) and q′ = g(r′). For
brevity, the potentials are represented below column vectors, Vν = [Vν(∆) : ∆ ∈ D]. The
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characteristic cliques to be taken into account in the MGRF are stratified into N families,
{Cν : ν = 1, . . . ,N}. The potentials Vν and their embedded non-intersecting distance inter-
vals are defined as: d1:min < d1:max ≤ d2:min < .. .≤ dN:min < dN:max.
Figure 4.18: Illustration of the 3D spatial neighborhood system.
This type of MGRF has the Gibbs probability distribution [215]:






where T indicates the transposition. ZV is the normalizing factor (the partition function) de-
pending on the first- and second order potentials. V= [Vvox;Vν : ν = 1, . . . ,N] is the column
vector of these potentials for the clique families {Cν : ν = 1, . . . ,N}. ρν = |Cν ||R| is the relative
size of the clique family with respect to the lattice cardinality |R|= XYT , i.e., the relative num-
ber of cliques in the family Cν . The column vector F(g) = [Fvox(g);ρνFν(g) : ν = 1, . . . ,N]
contains relative empirical probabilities fvox(q|g) and fν(∆|g) of signals q ∈ Q in the voxels
and absolute signal differences ∆ ∈ D in the cliques from the family Cν over the image g,
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where the sublattice Rq(g) contains all the voxels r, such that g(r) = q, and the subfamily
Cν :∆(g) contains all the pairwise cliques cν =(r,r′) of this family, such that |g(r)−g(r′)|=∆.
Analytical first approximations of the maximum likelihood estimates of the potentials are
defined as follows [215]:
Vvox(q) = λ ( f (q|g)− firf:vox(q)) ; q ∈Q;
Vν(∆) = λ ( fν(∆|g)− firf:dif(∆)) ;∆ ∈ D;
ν = 1, . . . ,N
(4.10)
where the scaling factor λ is also analytical and firf:vox(q) = 1Q and firf:dif(∆) are the probabil-
ities of the voxel signal q and inter-voxel signal difference ∆, respectively, for an independent








The factor λ can be omitted (i.e. set to λ = 1) if only relative interaction energies are com-
puted for the clique families.
While the approach is an iterative process it is applied only one time in the Sight frame-
work. The approach can be modified to refine a variety of image types, including Tagged MR
Images of the heart to measure stress and strain.
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4.3.6 Post-Processing
After the shape, intensity, and spatial processing are completed, a cleaning algorithm is ap-
plied to the final segmentation. A flood-fill algorithm is applied to a negative mask of the brain
stem. This process fills possible holes that may have been misclassified as brain tissue within
the region of the brain stem. The corrected negative mask is used to update the brain stem
labels in the final segmentation.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.19: Final segmentation result. Results are depicted at three different locations in
an MR brain scan. The final result has the brain stem and cerebellum removed and contains
sharp and accurate labels throughout the cerebral cortex.
A binary mask is constructed from the CSF, GM, and WM labels. A four directional con-
nectivity analysis is performed in both two and three dimensions to remove regions of the
brain that are ancillary voxels to the brain proper. This removes erroneous areas found near
the edges, top and bottom of the brain. This corrected binary mask is used to extract the
brain from the labeled segmentation. The final labeled segmentation is saved as a series of
images that will be used to construct a mesh of the brain.
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4.4 Mesh Generation
4.4.1 Pre-Processing
Following segmentation, pre-processing procedures must ensure that the quality of the seg-
mented images are acceptable for creating a mesh manifold. Preprocessing procedures are
required to create a volumetric manifold from the segmented images. This volumetric mani-
fold is required to create a mesh manifold [216, 217]. By definition, a manifold is a topological
space that resembles a Euclidean space, or a space that encompasses a three-dimensional
Euclidean plane [218, 219]. A mesh manifold is an object that contains no holes. This means
that for every edge (a connection between two points or nodes), each edge is incident to only
one or two faces and that all of the faces surrounding any node form a closed or an open
fan. This condition is a principal requirement for utilizing Spherical Harmonics. 3D Spherical
Harmonic analysis can only be performed on a mesh manifold.
Figure 4.20: A set of raw segmented MRI scans containing CSF, GM, and WM tissue.
Segmented MRI scans by default do not meet the condition of a volumetric manifold. The
following procedure is applied to an MRI volume to create a volume manifold: (i) removal of
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all non-brain voxels; (ii) construction of the binary representation of the brain; (iii) removal of
non-connected shapes; (iv) 2D and 3D flood-filling of the images; (v) rigid registration to a
mesh alignment atlas.
Figure 4.21: The CSF has been removed from the images in Figure 4.20.
The first procedure removes all non-brain voxels from the target volume. This step is
accomplished by eliminating all voxels that do not have a label representing the white or gray
matter of the brain. In step two, these labels are then combined into a single label. The
brain labels are then converted to a binary format. A binary representation consists of only
numbers 1 and 0, where 1 represents the brain, and 0 represents nothing. After removing
labels that do not contain brain information, erroneous disconnected shapes may be present
in the volume. These disconnected shapes are not part of the brain proper.
The removal of disconnected shapes is done in a specific sequence. First, in each slice
of the MRI scan, the number of connected objects and size of each object is computed. This
computation is done using a 2D connected-component region growing labeling method [220].
Any objects that have a size below a specific threshold are removed. The threshold is defined
using empirical testing. This removal threshold is defined as less than 30 voxels. When
constructing a mesh of a brain, faces that comprise fewer that 30 voxels result in spiked or
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Figure 4.22: The images in Figure 4.21 having been converted to a binary representation.
pointed areas on the surface of the mesh. Connected areas of fewer than 30 voxels are not
common in the brain, and only occur in locations at the extreme top and bottom image slices
of the brain. The reason for this occurrence, is that the CSF and GM have very similar values
in these locations, and they are often misclassified voxels. Therefore, removing these extreme
peaks from the data is beneficial to ensure the integrity of the volume.
After the 2D disconnected shapes are removed, a 3D connectivity analysis is performed.
Each connected object and its corresponding size is computed using connected component
labeling. In this analysis only the largest connected object is retained in the volume. Any
other objects are discarded. The end result of this process, is that a mask of the cerebral
cortex remains in the volume
After removing all disconnected objects, a two stage flood-fill process is used to remove
voxels holes in the mask of the cerebral cortex. The 2D flood fill algorithm works by detecting
the outer boundaries of the binary image in each slice and filling in all contained voxels. The
3D flood-fill algorithm is more complex , because it accounts for a more difficult problem. In a
3D brain mask, there are locations inside the mask with large holes. These holes are not seen
as 2D holes when using a simple flood- fill algorithm. More accurately, these occurrences can
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be thought of as voids that are detected in areas such as the ventricles of the brain (fluid filled
locations found near the center of the brain in each hemisphere). The holes are removed from
the volume using a custom algorithm. To remove these holes, each individual pixel containing
no information is examined in the 3-dimensional volume. At each pixel, a ray is extended in
the ±X and ±Y directions until it reaches a non-zero value or the edge of the volume. If the
ray touches a voxel in all of the ±X and ±Y directions, it is marked as a possible hole and is
examined in a second iteration. In the second iteration, a ray is extended in the ±Z direction
for a distance of 5% of the volume size or until the edge of the volume is reached. If non-zero
values are detected in both the ±Z directions, the hole is denoted as a void that must be
filled. The entire process repeats until no holes are detected in the image. In practice, only
three passes are required to accomplish this goal. The process is detailed in Algorithm 3.
Figure 4.23: Results after application of the cleaning algorithms on the binary images in
Figure 4.22.
The result of performing these pre-processing steps is a product containing the true man-
ifold volume mask of the brain. The last step performs a rigid registration of the brain using
an algorithm developed for this purpose. A rigid registration is used to preserve the integrity
of the brain shape, so only translation and rotation are applied. The registration technique,
which is used for multiple applications, is discussed in complete detail in section 4.6.1.
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change← f alse % assume no changes
for all voxels do




for all directions do % check directions
if track then
track← f alse
for all voxelT in + direction do







for all voxelT in − direction do
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4.4.2 Delaunay Triangulated Meshing
Once the 3-dimensional manifold volume is properly constructed a mesh is generated. The
mesh generation is performed using a modified version of the TETGEN algorithm initially
constructed for the iso2mesh Matlab based mesh generation system, written by Qianqian
Fang and David Boas [221, 222]. This system is built on the CGAL Delaunay Triangulation
mesh engine [223]. CGAL is the open source Computer Geometry Algorithms Libra, that
offers algorithms utilized for performing geometric manipulations of data. The CGAL Delaunay
triangulation method functions by creating a circumscribing sphere of each cell, sequentially
placing triangulations within this sphere. No vertices of any triangulation are placed within
the center of the circumscribing sphere. These triangulations are uniquely defined, except
in degenerate cases, where the five points are co-spherical. If this situation occurs, the
triangulations are recomputed in a circumscribing sphere. This method produces a non-rigid
mesh generation, and points are not constrained to contain a specific number of neighbor
nodes. This means that the number of neighbors is bound at a minimum of three nodes. A
properly formed triangular node must have a minimum of three faces, a restriction reached
using the examined node and a minimum of three neighbors. It is important to note that this
process has no maximum number of neighbors. Repeated application has determined that it
is unconventional for triangulations to have over seven neighbors.
When constructing a mesh, several additional rules must be considered. A mesh must
have 50,000 nodes during construction. Due to the the differences in the unique shape of
meshes, the number of nodes that may occur in any area changes dynamically. This causes
the number of face changes to alter dynamically based on the positioning of the nodes. It
is critical that there must be a consistent number of nodes present so that meshes can be
aligned with one another using a 1-1 node ratio. In previous work, the node count was re-
stricted to 12,500 nodes due to processing and computational time. Advances made to the
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smoothing and spherical deformation algorithms have rendered the total computational time
irrelevant, and the decision to use 50,000 nodes is based on the decision that this number
creates an accurate representation of the brain. While it is possible to add additional nodes,
this often leads to an over-saturation of nodes resulting in a negligible accuracy improvement
at the expense of additional time.
Figure 4.24: A 3D volumetric mesh constructed from a set of processed images.
The data received from the mesh generation becomes a collection of nodes and triangu-
lations [223]. The nodes matrix is of size 3×N, and the triangulations matrix is of size 4×T ,
where N is the maximum allowable number of nodes and T varies based on the positions
used by the mesh engine and the triangulations created between points. The fourth column
in the triangulation matrix, represents the presence of face connectivity at this point. This
column is discarded to create a traditional 3×T representation of mesh triangulations. In a
restricted mesh manifold all face connectivities are valid.
Once the initial mesh is created, it becomes necessary to reposition it in 3-dimensional
space and resize the mesh to appropriate proportions. Resizing is only necessary if the data
is not uniformly scaled. The centroid of the mesh is calculated in the X , Y , and Z directions.
Using the coordinates of the centroid, the mesh is repositioned, so it is centered on the origin
in 3-dimensional Cartesian space (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0). To appropriately resize a mesh, its
original image slice acquisition scaling was used. The images were repositioned according
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Figure 4.25: Detailed representation of the Delaunay triangulations on the surface of the
constructed brain mesh.
to the X , Y , and Z magnification parameters.
The final mesh is stored as a Wavefront OBJ, developed by Wavefront Technologies [224].
The standardized Wavefront OBJ is the most universal format of choice in a majority of com-
mercial mesh applications. The Wavefront OBJ format can be read by nearly all modern
commercial and open-source applications that perform mesh analyses. This allows for po-
tential integration of the Sight framework with third-party software. The use of this format
also ensures that mesh objects constructed using the proposed framework are useable, re-
gardless of changes made to the mesh computation algorithms. Custom algorithms were
constructed to efficiently save and load meshes in the Sight framework.
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Figure 4.26: Example of a condensed Wavefront OBJ file format containing sample data from
a Delaunay triangulated mesh.
4.4.3 Laplacian Smoothing
Before beginning a spherical deformation, a Laplacian smoothing operation is performed on
a mesh to create a more suitable starting point for constructing a spherical shape [225, 226,








where N is the number of vertices that are adjacent to node i, xi is the updated position for
node i, and iεM, where M is the set of nodes in a mesh [225].
Before beginning a spherical deformation a subject is smoothed Ninitsmooth number of
times where Ninitsmooth =
Numbero fNodes
100 . This results in the algorithm performing 500 smooth-
ing operations on a 50,000 node mesh. In each analysis of the brain, this value remains
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Figure 4.27: Result of applying 500 iterations of Laplacian smoothing to the mesh in Fig-
ure 4.25.
constant. However, when examining other organs that are smaller or larger, the number of
smoothing operations is altered dynamically.
4.4.4 Spherical Deformation
Spherical Harmonic (SPHARM) analysis [3, 229, 230] considers a set of 3D surface data as a
linear combination of specific basis functions. SPHARM plays a critical role in the reconstruc-
tion and understanding of brain meshes. Before being able to perform SPHARM calculations,
it is necessary to create the base or 0th harmonic of the SPHARM sequence. To construct
this base harmonic, the brain mesh manifold is deformed into a unit sphere. This unit sphere
deformation is accomplished by using the ”Attraction-Repulsion” mapping approach.
This approach deforms the original mesh manifold into a unit sphere mesh that meets
the following conditions: (i) the unit distance of each node from the brain cortex center as
shown in Figure 4.29, and (ii) an equal distance of each node from all of its nearest neighbors
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Figure 4.28: 2D illustration of Attraction-Repulsion neighbor node rearrangement: (a) initial
vs. (b) final equidistant locations in all the directions.
as shown in Figure 4.30. The Attraction-Repulsion approach has changed algorithmically,
in addition to improvements in speed and accuracy, from its original incarnation proposed in
2010.
Figure 4.29: 2D illustration of the neighbors showing a unit distance from one neighbor to
another.
To detail the Attraction-Repulsion Algorithm (see its summary in Algorithm 4), let τ denote
the iteration index, I be the total number of the mesh nodes (in all the experiments below
I = 50,000 nodes), and Pτ,i be the Cartesian coordinates of the surface node i at iteration
τ ; i= 1, . . . , I. Let J be the number of the neighbors for a mesh node (see e.g., Figure 4.30)
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Figure 4.30: 3D illustration of the unit distance from all surface nodes to the center of the
brain cortex.
and dτ,i j denote the Euclidean distance between the surface nodes i and j at iteration τ (as
shown in Figure 4.30(b)), where i = 1, . . . , I and j = 1, . . . ,J. Let ∆τ, ji = Pτ, j−Pτ,i denote
the displacement between the nodes j and i at iteration τ . LetCA,1,CA,2,CR be the attraction
and repulsion constants, respectively, that control the displacement of each surface node.
The initial attraction step of the proposed mapping centers each node Pi; i= 1, . . . , I, with









where the factor CA,2 keeps the tightly packed nodes from collision and pushes the adjusted
nodes away from their neighbors, if a certain neighbor is much closer than the others.
The subsequent repulsion step inflates the entire mesh. The nodes are pushed outward
so that they become evenly spaced. The nodes are then back-projected onto the unit sphere
along rays initiating at the center of the sphere. To ensure that the unshifted nodes do not
collide with previously altered nodes, the locations of each node Pi; i= 1, . . . , I, are updated
before the back-projection is applied:
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Algorithm 4 Attraction-Repulsion
INPUTS:
Brain Cortex Delaunay Mesh
OUTPUTS:
Unit Sphere Delaunay Mesh
Smooth the mesh using Laplacian filtering.
Initialize the mapping of the smoothed mesh to the unit sphere.
iter← 0
while changes in nodes do
for all nodes do
Attraction: Update node using Eq. (4.13)
Repulsion: Update node using Eq. (4.14)
end for
LAPLACIANSMOOTH(mesh, n/(1000∗2)) % smooth mesh n times
if iter > InitialIters then

















where a repulsion constant CR controls the displacement of each surface node and estab-
lishes a balance between processing time and accuracy (e.g., a smallerCR value guarantees
that the node faces will not become crossed during the iterations at the expense of increased
processing time). Appropriate values for CR are between 0.4 and 0.6.
Adding Laplacian smoothing and an unrestricted initial deformation greatly improves the
accuracy for creating a unit sphere mesh. An unrestricted deformation is one that applies
the algorithm and omits the back-projection calculations. This allows the mesh manifold to
expand in an unrestricted manner. The end result, is that the algorithm performs in the same
way as filling a balloon with high pressure water. Initially, the shape of the balloon grows
chaotically, and then the deformations slows to a more controlled spherical shape. This pro-
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Figure 4.31: Unit sphere constructed using the Attraction-Repulsion algorithm for the mesh in
Figure 4.25.
cess allows even a complex shape like the brain to be deformed into a unit sphere accurately
and quickly. Processing speed is also a factor, therefore the algorithm has been optimized to
complete spherical deformation of a 50,000 node mesh in under 300 seconds, or five min-
utes. This computational speed makes this algorithm one of the fastest spherical deformation
algorithms. Performance on a smaller mesh, such as those used to represent other organs
can be completed in a much shorter time frame.
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4.5 Spherical harmonics (SPHARM) shape anal-
ysis
A weighted-SPHARM analysis [3, 229, 230] is used to reconstruct the brain and to derive
metrics for classification. Once the brain mesh manifold has been mapped to the unit sphere,
using the Attraction-Repulsion algorithm, the mesh is approximated by a linear combination
of spherical harmonics. An approximation of an object using SPHARM, breaks the object
into a string of linear harmonics where different degrees of information are stored in each
harmonic. These linear harmonics are generated by solving an isotropic heat equation for the
cortex surface on the base harmonic (the 0th harmonic, which is the unit sphere previously
constructed) [3, 230]. The lower-order harmonics represent the basic root information of the
shape. Higher-order harmonics contain information related to the fine details of the shape.
For a visual reference, consider the SPHARM reconstruction of mesh in the image of a dragon
fruit. The lower order harmonics would reconstruct the general shape information altering the
the mesh to look similar to a mango. The higher-order harmonics would reconstruct the
pointed structures on the surface of the dragon fruit. When applied to the brain, the sulci and
curvature of the brain can be thought of as the spikes on the dragon fruit.
LetS :M→U denote the mapping of a cortical meshM to the unit sphereU. Each node
P = (x,y,z) ∈M mapped to the spherical position u = S(P) is represented by the spherical
coordinates u= (sinθ cosϕ,sinθ sinϕ,cosθ) where θ ∈ [0,pi] and ϕ ∈ [0,2pi) are the polar





α cosθ sin(|β |ϕ) −α ≤ β ≤−1
cαβ√
2
G|β |α cosθ β = 0
cαβG
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α cosθ cos(|β |ϕ) 1≤ β ≤ α
(4.15)
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and G|β |α is the associated Legendre polynomial of degree α
and order β . For the fixed α , the polynomials Gβα are orthogonal over the range [−1,1]. As
shown in [231], the Legendre polynomials are an effective means of calculating SHs, and
this is the main motivation behind their use in this work.
Figure 4.32: An original brain mesh and its SPHARM reconstruction using 80 harmonics. The
two meshes are nearly identical to one another.
The brain cortex is reconstructed from the SPHARMs of Eq. (4.15). Using traditional
SPHARM expansion, a standard least-square fitting model does not accurately approximate
the 3D shape of the brain cortex. This can result in shape details being lost. To circumvent
this problem, the iterative residual fitting model by Chung and Shen [230] is applied to the
SPHARM expansions to accurately approximate the 3D gyrifications for brain cortices.
To perform a quantitative analysis of the brain shape, two techniques are used in mea-
suring the complexity of the cerebral cortex: SPHARM reconstruction error and surface com-
plexity.
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4.5.1 SPHARM reconstruction error
As discussed in Section 4.6.2, SPHARM provides an optimum environment for aligning nodes
between two meshes. Nodes maintain a static angular location in spherical coordinate space.
These static angular locations remain constant throughout the entire reconstruction of an ob-
ject. This allows for the deviation between a node in the reconstructed shape object when
compared with its counterpart node in the original shape object. This deviation can be mea-
sured using a distance metric. The Euclidean distance is used to determine the amount of
error between the reconstructed node location and its original location. The cumulative error
for the entire shape can be determined for each set of harmonics. This cumulative error map
is used to generate a reconstruction error curve that is unique to each subject, as shown in
Figure 4.33. This reconstruction curve can be further simplified to a single reconstruction
error metric. The reconstruction error is defined as the cumulative area under the reconstruc-
tion error curve. The reconstruction error can serve as a robust metric for the examining the
complexity of the surface of an object, e.g. the cerebral cortex.
4.5.2 Surface complexity
The surface complexity is a metric for examining the complexity of the cerebral cortex using
the SPHARM coefficients. For a unit sphere f , having a SPHARM expansion as shown in
Eq. (4.15), the surface complexity, S( f ), is defined as:
S( f ) = ∑∞L=0 ε2L
= ∑∞L=0LB2L
(4.16)
where L is the number of harmonics, and b are the previously calculated SPHARM coeffi-
cients. The squared residual ε2L is defined as:
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Figure 4.33: A sample SPHARM error reconstruction curve illustrating ASD+ and neurotypical
subjects.
ε2L = ‖ f − fL‖2






For use in 3-dimensional SPHARM analysis there are three sets of coefficients for each
direction, X , Y , and Z. The surface complexity is expanded from Eq. 4.17 to be defined as:








‖ fx‖2+‖ fy‖2+‖ fz‖2
(4.18)
The surface complexity computation generates a unique curve for each subject similar to the
SPHARM reconstruction error curves, as shown in Figure 4.34. An advantage of this calcula-
tion is that it relies solely on computations from the coefficients. This makes the calculation a
self contained metric representing the average degree of SPHARM expansion. The surface
complexity is a convergent metric. The surface complexity is a unique metric for examining
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the cerebral cortex.
Figure 4.34: A sample surface complexity reconstruction curve illustrating ASD+ and neu-
rotypical subjects.
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4.6 Registration and Alignment
Two distinct registration approaches are used in the Sight framework. The first approach,
is a volumetric rigid/non-rigid registration, used to manipulate and align volumetric meshes
with atlases for segmentation. The second approach, is a SPHARM based mesh registration,
used to position nodes belonging to different meshes along the same angular locations in a
spherical coordinate system. This enables uniformly labeled regions to be quickly extracted
and analyzed.
4.6.1 3D Volume Registration
In order to accurately examine the brain surface, the target brain volumes are aligned to a
reference volume using geometric transformations. These geometric transformations may be
either rigid or nonrigid Euclidean movements. The most favorable alignment is selected using
an unconstrained optimization of a nonlinear fitness function. The fitness function combines
two weighed terms depending on relative (X ,Y ,Z)-translations and rotations (denoted below
θ ) of a target 3D volume in regards to a reference [232].
Rigid registration involves registering two objects without altering or distorting the
shape of either object, while nonrigid registration disregards object alterations and distor-
tions [233, 234]. Translation, the process of moving a volume in space, and rotation, the
process of spinning a volume, are rigid transformations. Scaling, the process of resizing a
volume, and shearing, the process of skewing a volume, are nonrigid transformations and
result in brain shape distortions. Scaling and shearing are therefore excluded from rigid reg-
istrations, but are utilized in nonrigid registrations. The proposed registration framework does
not support the concept of warping. Empirical testing on brain registrations has demonstrated
that warping offers a minor advantage in accuracy in exchange for a significant increase in
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computation time.
Figure 4.35: Overview of the 3D volumetric registration approach detailing each step in the
framework.
The fitness function is composed of two terms that evaluate the alignment. These terms
are relative 3D mutual information (MI) and voxel overlap between the volumes. MI (see,
e.g. [235]) is computed between distance maps for a reference and target volume. The
target volume is the data that is being aligned to the reference volume. Each distance map






where Mtar(θ) is the MI between the transformed target and the reference, and Mmax is the
MI between the reference and itself.
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Figure 4.36: A visual representation of the mutual information between two objects.
The relative voxel overlap is calculated as
Evoxel(θ) = 1−
∑(I,J,K)(i, j,k)=(1,1,1) |Vtar(i, j,k;θ)−Vref(i, j,k)|
∑(I,J,K)(i, j,k)=(1,1,1)Vref(i, j,k)
(4.20)
where Vref(i, j,k) and Vtar(i, j,k;θ) denote binary voxel values indicating the presence (1)
or absence (0) of the reference and transformed target volumes, respectively, within their
common 3D voxel space of the size I× J×K. The weighted fitness function Ffit(θ) to be
maximized is then:
Ffit(θ) = wmiEmi(θ)+wvoxelEvoxel(θ) (4.21)
where wmi and wmi are pre-selected fixed weights (in our experiments, wmi = wmi = 0.5
assuming equal contributions of both the terms).
The unconstrained nonlinear maximization of this function searches for translation-
rotation parameters, θ ∗ = argmaxθ Ffit(θ), aligning it closely to the reference volume. An
iterative block-coordinate descent optimization was used to circumvent the complicated and
time-consuming simultaneous optimization of the six translation-rotation parameters. The
block-coordinate optimization toggles between the function of translation, rotation, scaling,
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Figure 4.37: A visual representation of the voxel overlap between an orange and a blue object.
Non-matching voxels can be seen at the front of the two objects.
and shearing. The cycles are repeated until convergence is reached. Convergence is reached
when no further changes of the parameters θ ∗ are found. The algorithm is detailed in Algo-
rithm 5.
Figure 4.38: Pre- and post-alignment views of a MRI brain slice. In a properly oriented
scanner the changes are minimal to the volume. Uncorrected, these small changes introduce
errors when comparing multiple volumes.
4.6.2 Spherical Harmonics (SPHARM) Registration
Mesh registration is required to examine differences between individual nodes in different
meshes. SPHARM is used to simplify the difficulty of a mesh surface registration. SPHARM
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Algorithm 5 Volumetric Registration
INPUTS:
R= Reference volume
T = Target volume (volume being aligned)
OUTPUTS:






while fitness < THRESHOLD do
GRADIENTDESCENTOPTIMIZATION(< Translate>, R, T)
if nonrigid then
GRADIENTDESCENTOPTIMIZATION(< Scale>, R, T)
MI← MUTUALINFORMATION(R,T)
end if
GRADIENTDESCENTOPTIMIZATION(< Rotate>, R, T)
if nonrigid then
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can be used as an alternative to complicated and lengthy point-to-point correspondence al-
gorithms, where correspondences are established manually or found using analytical search
algorithms [237].
Figure 4.39: Overview of the SPHARM registration approach detailing each step in the frame-
work.
Let Ω denote a pair of polar and azimuthal spherical angles related to a 3D point on
the cortical surface supported by the unit sphere. The target, T , and reference, R, meshes
consist each of n nodes: T = {t(Ωi) : i= 1, . . . ,n} and R = {r(Ω′i) : i= 1, . . . ,n}, where
t(Ωi) = [xt(Ωi),yt(Ωi),zt](Ωi)] and r(Ω′i) = [xr(Ω′i),yr(Ω′i),zr](Ω′i)] denote the 3D (x,y,z)-
coordinates of the mesh nodes. These target and reference nodes relate to their own, and
generally unrelated, spherical angles {Ωi : i= 1, . . . ,n} and {Ω′i : i= 1, . . . ,n}, respectively.
The SPHARMs, Ylm(Ω), of degree l; l = 0,1, . . . ,k, and order m; −l ≤ m≤ l, form a set
of the orthonormal functions on the sphere [3]. The orthonormality holds with respect to the
inner product, 〈 f ,ϕ〉, of the arbitrary functions, f (Ω) and ϕ(Ω), supported by the sphere.
Weighted k-degree SPHARM approximations, Tap and Rap, of the target and reference
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where a smoothing degree-dependent weight, wl = e(−l(l+1)σ); σ > 0, is selected empirically
to reduce Gibbs ringing artifacts in these approximate surfaces and the vectorial SPHARM co-
efficients, blm = [〈xt,Ylm〉,〈yt,Ylm〉,〈zt,Ylm〉] and b′lm = [〈x′t,Ylm〉,〈y′t,Ylm〉,〈z′t,Ylm〉] are com-
puted on the basis of the target, T , and reference, R, mesh nodes and SPHARM functions
Ylm(Ω).
Figure 4.40: A view of an original mesh and its SPHARM aligned counterpart. Brain shape
information is not lost during the mesh registration.
The approximations of Equation (4.22) map the target mesh to the reference mesh. This
approximation can be used for exploring sulcal and gyral folding patterns [238]. The mapping
preserves the target shape and curvature, as it relates to the reference nodes, by interpolating
between the neighboring mapped target nodes. The algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 6.
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Algorithm 6 SPHARM Registration
INPUTS:
R= Reference mesh
T = Target mesh (mesh being aligned)
OUTPUTS:




for all harmonics do
for all dimensions do
Y← HORZCAT(real(R.coeff(harmonic, dim), imag(R.coeff(harmonic, dim)))
coefR← R.coeff(harmonic, dim)
coefT← T.coeff(harmonic, dim)
coef← coefT - coefR
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4.7 Classification
4.7.1 Metric Computation
Each node of a target mesh is characterized with four statistical metrics. These metrics
are the: Euclidean distance from the origin; Gaussian curvature; mean curvature; and normal
surface curvature [239]. Statistical node-wise p-values between brain meshes for both control
and autistic populations are computed using an unpaired t-test [240] at the 95% significance
level.
Figure 4.41: High contrast representation of a brain mesh with the curvature highlighted for
clarity.
Three calculations are based on measurements of curvature in the brain. Each of these
curvatures is calculated in a different way, and is sensitive to specific landscapes of the brain.
Curvature calculations are primarily based on the computation of the principal curvatures of
a node. The principal curvature is a measurement of how the surface of a shape bends in
different directions in relation to a specific point. The curvature metrics are computed from
surface distances on a mesh and are intrinsic calculations.
The normal curvature is used to determine the principal curvatures of a point. The normal
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Figure 4.42: Curvature on the surface of several 3-dimensional meshes.
curvature is estimated at the vertices of triangular based mesh.
The Gaussian Curvature of a point is the product of the principal curvatures of that specific
point [241]. The Gaussian curvature, KG, is defined as:
KG = κ1κ2 (4.23)
where κ1 and κ2 are the principal curvatures of a point. Similarly, the mean curvature, KM, is






where again, κ1 and κ2 are the principal curvatures of a point.
The normal curvature is also related to the other two curvatures, and is defined as the
maximum of the two principal curvatures.
KN = max(κ1,κ2) (4.25)
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4.7.2 Brodmann Areas
The principal understanding and classifications of brains as belonging to a neurotypical or
autism spectrum disorder group are based on the understanding and comparison of the Brod-
mann areas. A Brodmann area is a region of the cerebral cortex defined by its cytoarchitec-
ture, or the structure and organization of its cells. There are 52 Brodmann areas found in
each hemisphere of the brains of mammals, resulting in the possibility that 104 Brodmann
areas exist in a single brain [1, 4, 5]. This list is narrowed, due to the fact that human brains
are missing several Brodmann areas, in comparison to primates. Not all Brodmann areas can
analyzed by looking at the surface of the human brain. Additional Brodmann areas can be
found on the inner surface of the human brain, which at the time of publication has not been
analyzed by the proposed framework.
Figure 4.43: Visual map of the interior and exterior Brodmann areas of the brain.
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4.7.3 List of the Brodmann Areas
Below is a list of all Brodmann areas for humans and other primates by area number and
name. The Brodmann areas included in Sight processing are highlighted in bold and include
brief explanations as to the function of each of these Brodmann areas.
• Areas 1, 2, and 3 (also called 3, 1, 2)
– Primary somatosensory cortex
– The primary somatosensory cortex is the main area of the brain involved in the
sense of touch and fine motor control. The primary somatosensory cortex also
plays a key role in identifying objects by touch. It also functions as a control center
for day to day interactions. This region of the brain initiates actions and contributes
to the understanding of language.
• Area 4
– Primary motor cortex
– The primary motor cortex plays a role in responding to commands. The primary
motor cortex controls many of the body’s physical actions. It is responsible for
initiating physical action and constructing thoughts, such as moving body parts
and focusing an individual’s attention.
• Area 5
– Somatosensory association cortex
– The somatosensory association cortex primarily functions as a sensing location
in the brain. It is involved in the processes regarding the senses of touch and
feeling, such as pain. The SAC works in conjunction with area 3,1,2 and area 4,
to allow human interaction with objects.
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• Area 6
– Pre-motor and supplementary motor cortex
– The pre-motor and supplementary motor cortex occupies a large area of the
frontal cortex. This area is primarily involved in planning complex and coordinated
body movements. For example, the act of walking requires numerous muscles to
function together simultaneously to make the body move forward without falling
over.
• Area 7
– Somatosensory association cortex
– The somatosensory association cortex provides humans their understanding of
the sense of space. This area of the brain, combines information from all of the
human senses to estimate how far objects are from an individual, and determine
where they lie in space. It also contributes to coordination, by allowing the motor
cortex to understand where the limbs of the body are located in a spatial context.
This allows the body to perform complex actions, such as eating with a fork.
• Area 8
– Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [Frontal eye field region]
– The eye field dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is involved in managing the feeling of
uncertainty and consciously controlling eye movement.
• Area 9
– Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
– The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is the area of the brain responsible for maintain-
ing attention on a designated focal point. The area also contributes to the ability
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to recall and utilize information from the working memory. The DPC is involved in
inhibitive responses.
• Area 10
– Anterior prefrontal cortex
– The anterior prefrontal cortex is involved in retrieving memories and processing
executive function. Executive function is the ability to connect past experiences
while applying the knowledge to the present to make informed decisions.
• Area 11
– Orbitofrontal area
– The orbitofrontal area of the brain controls the ability to plan, reason, and make
decisions. This area is linked to the hypothalamus of the brain, which is responsi-
ble for regulating a variety of the bodies naturally formed chemicals and stimuli.
• Area 12
– Interior orbitofrontal area
– The interior orbitofrontal area was previously considered part of Area 11. Specif-
ically, it is located between the superior frontal gyrus and the inferior rostral sul-
cus of the brain. The interior orbitofrontal area plays an assistive role to the or-
bitofrontal area.
• Area 13 and Area 14
– Insular cortex
• Area 15
– Anterior Temporal Lobe
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– Primary visual cortex (V1)
– Visual cortex V1 is a specialized area of the brain used in processing informa-
tion related to static and moving objects. The V1 area is heavily associated with
pattern recognition and helps in determining between various objects.
• Area 18
– Secondary visual association cortex (V2)
– Visual cortex V2 is the largest of the three visual cortices. The V2 area process
lexico-semantic associations. Lexico-semantic associations allows individuals to
see and translate written words into mental associations. This region enables the
visualization of text.
• Area 19
– Tertiary visual association cortex (V3)
– Visual cortex V3 processes feature extraction, shape recognition, and visual at-
tention. The V3 area enables an individual to distinguish patterns and shapes
helping recognize objects. For example, the process of distinguishing a computer
keyboard from the other objects lying on a desk.
• Area 20
– Inferior Temporal gyrus
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– The inferior temporal gyrus is an area of the brain that is involved in high-level
visual processing and recognition. The ITG is involved in understanding the con-
cept of color. This area works with Area 19 to classify objects.
• Area 21
– Middle Temporal gyrus
– The middle temporal gyrus plays a role in auditory processing and understand-
ing word meanings while reading. This area is responsible for processing facial
recognition. In the brain, the middle temporal gyrus is much stronger in the left
hemisphere than the right.
• Area 22
– Superior Temporal Gyrus
– The superior temporal gyrus generates an understanding of words, melody, pitch
and sound intensity. Located in the back of the superior temporal gyrus is the
well-known Wernicke’s Area.
• Area 23
– Ventral posterior cingulate cortex
• Area 24
– Ventral anterior cingulate cortex
• Area 25
– Subgenual area (part of the Ventromedial prefrontal cortex)
• Area 26
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– Ventral entorhinal cortex
• Area 29
– Retrosplenial cingulate cortex
• Area 30
– Part of cingulate cortex
• Area 31
– Dorsal Posterior cingulate cortex
• Area 32
– Dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
• Area 33
– Part of anterior cingulate cortex
• Area 34
– Dorsal entorhinal cortex (on the Parahippocampal gyrus)
• Area 35
– Perirhinal cortex (in the rhinal sulcus)
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• Area 36
– Ectorhinal area, now part of the perirhinal cortex (in the rhinal sulcus)
• Area 37
– Fusiform gyrus
– The fusiform gyrus plays a key role in the process of understanding color, and the




– The temporopolar area of the brain is involved in the semantic and autobiographic
representation of an individual’s self-concept. The temporopolar area allows hu-
mans to discuss their experiences and history.
• Area 39
– Angular gyrus
– The angular gyrus is located in the Wernicke’s area region of the brain. The angu-
lar gyrus processes sentence construction and reading. This area is responsible
for associating written words with their phonetic sounds.
• Area 40
– Supramarginal gyrus
– The supramarginal gyrus is the last area located in the Wernicke’s area. The
supramarginal gyrus is responsible for determining the meaning of reading con-
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cepts. It enables individuals to understand written words in their mind during the
process of reading.
• Area 41 and Area 42
– Primary and secondary auditory cortex




– The subcentral area of the brain plays a minor role in the formation of spoken
language. This area assists the Broca’s area to produce speech.
• Area 44
– Pars opercularis
– The pars opercularis is the one of two areas of the brain that make up the Broca’s
Area. The pars opercularis is responsible for the production of speech.
• Area 45
– Pars Triangularis
– The pars triangularis is the second of two areas of the brain that make up the
Broca’s Area. The pars triangularis contributes to the production of speech. This
area is responsible for understanding both abstract and concrete tasks.
• Area 46
– Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
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– The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of the human brain allows humans to use and
control memory. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex enables humans to sort and
organize memories.
• Area 47
– Inferior prefrontal gyrus
– The Inferior prefrontal gyrus is involved in the ability to process syntaxes and the
inhibition of emotional responses.
• Area 48
– Retrosubicular area (a small part of the medial surface of the temporal lobe)
• Area 49
– Parasubicular area in a rodent
• Area 50 and Area 51
– These areas are only found in the brain of a monkey.
• Area 52
– Parainsular area (at the junction of the temporal lobe and the insula)
4.7.4 Ray-casting and Area Delineation
While the information provided by the Brodmann areas is useful, it is challenging to determine
where the boundaries of these areas are located within a mesh of the human brain. Key
difficulties include: (i) mesh points are not located sequentially next to one another (e.g. the
mesh generation algorithm may place points 1 and 2 near one another, or it may place the
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points on opposite sides of the brain mesh) ; and (ii) and initial point locations change every
time a new mesh is created. The reason for this occurrence is because the mesh generation
algorithm randomly assigns locations of nodes around the surface of a volume manifold. The
nodes are evenly distributed, at random, in an attempt to not over saturate any single location.
The random node distribution problem is solved by performing a SPHARM based mesh
alignment. This mesh alignment forces every node to have a static location (i.e. point 1 is on
specific set of phi and theta angles in spherical space). The problem still remains that regions
must be constructed to encompass the specific set of points that make up each Brodmann
area. This concept can be simplified to a more commonly known problem entitled the ”Point
in polygon” problem. The solution is spherical ray-casting.
Figure 4.44: The traditional Point in Polygon problem. Picking any of the five points, one can
easily calculate how many intersections a ray that stretches from this point makes with the
sides of the polygon.
Ray-casting determines if a point lies within or outside a specific region. Ray-casting is
more advanced than defining a traditional border, because this process allows any shaped
object to act as a bounding region. This includes such difficult shapes as Us and Os where at
some locations points are enclosed by a region, but are themselves not a part of the region.
Ray-casting is, therefore, well suited to defining the Brodmann areas which are abnormal
shaped regions. A ray-casting algorithm is not bound by a specific set of mathematical equa-
tions, but instead, is created based on a specific set of if-else determinations.
The ray-casting algorithm begins the region bounding process by defining the mathemat-
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ical line equations that form the boundaries of the region. These line equations are used to
establish whether a ray extending from a point passes through a boundary line. Each point in
the mesh is examined iteratively. A ray is extended from each point along the horizontal axis
at an angle of zero degrees. The ray is checked to determine if it passes through any of the
boundary lines. Each time the ray intersects or breaks a boundary line, the algorithm tracks
this collision. The total number of collisions determines the total number of boundary line
intersections. If the number of collisions is zero, or an even integer, the point is determined
to be outside of the bounded region. An odd number of collisions indicated that the point is
located within the boundary region.
It is not necessary to use ray-casting to determine if every point in the mesh belongs to the
bounded region. Points can be quickly excluded from this search by examining their locations
relative to the minimum and maximum values of the boundary region. Points that fall outside
of these extremes cannot be located inside the bounded region.
Ray-casting is effective on any shape or size of a bounded region. To clarify this point,
consider the following example. If a point is located outside of the bounded region it must
have zero or an even number of collisions. If this point is located to the right of the region, the
ray extending from this point will never intersect a boundary. Conversely, if this point is located
on the left, the ray must both enter and exit the bounded region. This results in a minimum of
two boundary collisions. In a more complex shape, such as a region shaped like an O, the ray
would make two or four collisions. For a given point that is located inside the bounded region,
the number of collisions must be an odd number. A point on the right side of O, will have one
collision, while a point on the left side will have three collisions. The assumption that a point
with an odd number of collisions is inside the bounded region holds true for every possible
shape that can be constructed.
To define the boundaries of the Brodmann areas, a set of points are manually placed
at the corners of each area. The corner locations were determined by using 2D and 3D
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Algorithm 7 Ray-Casting
INPUTS:
P= the point from which the ray starts
A= the end-point of the segment with the smallest y coordinate. (A must be ”below” B)
B= the end-point of the segment with the greatest y coordinate. (B must be ”above” A)
OUTPUTS:
True/False
if Py= Ay or Py= By then
Py← Py+ ε
end if
if Py< Ay or Py> By then
return false
else
if Px> max(Ax,Bx) then
return false
else
if Px< min(Ax,Bx) then
return true
else
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Figure 4.45: Ray-casting demonstrated on a region shaped like an O. Red rays intersect an
even number of times and fall outside of the region. Green rays intersect an odd number of
times and fall within the region.
reference maps of the Brodmann areas. A set of boundary mappings are associated with
these points. The boundary mappings detail how specific points are located relative to one
another in order to form the lines of the boundary region. There is a unique set of boundary
mappings for each Brodmann area. Using these points and boundary mappings the borders
of the Brodmann areas can be defined. This allows ray-casting to be used on each set of
boundaries to determine if a point falls within a specified Brodmann area.
A unique feature of this Brodmann area ray-casting algorithm is the ability to flex the
regions based on the shape and size of the brain. The technique of flexing can be used
to stretch or shrink the boundaries of any given Brodmann area to dynamically examine the
areas features. The technique can also be used to allow information along the borders of
neighboring Brodmann areas to be shared. If the size of a brain is smaller or larger than the
reference brains used in the Sight framework, this technique allows shrinking or expansions
of the Brodmann areas. The shape of the Brodmann area remains consistent even when the
size is altered. The regions are flexed by increasing or decreasing the locations of the edges,
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relative to the centroid of each region.
Figure 4.46: The Brodmann areas can be identified and re-created on any brain using a ray-
casting technique that has been optimized for these regions. The regions by the framework,
along with numbers overlaying the identity of the region, are demonstrated.
It is possible, with this ray-casting algorithm, to independently scale specific Brodmann
areas to meet the requirements of the brain shape. This is beneficial because it allows the
framework to dynamically adapt to unique localized changes and requirements in the shape
of the brain. This process enables the accurate evaluation of any brain shape.
4.7.5 Constructing a Simple Classifier
A two part classifier is used for the analysis of the brain. This classifier constructs the diag-
nostic and risk assessment results for the Sight framework. The two parts of the classifier
include the process of region validation and analysis.
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The classifier is constructed using the Leave-One-Out (LOO) method. The LOO approach
removes a single subject placing it in the test group. The remaining subjects are used to train
the classifier. Each brain used to construct and test the classifier is iterated so that every
subject serves as a test case when it is not included in the training set. This allows the
maximum training group size to be utilized at all times. It also ensures that the training data
set is never biased by including the test data within the training group. The LOO approach is
a favorable method for testing the effectiveness of a system when test time is unimportant.
While there are a wide variety of complex and powerful black-box classifiers available,
such as neural networks and support vector machines, the Sight classifier is based on the
Nave Bayes approach. Naive Bayes classifiers have been used extensively throughout his-
tory, and were first used as a method of differentiating between text in the early 1960s. Cur-
rently, they serve as a good baseline method for determining the effectiveness of an approach
involving two groups. Some of the advantages to a Naive Bayes classifier include excellent
scalability and simple implementation. The ability to have simple and understandable imple-
mentation is the reason this method was selected. If the approach works using a simple
classier, such as Nave Bayes, it will still be possible to use a more complex classifier on the
same system to increase the accuracy. Simple classifiers are not at risk of overtraining. While
complex classifiers could provide more accurate results, in this case understanding the basic
process of the decision making tool increases demonstrates the validity of the Sight approach.
A simple probabilistic classifier is implemented for each metric of an instance and an
instance is represented by a vector x = (xi, . . . ,xn) where n is the number of areas present
for each instance. Each instance is assigned a probability such that p(Ck | xi, . . . ,xn) for each
of K classes.
Using the Bayes’ theorem the conditional probability can be described as:
p(Ck | x) = p(Ck)p(x |Ck)p(x) (4.26)
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Figure 4.47: A simple Bayes classifier for two groups. The red point being classified can be
seen to belong to class two.
This concept can be easily turned into a classifier where a class label L = Ck for some









The primary metric used for classification and examination of the data is the similarity metric
(NSIM). The NSIM is mathematically defined between a reference and a target, for a single





(SR < 0.1) (4.28)
where i= 1, . . . ,N is the number of nodes within the Brodmann area, and SR is defined as:




where Sre f is the median filtered reference array, and Star is the median filtered target array.
The NSIM is the total number of nodes in the Brodmann area that have a similarity of greater
than 90% with one another. Algorithmically, the NSIM is detailed in Algorithm 8.
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Algorithm 8 NSIM Similarity Metric
INPUTS:
Sr = Reference array of selected metric
St = Target array of selected metric
sim= Similarity threshold
OUTPUTS:
nSim= NSIM Similarity Metric








for all elements in R do
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The NSIM is computed for a target brain using each metric and each Bromann area. The
NSIM is computed between the target and all brains in the reference, or training, data set.
Each Brodmann region receives a unique NSIM similarity score for each brain mesh it is
compared against. In this way, the top N NSIM values are determined for each Brodmann
area in the brain being tested. This is used to determine which reference brains most closely
match the target. The end result is that the target brain is represented by a composite of
training database matches.
In more detail, the the metric values for each Brodmann region are represented as
1-dimensional arrays. Initially, the NSIM value was determined by computing the cross-
correlation of each 1-dimensional array. However, this approach suffered from difficulty in
regions that have substantial likelihood of surface noise. To account for this, the NSIM is
computed by filtering each signal using a median filter with a window size of five. Each signal
is normalized between 0 and 1. The signals are subtracted from one another. The signals
are rectified so that all values are positive. The NSIM is defined as the number of points in
the signal below a threshold value, defined as 10% or 0.1. In this way, the NSIM represents
the total number of nodes in a Brodmann region sufficiently similar to one another. The NSIM
is not adversely affected by a small amount of erroneous data points because these are ig-
nored. Using the NSIM, the classification of each region as neurotypical or autism spectrum
disorder positive (ASD+) can be determined.
Brodmann Area Reduction
An interesting observation in the classification of the brain is related to the relevance of indi-
vidual brain areas. Studies tend to focus on the brain as a whole, and classification is often
performed using global measures (many examples are included in Chapter 3). However,
through experimentation, including a lot of trial and error discovery, it was found that many
areas of the brain contain noise when correlated with certain conditions. Logically, this would
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make sense, although in the shape analysis of organs it is rarely done.
As an example, consider the condition dyslexia, which has a much more limited range of
effects than autism. An individual diagnosed with dyslexia has difficulty understanding words
because the brain has swapped the letters incorrectly. While there are a number of possible
areas of the brain that may be implicated, there are additional areas that may be excluded.
If an individual is able to correctly control the body and perform normal motor functions, is it
reasonable to assume that these areas of the brain, which are largely unrelated to speech
and language, play a significant role in the underlying causes of dyslexia? While all cases and
conditions are different, it is reasonable to assume that there are brain locations that are not
involved with a specific disorder. The concept of focusing on only the most important regions
of the brain for specific conditions can help to narrow the search space when trying to classify
a complex neurological condition.
The algorithm by which this search space is reduced is referred to as Brodmann Area
Reduction, and can be thought of as a pre-processing stage, prior to making a classification.
A summary of the algorithm can be found in Algorithm 9. Brodmann Area Reduction works by
de-emphasizing Brodmann areas that have noisy classifications, and emphasizing areas that
are more directly related to a specific neurological condition. To accomplish this an approach
is applied to the training data set. Each subject in the training data set performs a classification
using each Brodmann area for the metrics that have been selected. The number of correct
classifications for each class are then identified. It is also necessary to handle the possibility
of a blatantly incorrect area. If a specific Brodmann area classifies one class 100% of the
time, and another class 0% of the time, the overall classification of that area is determined
to be 0% accuracy, and not 50% accuracy, as the area will never provide a useful form of
classification in practice.
After collecting the classification accuracies, each area is sorted based on its overall abil-
ity to correctly classify a subject. To ensure that the selection of the Brodmann areas is not
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biased, the algorithm utilizes a Leave-One-Out approach for calculating the accuracy of each
subject. While this approach is computationally inefficient, it must only be performed when
a training database is first created or is updated. After a training database has been con-
structed, the Brodmann Area Reduction determinations are reloaded for examining new test
cases. For possible commercial applications, this means that the actual implementation time
of the algorithm is extremely fast for diagnosing new subjects.
Algorithm 9 Brodmann Area Reduction
INPUTS:
TRAINING = Training data set of subjects
OUTPUTS:
ACCURACY = Accuracy of each Brodmann Area
Repeat for each metric
for all elements in TRAINING do
C← element
Remove C from TRAINING
for all areas in C do
% Determine the classifications of each area
match← 0
M← TRAINING(0)
for all elementT in TRAINING do
temp← NSIM(Carea, elementTarea)





if Cclass ==Mclass then
ACCURACY (area)← ACCURACY (area)+1
end if
end for
Add C to TRAINING
end for
for all elements in ACCURACY do
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Classification
The NSIM similarity metric is combined with the Brodmann Area Reduction to create a simple,
but accurate classifier model. The following steps are required to classify a new subject, and
are detailed in Algorithm 10. First, for each metric and each Brodmann area the subject
identifies the closest matches in the training database. This step is similar to the step used
in Brodmann Area reduction, except that only one test subject is being examined. Next, the
impact of each Brodmann area is weighted by the Brodmann Area Reduction, such that areas
that have shown a correlation with the neurological condition being examined are weighted
more highly. Finally, the subject is classified using the top R areas of the brain. In practice,
the majority of brain areas are not related to every condition, especially when considering that
there are twice as many area when examining both hemispheres of the brain. The number
of areas, R, can be determined empirically, by exploring how many elements are used to
maximize the classification probability. In many cases using an odd R near 9 or 11 is an
effective solution. The total number of votes for each of these areas is tallied, and the final
classification is determined. As an example, for R= 9, if 5 areas vote for Class 0, and 4 vote
for Class 1, then the subject would be determined to be of class 0.
This approach can be slightly refined to improve upon the accuracy by accounting for the
importance of the areas. Instead of making a division simply by using majority decision with
an arbitrary number of areas, the winner based on the agreement of the most important areas
can be used. Consider a theoretical example of R = 4, where, (A1 = 0.8,A2 = 0.7,A3 =
0.6,andA4 = 0.5), and corresponding classes of 0,1,0,1. In this case, while there is an
agreement of 2 for Class 0, and 2 for Class 1, the Brodmann weighting would provide a vote
of 1.4 for Class 0, and 1.2 for Class 1. This is a trivial adaptation of the previous majority
voting method, as the weighting have already been predetermined in Algorithm 9.
The actual number of top areas may also be refined by implementing a dynamic window
for the classification. The window is determined by examining all adjacent Brodmann area,
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and selecting the window location and size based on the window location that maximizes
the classification. This location and size can be computed by examining all possible starting
locations and window sizes, and is a computationally simple task, even using a brute force
algorithm. This final classification provides the most accurate results, and is the primary
method of classification used by the Sight framework for identifying neurological, or other
conditions.
4.7.6 Brodmann Risk Analysis
A more interesting aspect of the system is its use as a risk analysis tool. While this specific
application is more difficult to determine the exact accuracy of, the risk analysis can provide
a wealth of detailed information. An ongoing study, headed by Dan Lloyd of Trinity College
focuses on the responsibilities of each Brodmann area [242, 243, 244]. Risk analysis can be
determined directly from the classification information for a subject and a given neurological
condition.
The Lloyd study is regularly updated and provides a comprehensive analysis of the latest
research on the Brodmann areas. The Lloyd study contains results from Functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging scans (fMRIs) of more than 10,000 unique individuals, and is focused on
37 distinct behavioral domains. The study is also backed by peer-reviewed research published
in more than 959 papers that comprises more than 4,221 different experiments. The primary
focus of the study is determining what impact each Brodmann area has on a set of specific
behavioral domains.
The Lloyd study is based on the determination of which Brodmann areas are associated
with each human ability. This study is verified by a wealth of peer-reviewed research. As an
example, regions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 are responsible for the execution of speech. The Lloyd
study expands this information further to determine what level of impact each region plays.
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Algorithm 10 Classification
INPUTS:
Subject to be classified
TRAINING = Training data set of subjects
OUTPUTS:
Class of subject
for all metrics do
for all areas do
match← 0
M← TRAINING(0)
for all elementT in TRAINING do
temp← NSIM(Carea, elementTarea)





if Mclass == 0 then
class0← class0 + 1
else




if class0 == class1 then
return -1 % class is unsure
else
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Figure 4.48: The Brodmann areas of the human brain that play a role in the act of creating
sounds and speech.
While all of these regions play a role in the execution of speech, region 6 accounts for more
than 50% of the ability.
This information is important for diagnostic imaging because it detects the likelihood of
locating an abnormality in human processes that are difficult for individuals with autism. By
associating the abnormalities in the brain with corresponding Brodmann areas it is possible to
provide a risk assessment for specific abilities. Research has shown that indeed Brodmann
area abnormalities correlate with clinical research on the behaviors of individuals diagnosed
with autism spectrum disorders.
Using the work of Dan Lloyd, a table of percentage risk scores can be constructed. This
table gives each Brodmann area an impact score for each characteristic trait. The character-
istics explored include: Action - Execution, Action - Execution - Speech, Action - Imagination,
Action - Inhibition, Action - Motor Learning, Action - Observation, Cognition, Cognition - At-
tention, Cognition - Language, Cognition - Language - Orthography, Cognition - Language -
Phonology, Cognition - Language - Semantics, Cognition - Language - Speech, Cognition -
Language - Syntax, Cognition - Memory - Explicit, Cognition - Memory - Working, Cognition
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Figure 4.49: The Brodmann areas of the human brain that play a role when listening to and
processing music.
- Music, Cognition - Reasoning, Cognition - Space, Cognition - Time, Emotion, Emotion -
Anger, Emotion - Anxiety, Emotion - Disgust, Emotion - Fear, Emotion - Happiness, Emotion -
Sadness, Interoception - Hunger, Interoception - Sexuality, Perception - Audition, Perception
- Olfaction, Perception - Somesthesis, Perception - Somesthesis - Pain, Perception - Vision,
Perception - Vision - Color, Perception - Vision - Motion, Perception - Vision - Shape.
Using this information a risk assessment, or likelihood of deviance, can be determined for
each area. The risk of a characteristic is determined as follows. Following the classification
of a subject, Brodmann area that are not classified as belonging to the typical group are
weighted using the impact score for the chosen characteristic. It is not necessary to weight
areas classified as typical, as these areas would not contribute to the possibility of deviance in
a specific characteristic. The final percentage deviance for that characteristic is determined by
the sum of the weighted areas. As an example, for the emotion ”fear”, if the sum of the impact
scores of the Brodmann areas that are classified as non-typical is 0.8, than the individual
would be 80% likely to exhibit some degree of deviance in their response to fear. This may
mean that the individual is hyper- or hypo- responsive to fear, but is an indication that their
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response would not be considered as ”typical.” This information can optionally by weighted by
the Brodmann Area Reduction to further increase the accuracy.
While the algorithm is not able to determine if the individual will exhibit a hyper- or hypo-
type responsive, this information is still exceptionally useful in the field of therapy. Discus-
sions with therapists have indicated that many individuals diagnosed as falling on the autism
spectrum show a wide range of physical responses to stimuli. It is often difficult to determine
what exactly is the underlying reason for this response. While an individual may appear to
be extremely angry, the response may be actually related to a combination of anxiety and the
inability to process the commands that they are hearing. There are many examples where an
observed response could be explained as a combination of other indirectly related character-
istics.
By developing this risk analysis approach, the therapist, doctor, or parent, is able to gain a
deeper understanding of the individual. This information can be used to help make more ac-
curate inferences as to why an individual behaves with specific mannerisms, and can greatly
improve the potential of implementing the correct therapy. The current alternative method to a
detailed brain risk analysis, is to observe the trial over a series of months and years, and to try
a multitude of different activities and observe the responses. This is a very time consuming
approach, and can be dramatically sped up through by incorporating a modern risk analysis
approach.
At this time, the the computation does not take into consideration the Brodmann regions
on the internal surface of the brain. This study focuses solely on the exterior of the brain. At
this time, due to the fact that the entire brain cannot be taken into account by the current Sight
framework, it is not possible to obtain 100% accuracy in identifying the Brodmann areas. It
is possible, in the future, to include interior regions of the brain by examining the cerebral
white matter. Risk assessment provides early proof of concept for identifying individual trait
abnormalities and can be expanded in the future. This approach may also be expanded
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outside of the scope of a neurological condition such as autism, and could also be used
for more recreational purposes. An interesting application is the use of the technology for
identifying ”unique” characteristics, and for discovering areas in which an individual is likely to
excel in. This technology is still in the early stages, and there is an abundance of possibilities




The proposed shape analysis is applicable to a large number of different applications as it
provides a generic framework for performing a detailed analysis on organs. The principle
application of the technology is as a diagnostic and risk-assessment tool for individuals with
autism spectrum disorders. Applications for dyslexia, Alzheimer’s disease, and lung cancer
are also presented.
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5.1 Autism Spectrum Disorders
The primary focus of this dissertation is the applicability of the Sight framework to use the
shape of the brain to classify autism spectrum disorders. Along with a demonstration of the
risk assessment reports, results for classifying brains are computed on several multi-center
databases. Data for validation comes from authoritative resources including the National
Database of Autism Research (NDAR), The Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange (ABIDE),
and Infant Brain Imaging Symposium (IBIS).
The results include several indicators designed to simplify the understanding of the tables
used for visualization. The tables contain numbered brain scans identified by the subject IDs,
from their corresponding databases. In these tables, neurotypical individuals are denoted
with a value of 1, and individuals diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder are represented
as 0. In each table, the subject ID and ground truth diagnosis can be observed on the left
of the table. The diagnostic determination of each classifier is presented, along with the
cumulative sum of the classifier outputs. Classifiers representing the use of 7 through 14
significant Brodmann areas are used in the final classification. The final subject classification
is presented on the right side of the table. Subjects are sorted and grouped for presentation
by diagnosis. No subjects were excluded from the databases selected for testing. Due to the
number of subjects, the result tables span multiple pages.
Three ABIDE databases were tested using the Sight framework. The global ABIDE
database is divided by each of the participating centers. Each center’s database contains
a roughly even distribution of neurotypical and ASD+ individuals. The databases selected
for analysis were the Kennedy Krieger Institute (KKI), University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA), and the University of Michigan (UM). These databases were selected from within the
global database, because these sets offered the largest unique pools of individual brain scans
available for testing. For this dissertation, a total of 238 individual subjects were analyzed and
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classified from the ABIDE data exchange. Additional data from sources including the NDAR
Tom Conturo/Vanderbilt University database and the IBIS database were also tested. These
databases contain 46 and 36 subjects, respectively.
Classification results representing the use of 7 through 14 significant Brodmann areas
were represented in the tables. Performance curves were graphed to illustrate the use of
the top 30 significant Brodmann area classifiers. Using the range of 7 through 14 significant
Brodmann areas, provided the optimal classification results during testing. Each classifier
made a decision by polling the number of significant Brodmann areas used, as discussed
in Section 4.7.5. The final subject classification was determined by the consensus of the
classifiers using 7 through 14 significant Brodmann areas. The total number of neurotypical
classifications was computed and a threshold determined to optimize the results. Subjects
scoring equal to, or above the threshold, were classified as neurotypical. Subjects below the
threshold were classified as being autism spectrum disorder positive.
5.1.1 Kennedy Krieger Institute Results
The results for analyzing the ABIDE Kennedy Krieger Institute (KKI) database are found in
Table 5.1. The KKI database was collected from individuals between the ages of 7 to 12 years
of age, with an average age of 10 years. Subjects were evaluated using the WISC, ADOS,
and by medical professionals to determine a diagnosis. All scans were acquired using the
MP RAGE, three-dimensional, T1-weighted, gradient-echo sequence. The results for the KKI
database showed an overall accuracy of 88.89%. Assuming negative for diagnosing autism
and positive for determining neurotypical, the test sensitivity (TPR) is 0.939, the specificity
(SPC) is 0.810, the positive predictive value (PPV) is 0.886, and the negative predictive value
(NPV) is 0.895.
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Figure 5.1: Performance using between 2 and 30 Brodmann areas for classification on the
ABIDE KKI database. Horizontal accuracy guides are plotted at 7%, 85%, and 90% in red.
Vertical blue lines border the Brodmann areas used for making a diagnosis. The individual
results of these areas are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Autism results for the ABIDE Kennedy Krieger Institute (KKI) database. Threshold
= 4. GT is Ground Truth, Sum is the sum of the area clfs, and Class is the Sight Framework classification.
Number of Brodmann Areas
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
50791 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50792 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 1
50793 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50794 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50795 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1
50796 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50797 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50798 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
50799 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50800 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50801 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50802 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50803 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50804 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
50805 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50806 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50807 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50815 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 0
50823 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50824 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50826 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 1
50772 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50773 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1
50774 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50775 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50776 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50777 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50778 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50779 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
50780 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 1
50781 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
50782 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50783 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 1
50784 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50785 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50786 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50787 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50788 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50789 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50790 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50808 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50809 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50810 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50811 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50812 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50813 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50814 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50816 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1
50817 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50818 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50819 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50820 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50821 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50822 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
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5.1.2 University of California, Los Angeles Results
The results for analyzing the ABIDE University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) database
are found in Table 5.2. The UCLA database was collected from individuals between the ages
of 8 to 17 years of age, with an average age of 13 years. Subjects were evaluated using
the WISC, ADOS, and by medical professionals to determine a diagnosis. All scans were
acquired using the MP RAGE, three-dimensional, T1-weighted, gradient-echo sequence. The
results for the UCLA database showed an overall accuracy of 94.36%. Assuming negative
for diagnosing autism and positive for determining neurotypical, the test sensitivity (TPR) is
0.900, the specificity (SPC) is 0.976, the positive predictive value (PPV) is 0.964, and the
negative predictive value (NPV) is 0.930.
Figure 5.2: Performance using between 2 and 30 Brodmann areas for classification on the
ABIDE UCLA database. Horizontal accuracy guides are plotted at 7%, 85%, and 90% in red.
Vertical blue lines border the Brodmann areas used for making a diagnosis. The individual
results of these areas are presented in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Autism results for the ABIDE University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)
database. Threshold = 4. GT is Ground Truth, Sum is the sum of the area clfs, and Class is the Sight
Framework classification.
Number of Brodmann Areas
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
51201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51202 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0
51203 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 0
51204 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51205 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51206 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51207 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51208 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0
51209 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51210 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51211 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51212 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51213 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 5 1
51214 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51215 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51216 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51217 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
51218 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51219 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51220 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
51221 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51222 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51223 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
51224 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51225 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51226 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51227 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51228 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51229 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51230 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51231 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51234 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51235 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51236 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51237 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51238 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51239 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51240 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51241 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0
51248 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51249 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0
51250 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 7 1
51251 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
51252 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51253 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 7 1
51254 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51256 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51257 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51258 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 7 1
51259 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51260 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51261 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 6 1
51262 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51264 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51265 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51266 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51267 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51268 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 7 1
51269 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51270 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51271 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51272 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
51273 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51275 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51276 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 7 1
51277 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
51278 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51279 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51280 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51281 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
51282 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
5.1.3 University of Michigan Results
The results for analyzing the ABIDE University of Michigan (UM) database are found in Ta-
ble 5.3. The UM database was collected from individuals between the ages of 8 to 18 years
of age, with an average age of 13 years. Subjects were evaluated using the WISC, ADOS,
and by medical professionals to determine a diagnosis. All scans were acquired using the
MP RAGE, three-dimensional, T1-weighted, gradient-echo sequence. The results for the UM
database showed an overall accuracy of 88.18%. Assuming negative for diagnosing autism
and positive for determining neurotypical, the test sensitivity (TPR) is 0.872, the specificity
(SPC) is 0.890, the positive predictive value (PPV) is 0.889, and the negative predictive value
(NPV) is 0.875.
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Figure 5.3: Performance using between 2 and 30 Brodmann areas for classification on the
ABIDE UM database. Horizontal accuracy guides are plotted at 7%, 85%, and 90% in red.
Vertical blue lines border the Brodmann areas used for making a diagnosis. The individual
results of these areas are presented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Autism results for the ABIDE University of Michigan (UM) database. Threshold =
4. GT is Ground Truth, Sum is the sum of the area clfs, and Class is the Sight Framework classification.
Number of Brodmann Areas
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
50272 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50273 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50274 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50275 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50276 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50277 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50278 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
50279 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
50280 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50281 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50282 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 3 0
50283 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50284 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50285 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50286 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50287 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50288 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50289 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50290 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50291 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
50292 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50293 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50294 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
50295 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
50296 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50297 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50298 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50299 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50301 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50302 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
50303 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50304 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 5 1
50305 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 1
50306 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50307 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50308 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50309 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50310 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 6 1
50311 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50312 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50313 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50314 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0
50315 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50316 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50317 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50318 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50319 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
50320 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50321 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50322 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 0
50323 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50324 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50325 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
50326 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50327 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50328 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50329 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50330 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1
50331 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50332 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50333 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50334 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50335 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 1
50336 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50337 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50338 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50339 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50340 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50341 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50342 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50343 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50344 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50345 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
50346 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50347 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50348 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 4 1
Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
50349 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50350 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50351 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 6 1
50352 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50353 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50354 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50355 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 0
50356 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50357 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 1
50358 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50359 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50360 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50361 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50362 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 0
50363 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50364 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 1
50365 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50366 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50367 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
50368 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50369 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 0
50370 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50371 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1
Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
50372 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 5 1
50373 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50374 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50375 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50376 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50377 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50378 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50379 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50380 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
50381 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
5.1.4 NDAR Conturo Vanderbilt Results
The results for analyzing the NDAR Tom Conturo database from the Vanderbilt University
School of Medicine database are found in Table 5.4. The Conturo database contains infor-
mation from 46 subjects. The Conturo database was collected from individuals between the
ages of 10 to 30 years of age, with an average age of 21 years. Subjects were evaluated
using the ADI-R, ADOS, and by medical professionals to determine a diagnosis. All scans
were acquired using a standard T1-weighted saggital plane acquisition. Images were rotated
to the axial plane for processing. The results for the Conturo database showed an overall
accuracy of 95.65%. Assuming negative for diagnosing autism and positive for determining
neurotypical, the test sensitivity (TPR) is 1.000, the specificity (SPC) is 0.920, the positive
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predictive value (PPV) is 0.913, and the negative predictive value (NPV) is 1.000.
Figure 5.4: Performance using between 2 and 30 Brodmann areas for classification on the
NDAR Tom Conturo database. Horizontal accuracy guides are plotted at 7%, 85%, and 90%
in red. Vertical blue lines border the Brodmann areas used for making a diagnosis. The
individual results of these areas are presented in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Autism results for the NDAR Tom Conturo database from the Vanderbilt University
School of Medicine. Threshold = 3. GT is Ground Truth, Sum is the sum of the area classifiers, and
Class is the Sight Framework classification.
Number of Brodmann Areas
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
2002 11 08 aut3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 04 20 aut5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 04 20 aut6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 05 30 aut8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 05 31 aut10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 07 31 aut14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Continued on next page
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Table 5.4 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
2004 07 31 aut15 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2004 08 01 aut16 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0
2004 08 21 aut20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 08 21 aut21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 08 22 aut22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 08 22 aut23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 09 18 aut24 stl 1p5T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 10 23 aut25 stl 1p5T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 10 23 aut26 stl 1p5T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 12 19 aut27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 12 19 aut28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 12 20 aut29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
2004 12 22 aut31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2005 03 11 aut32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2005 08 20 aut33 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 1
2006 01 14 aut35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2006 02 17 aut37 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0
2006 02 18 aut39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2006 02 19 aut40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2004 07 02 vols31 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1
2004 07 22 vols34 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2004 07 31 vols38 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2004 08 21 vols40 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
Continued on next page
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Table 5.4 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
2005 03 17 vols44 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2005 03 19 vols46 shady 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 1
2005 03 19 vols47 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2005 08 18 vols49 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2005 08 21 vols53 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2005 08 22 vols54 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2005 08 23 vols55 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2005 08 24 vols56 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2005 08 25 vols57 shady 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 6 1
2005 08 27 vols58 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2005 08 27 vols59 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2006 01 11 vols66 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1
2006 01 15 vols69 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2006 02 18 vols71 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2006 02 19 vols72 shady 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2006 03 13 vols74 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
2006 03 17 vols75 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
5.1.5 Infant Brain Imaging Study Results
The results for analyzing the Infant Brain Imaging Study (IBIS) database are found in Ta-
ble 5.5. A subset of the complete IBIS database was provided for evaluation purposes con-
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sisting of 36 subjects. The IBIS database was collected from individuals between the ages
of 6 to 9 months of age, with an average age of 7.5 months. Subjects were diagnosed as
they grew older using the ADI-R, ADOS, and by medical professionals to determine a diag-
nosis. MRI brain scans were completed at the clinical sites on identical 3-T Siemens TIM Trio
scanners (Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern, Pa.) equipped with 12-channel head coils
during natural sleep. The diffusion tensor imaging sequence was acquired as an ep2d diff
pulse sequence with a field of view of 190 mm, 7581 transversal slices, a slice thickness of 2
mm isotropic, 222-mm3 voxel resolution, a TR of 12,80013,300 ms, a TE of 102 ms, variable
b values between 0 and 1,000 s/mm2, 25 gradient directions, and a scan time of 56 minutes.
The results for the IBIS database showed an overall accuracy of 97.29%. Assuming negative
for diagnosing autism and positive for determining neurotypical, the test sensitivity (TPR) is
0.964, the specificity (SPC) is 1.000, the positive predictive value (PPV) is 1.000, and the
negative predictive value (NPV) is 0.889.
Figure 5.5: Performance using between 2 and 30 Brodmann areas for classification on the
Infant Brain Imaging Study (IBIS) database. Horizontal accuracy guides are plotted at 7%,
85%, and 90% in red. Vertical blue lines border the Brodmann areas used for making a
diagnosis. The individual results of these areas are presented in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Autism results for the Infant Brain Imaging Study (IBIS) database. Threshold = 4.
GT is Ground Truth, Sum is the sum of the area classifiers, and Class is the Sight Framework classification.
Number of Brodmann Areas
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
IBIS2118 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IBIS2345 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IBIS2938 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IBIS3632 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IBIS5907 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IBIS6354 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IBIS6685 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IBIS7881 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IBIS0079 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS0096 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS0198 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS0845 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS1127 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS1242 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 0
IBIS1818 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS2311 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS2325 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS2547 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS3704 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS4012 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – continued from previous page
Subject ID GT 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Sum Class
IBIS4272 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS4975 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS5293 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS6141 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS6332 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS6377 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS7324 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS7422 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS7653 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS7996 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS8368 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS8423 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS8470 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS8583 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS9360 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
IBIS9647 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1
5.1.6 Risk Analysis Results
In order to report results to potential end-users, it was necessary to create a risk assess-
ment tool. The initial diagnostic tool was intended for scientific purposes and to determine
the efficacy of the proposed framework. Early stage risk assessment tools were constructed
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to demonstrate the capability of the system for the purpose of displaying results in a readable
manner. The first reports created by the Sight framework are for technical use only. An exam-
ple report for a subject diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder can be found in Appendix 7.
A comparative report for a neurotypical individual can be found in Appendix 7.
Providing useful reports for parents, therapists, and medical professional led to construc-
tive feedback regarding improving the structure and layout of the reports. Reports constructed
using simple, brightly colored visuals were preferred by end-users during A/B testing. Based
on the feedback from more than 50 individuals, a mock-up of the revised report was con-
structed. An improved risk analysis report can be found in Appendix 7. The system will be
improved based on user feedback as needed.
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5.2 Other Applications
While the primary application of this dissertation is in the field of autism spectrum disorders.
The approach includes different applications that require only minor modifications. The fol-
lowing section is a collection of other applications of the specific approach and the related
results. The only differences between the primarily discussed application and these alterna-
tive applications are the end parameters examined, as these parameters are often specific to
each individual application.
5.2.1 Dyslexia
The neurological disorder of dyslexia is difficult to diagnose and has a profound impact on
a child’s ability to fluently read and comprehend words despite the fact that they possess a
normal intelligence level for their age and education [245]. Dyslexia is not uncommon, as
it affects roughly 5-12% of the population [246]. However, it is often diagnosed only after a
child’s scholastic performance or lifestyle has already been impacted.
According to multiple studies, structural differences are found in the brains of subjects
who have dyslexia. The earliest findings revealed a lack of the typical brain asymmetry and
an increase in cortical anomalies [246]. According to Eliez et al. [247] and Casanova et
al. [248], dyslexic subjects have smaller gyral indexes (the ratios between the pial contours
and the convex hull of the brain surface) than normal subjects, suggesting that the dyslexic
brains differ in folding. The recent comprehensive reviews by Richlan et al. [249] and Krafnick
et al. [250] have demonstrated evidence of change in the bilateral temporoparietal and left
occipitotemporal cortical regions of the brain’s gray matter. Using voxel-based morphometry
to examine in-vivo dyslexic brains, Eliez et al. [247] and Silani et al. [251] have indicated
reduced gray matter volume in such brains. Klingberg et al. [252] and Niogi et al. [253]
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also examined the cerebral white matter by using diffusion tensor imaging and found similar
results. By analyzing MRIs, Elnakib et al. [254] and von Plessen et al. [255] discovered
significant differences in the shapes and body length of the corpus callosum in key anatomical
regions that help to identify dyslexia.
Results
The proposed framework has been examined using in-vivo data collected from 30 age-
matched subjects (16 dyslexic and 14 control ones of age from 18 to 40 years in each group).
The subjects were scanned with a 1.5 Tesla GE MRI system with voxel resolution of 0.9375×
0.9375×1.5 mm3 under a T1-weighted imaging sequence protocol. The reference brain was
constructed from the Montreal Neurological Institute’s ICBM 152 atlas [256, 257]. All results
are displayed as overlays on the reference brain.
The training subsets, used for classification, were arbitrarily selected from the 30 subjects.
The classification accuracy of the k-nearest classifier was then evaluated using a χ2-test at
the three confidence levels, 85, 90, and 95%, in order to examine significant differences in
the estimated SH index. As expected, the 85% and 90% confidence levels yielded the best
results and correctly classified 16 out of 16 dyslexic subjects (a 100% accuracy) and 14 out
of 14 control subjects (a 100% accuracy). The 95% confidence level accurately identifies 15
out of 16 dyslexic subjects (93.7%) and 12 out of 14 control subjects (85.7%). The accuracy
of the traditional volumetric approach is 7 out of 16 dyslexic subjects (43.75%), and 9 out
of 14 control subjects (64.29%) at the 85% confidence level. At a 95% confidence level
our approach is more accurate than the traditional approach using an 85% confidence level.
These results highlight the advantage of the proposed diagnostic tool.
The brain cortex can also be easily subdivided into four lobes: frontal, parietal, occipital,
and temporal. To make the measurements more detailed, the frontal lobe can be subdivided
into the pre-frontal and pre-motor areas. As shown in Table 5.6, the absolute numbers of the
significantly different nodes or their relative numbers (percentages of the total brain nodes)
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Figure 5.6: Differences discovered in brains of individuals diagnosed with dyslexia. The
uniquely colored Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas, as well as the supermarginal and angular
gyrus on the left brain hemisphere together with areas of significant difference in both dis-
tance and curvature measurements. Significantly different nodes are found in brain areas
that correlate with phonological processing.
can easily be counted for each of these five brain areas. That the temporal and parietal lobes
contain major areas of difference, possibly because the key areas associated with language
processing reside in these brain lobes. Nonetheless, the proposed mapping provides poten-
tially useful quantitative characteristics and more precise locations of the areas of the key
dyslexic-to-normal brain differences. Furthermore, the approach has discovered significantly
different areas that neighbor these key primary phonological processing areas. A potential
reason for the occurrence of these differences may be related to migrations in brain function,
where alternate parts of the brain work help to compensate in dyslexic individuals. This is a
new theory proposed by Talan et al. [258].
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Table 5.6: Numbers Nsd and relative numbers νsd (% of the total nodes) of the significantly
different nodes in the primary prefrontal, premotor, parietal, occipital, and temporal brain
regions.
Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere
Brain Region Nsd νsd,% Nsd νsd,%
Prefrontal 0 0 0 0
Premotor 309 0.6 547 1.1
Parietal 939 1.8 1073 2.1
Occipital 706 1.4 185 0.3
Temporal 734 1.4 478 0.9
Totals 2688 5.3 2283 4.5
5.2.2 Alzheimer’s Disease
Dementia brain diseases (e.g., Alzheimer, vascular dementia) are among the most interest-
ing and challenging research areas in modern neuroscience. Alzheimers disease (AD) is
the most common cause of a progressive dementia that accounts for 60-80% percent of
cases [259]. AD is characterized by the decline in mental ability which severely affects the
thinking and social abilities, which interfere with an adults’ daily life [259]. Therefore, early
diagnosis of dementia diseases is of great important to institute appropriate therapies. In this
paper, we propose a a computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) system of dementia using structural
T1- Weighted MRI data of the brain. Instead of examining the volumetric changes in individ-
ual brain structures, the proposed CAD system attempts to analyze and quantify differences
between the whole 3D brain shapes for AD, mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and control
subjects in order to discriminate between them more accurately.
Developing CAD system for the clinical diagnosis of dementia diseases essentially re-
quires accurate delineation of the brain tissue, i.e., white and grey matters [260]. Thus, the
first step of our framework performs skull stripping and brain segmentation. The proposed
brain segmentation is based on the integration of statistical approaches (a probabilistic shape
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prior, first-order intensity model, and second-order appearance model) that are integrated into
a two-level joint Markov-Gibbs random field (MGRF) model of T1-MR brain images. Follow-
ing brain segmentation, a 3D mesh model of a manifold of the brain surface is generated,
mapped to a unit sphere, and approximated using spherical harmonic (SPHARM) analysis.
The SPHARM reconstruction error and surface complexity of the manifold provide indexes
to describe the overall complexity of the brain shape. These features are augmented into a
k-nearest neighbor classifier to distinguish between Alzheimers disease (AD) mild cognitive
impairment (MCI), and controls subjects.
Results
The framework was preliminarily evaluated on 30 subjects which were provided by
the CADDementia challenge. The test data were collected from multicenter clinical-
representative T1-weighted MRI data of patients with Alzheimers disease (AD), mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) and healthy controls. To distinguish between the AD, MCI, and control sub-
jects, a K-nearest neighbor classifier was used.
Figure 5.7: Areas of change discovered in brains of individuals diagnosed with Alzheimer’s
Disease. The darker colored areas indicate a faster rate of brain degradation over time.
Subjects were scanned in as part of a longitudinal study. The areas of greatest change were
isolated and displayed on a brain map for visualization.
Using this approach 10 out of 12 (an 83.3% accuracy) control subjects, 9 out of 10 (an
90.0% accuracy) AD subjects, and 5 out of 8 (an 62.5% accuracy) MCI subjects were iden-
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tified. Some minor work was done in an effort to apply the technique to a larger data set,
however difficulties in the data have made this an ongoing side-project.
5.2.3 Lung Cancer
Pulmonary nodules are the most common manifestation of lung cancer and are the princi-
pal cause of cancer-related deaths [261]. Fast and accurate classification of the nodules
is of major importance for medical computer-aided diagnostic systems (CAD). A nodule is
an approximately spherical volume of higher-density tissue visible in an X-ray lung image.
Large malignant nodules (generally defined as greater than 1 cm in diameter) are easily de-
tected with any traditional imaging equipment and are then diagnosed by needle biopsy or
bronchoscopy. However, diagnostic options for small malignant nodules are limited, due to
difficulties in accessing them, especially if they are located deep in the tissue or away from the
large airways. Therefore, additional imaging and CAD techniques are needed. The popular
direction of detecting small cancerous nodules is to analyze their growth rate over time.
Results
To justify the proposed methodology of analyzing the 3D shape of both malignant and be-
nign nodules, the above proposed shape analysis framework was pilot-tested on a database
of clinical multi-slice chest LDCT scans of 327 lung nodules (153 malignant and 174 benign).
The CT data sets each have 0.7x0.7x2.0mm3 voxels, with nodule diameters ranging from 3
mm to 30 mm. Note that these 327 nodules were diagnosed using a biopsy (the ground truth).
The training subset for classification (15 malignant lung nodules and 15 benign lung nod-
ules) was arbitrarily selected among all of the 327 lung nodules. The accuracy of classification
based on using K-nearest classifier of both the training and test subjects was evaluated using
the χ2-test at 95% confidence level. At the 95% confidence level, the correctly classified 143
out of 153 malignant nodules (a 93.5% accuracy), and 163 out of 174 control subjects (a
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Figure 5.8: 3D shape approximation showing the differences between malignant (M) and
benign (B) lung nodules.
93.7% accuracy). The overall accuracy using the proposed 3D shape-based CAD system for
95% confidence level is 93.6% in the first detection of lung nodules. The classification based
on traditional growth rate approach [18] over one year is 87 out of 153 malignant nodules
(a 56.9% accuracy), and 114 out of 174 benign nodules (a 65.7% accuracy) at a 95% con-
fidence level, these results highlight the advantage of the proposed shape-based diagnostic
approach.
Another way to measure and test the performance of the proposed diagnostic system is
to compute the receiver operating characteristic (ROC). Each point on the graph is generated
by using a different cut point (classification threshold). Figure 8 shows the ROC of the two
approaches; the proposed shape index based diagnostic approach and the growth rate based
diagnostic approach [262]. It is clear from Fig 8 that the area under ROC curve of our present
approach is larger (Az = 0.9782) than the area under the ROC curve of the growth rate
based diagnostic approach [262] (Az is 0.6757 for one year estimated growth rate). The high
sensitivity and specificity results from using SPHARM to approximate the 3D shape of the
detected lung nodule as a new discriminatory feature.
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5.2.4 Summary
The aforementioned methods, help to illustrate the broad variety of applications for this ap-
proach. By uniquely modifying classifiers to account for specific differences, the framework is
able to provide a tremendous amount of beneficial information for classifying different organs.
The results and methodology for the different stages of the Sight framework were pub-
lished and tested in peer-reviewed conferences and journal articles. For more information
and details regarding the results and validation of the individual stages please see the follow-





This study determined that features on the surface of the human brain provide essential in-
formation that can help categorize neurological conditions. The Sight framework was able to
take 3-dimensional MRI scans of the human brain, remove non-brain information, and con-
struct 3-dimensional meshes of the brain. Regions on the surface of the brain were able to
be isolated. Metrics for each of these regions were successfully computed. The metrics and
brain regions were able to be combined into a classifier for validating the hypothesis of the
study.
The system has the ability to demonstrate the robustness of the algorithms by perform-
ing automated analyses on large neurological data sets. Processing of the brain scans were
completed in a fully automated manner. The results of the processing enabled the construc-
tion of classifiers. The classifiers were used to determine locations within the brain that are
important for distinguishing between neurotypical and atypical results. The classifiers were
used to test the hypothesis that surface features of the brain can be used to distinguish unique
characteristics and make diagnoses for individuals with neurological conditions.
Testing the algorithms developed in this study yielded positive results. Five databases
were examined to evaluate subjects diagnosed with autism. In all of the databases, an accu-
racy of above 85% was achieved when using a simple classifier. In three of the five databases,
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an accuracy above 90% was observed. These results clearly demonstrate the ability of the
Sight framework to accurately distinguish the differences between the brains of neurotypical
subjects and individuals who have autism. The algorithms were also used on subjects diag-
nosed with dyslexia, Alzheimer’s disease, and Lung cancer. These tests yielded promising
initial results for the expansion of the Sight framework to a wide variety of neurological and
medical conditions. The results from the tests in this study prove that the Sight framework is
successful in achieving the goals of the study, taking the field of medicine one step closer to
definitively providing neurological diagnoses.
Using the Sight framework, the classification results were focused toward individual risk
assessment reports based on the request of medical professionals and parents. These risk
assessment reports provide information obtained by processing brain scans using the Sight
framework. These results can serve as a targeted tool to improve diagnostic procedures and
guide treatment therapies based on specific results. Medical professionals, therapists, and
parents concur that knowing the areas of the brain on which to focus therapies is a crucial
step toward improving patient outcomes. Professionals involved in early focus groups have
agreed that early intervention, guided by risk assessment reports, would enhance current
medical therapies.
Five software process patents have been filed around the individual procedures used in
the Sight framework. These early software patent filings have been assigned to the Univer-
sity of Louisville. Two additional software copyright filings have been submitted regarding the
source code used in the Sight framework. The submission of patents and copyrights around
the technology helps to further validate that institutions, medical professionals, and engineer-
ing teams see the potential benefits of this technology. The patent and copyright filings have
led to an increased market interest in the technology.
The results and capabilities of the Sight framework have been presented in national and
international conferences. Presentation of the possibilities for enhanced understanding of
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neurological conditions have generated interest from medical professionals, therapists, par-
ents, and entrepreneurial ventures. Continued development and targeted results based on
the feedback of stakeholders in autism diagnostics will continue to propel the technology for-
ward.
6.1 Recommendations
The Sight framework has identified specific surface features that could be used to provide
objective diagnosis distinguishing between the brains of neurotypical and individuals with
other neurological conditions. The data and reports generated by this framework provide
reliable information that can guide medical professionals, therapists, and parents as they
implement therapies for patients having neurological disorders.
The Sight framework could serve as a reliable assisting tool to improve the outcomes
of existing neurological testing. Improvements in the diagnostic reports that currently exist
for autism could include visual and objective representations provided by the Sight frame-
work to illuminate the inner functions of an individuals’ brain. Patients suffering from dyslexia
could be identified clearly by explaining which Brodmann areas are effected. Other condi-
tions that could have improved diagnostic understanding include Alzheimers disease, ADHD,
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, concussions, and athletic head trauma. The technology could
also be expanded to serve as a tool for individuals who desire to gain more insight into the
general workings of their brains.
The technology has shown promise for examining other medical conditions, including lung
cancer. Understanding that the framework can be applied to other organs of the body allows
the future possibility of exploring non-invasive diagnoses and treatments for a wide variety of
cancers and abnormalities within the human body.
Initial communication with potential entrepreneurial organizations has demonstrated
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strong interest in developing this technology on a commercial scale. Continued exploration of
the market viability of the technology should be explored. The future of the Sight framework
is very bright, and there is a great potential for the software to improve the lives of countless
patients.
6.2 Limitations
The limitations of the software center on the fact that the Sight framework was principally de-
signed to explore the surface of shapes within the human body. Based on subject availability,
the focus of the study was niched into the human brain. Further interest was targeted to-
ward the study of the cerebral cortex. Information that cannot be inferred from examining the
surface of a structure would require additional development. The capabilities of this software
have not been tapped to the fullest extent with this application.
Access to large and targeted sets of data provided another limitation to the study. The
quantity of MR brain scans available for individuals with autism is limited by data that has
been previously collected. There are some larger study efforts, such as the ABIDE database,
that proved a beneficial resource on which the Sight framework was tested. There are fewer
data sets available for young children, and access is limited at this time.
The data was also limited by gender and social status restrictions. At present, only
databases of Caucasian, middle to upper class individuals, have been collected. To be fair
and equitable, scans of every ethnicity should be included for normalization purposes. At this
time, large databases of other ethnicities have not been made available. Data for low income
populations has not been created. While there are similarities between human brains, there is
the potential to unearth differences. It would be beneficial to expand the framework to include
a much broader population. There are financial difficulties with accomplishing this task.
The current speed and automation of the software provides another limitation. While
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the majority of the framework has been fully automated, the software still requires manual
initiation due to the process of operating in a command line environment. Completing a fully
automated version of the software, including a user interface, would enable the software to
test larger populations. Optimizations to further improve the speed of the algorithms used in
the Sight framework would improve these outcomes.
Educating and changing the current diagnostic practices of physicians and other re-
searchers is a challenging task. The current gold standard has been in effect since 1975,
and while it is a cumbersome process, few changes have been made to help the process
available to parents and patients with autism. Professionals frequently discuss the unfortu-
nate nature of the diagnostic situation, but can be resistant to considering innovation in such
a well-established field. They readily embrace the possibility that this type of technology could
positively enhance their ability to provide accurate diagnoses in a timely manner. They have
shown interest in this concept, but more targeted information must be made available to help
them better understand the process. Parents are also hopeful that medical professionals will
embrace the possibility of objective diagnoses for their children, because they feel that the
current methods do not meet their needs.
6.3 Further Research
Further research into the possibilities of gathering additional data for other autistic populations
and neurological conditions will enable the Sight framework to expand. Determining a method
to expand the software to include the white matter and interior regions of the brain will give a
more complete picture. This expansion would allow incorporation of Brodmann areas located
in the interior of the brain. Combining the Sight framework with other modalities, including
Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI), Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), and genetic
based research would allow for the construction of a complete map of the human brain. This
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Autism spectrum disorders are a large set of complex developmental disabilities with similar
characteristics. Over the past decade, the prevalence of autism has dramatically increased.
This has made a significant impact on the health and behavior of children and the modern
health care system. While the subjective methods used to detect and diagnose autism have
been debated in the medical community, there is a consensus that new technology must be
developed to improve outcomes for children who have neurological conditions. Medical shape
analysis provides the most promising body of research to guide the construction of technolo-
gies designed to understand neurological conditions. This dissertation was developed to aid
in creating more accurate diagnostic assessment tools. The dissertation has been expanded
to construct risk assessment tools for use in helping to guide targeted and effective treatment
and intervention. Five patents have been filed regarding technology developed for this disser-
tation. The technology has also been proposed to the broader community, for integration with
current autism diagnostic methods.
The primary aim of this work was to assess whether the shape of the human brain could
be used as a reliable source of information for determining whether an individual was di-
agnosed with autism. To confirm this, a series of algorithms consisting of bias correction,
skull stripping, multi-label brain segmentation, 3-dimensional mesh construction, spherical
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harmonic decomposition, registration, and classification was constructed. The software al-
gorithms were developed as an original contribution of this dissertation, in collaboration with
the BioImaging laboratory at the University of Louisville Speed School of Engineering. The
classification of each subject was used to construct both diagnoses and therapeutic risk as-
sessments for each patient.
The method was tested on a large number of subjects spread across multi-center
databases. The testing confirmed that the software was capable of accurately making a
diagnosis of autism in a wide range of individuals. Results for the testing data sets achieved
accuracies of 88.89% for the KKI database, 94.36% for the UCLA database, 88.18% for the
UM database, 95.65% for the Conturo database, and 97.29% for the IBIS database. The sen-
sitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV values for every data set confirm the overall accuracy. Posi-
tive results demonstrated the possibility of expanding the framework into dyslexia, Alzheimer’s
disease, and lung cancer. These results confirm that the Sight framework is a reliable met-
ric for making neurological diagnoses. The results were transformed from raw numbers into
visual risk assessment reports. These risk assessment reports allow a wide range of indi-
viduals to understand and use the information to improve outcomes for patients who have
neurological conditions.
The Sight framework is a reliable, understandable, and robust framework for the complete
analysis of the human brain and its neurological conditions. Modern research and technology
is capable of constructing bridges that allow humans to bridge the present with the future.
The Sight framework can be a bridge that helps traverse the difficulties in understanding the
complexities of the brain. The Sight framework can help medical professionals, therapists,
and parents better understand the condition known as autism.
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Appendix 1 - ASD+ Example Risk Analysis Report













Appendix 2 - NT Example Risk Analysis Report












Appendix 3 - Revised Risk Analysis Report









Appendix 4 - Wavefront OBJ Format
Format Specification
Lines beginning with a hash character (#) are comments.
# this is a comment
An OBJ file contains several types of definition:
# List of Vertices, with (x,y,z) coordinates.
v 0.123 0.234 0.345
v ...
...




# Normals in (x,y,z) form; normals might not be unit.




Faces are defined using lists of vertex, texture and normal indicies. Polygons such as quadri-
laterals can be defined by using more than three vertex/texture/normal indices. OBJ files also
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support free form curved surface objects such as NURB surfaces. There are several way to
define a face, but each face line definition starts with ”f” character.
Vertex
A valid vertex index starts from 1 and match first vertex element of vertex list previously
defined. Each face can contain more than three elements.
f v1 v2 v3 v4 ...
Vertex/Texture-coordinate
Each texture coordinate index must follow with no space the first slash. Texture coordinates
index are optional. A valid texture coordinate index starts from 1 and match first texture
coordinate element of texture coordinate list previously defined. Each face can contain more
than three elements.
f v1/vt1 v2/vt2 v3/vt3 ...
Vertex/Texture-coordinate/Normal
Each normal index must follow with no space the second slash. Normals index are optional.
A valid normal index starts from 1 and match first normal element of normal list previously
defined. Each face can contain more than three elements.
f v1/vt1/vn1 v2/vt2/vn2 v3/vt3/vn3 ...
265
Vertex/Normal
As texture coordinates are optional, one can define geometry without them, but one must put
normal index after second slash.
f v1//vn1 v2//vn2 v3//vn3 ...
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